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INTRODUCTION

In the realm of finite projective geometry, the notion of a spread has proven to be

of fundamental importance and has been the driving force behind a sizeable amount of

the research carried out in this field, especially during the second half of this century.

Much of the interest in spreads has arisen from the pioneering work of André in [2] and

also of Bruck and Bose in [19] and [20] who dernonstrated the usefulness of spreads in

the construction of finite translation planes.

The simplest examples of spreads a,re those of the finite three dimensional projective

space PG(3,q). In this case a spread consists of. q2 * l pairwise skew lines. The

principal topic of this thesis concerns generalisations of the spreads of PG(3, q); these

generalisations, referred to by Ebert in [SZ] and [53] as r¿-covers of PG(3, g), are sets of

lines which satisfy the property that each point of PG(3, q) is incident with exactly n

of these lines. Sets of lines of PG(3,q) satisfying this condition have also been referred

to as n-fold spreads of 1-spaces (see [71]). We note before proceeding, that in [14],

Beutelspacher also speaks of n-covers of PG(ú, q); his definition, however, is used in

quite a different context and so is not relevant to what we discuss here.

Ebert's motivation for studying ??-covers of PG(3, q) (see [53]) arose from consider-

ing the problem of completing partial packings of PG(3rg) to packings. Given a partial

packing of PG(3, q), the complerrent of it in PG(3, q) is an r¿-cover for some integer rz.

The problem of completing the partial packing then becomes one of partitioning the

r¿-cover into n spreads. Ebert therefore clefined a proper rz-cover of PG(3, g) to be one

which cannot be so partitioned.

Our motivation is slightly different. We are more interested in studying n-covers

for their own sake, that is to say our main aim in this thesis is to develop a theory of. n-

covers which parallels that of the spreads of PG(3, q). A. a part of this theory involves
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examining the designs which result from the r¿-covers, we have found it necessary to

alter the definition of a proper n-cover. In this thesis, a proper r¿-cover of. PG(3,q)

is one which is not the disjoint union of two ni-covers with n1 t nz : n. The reason

for this alteration will become evident when we consider the decomposability of the

aforementioned designs.

Regarding the existence of n-covers of PG(3, g), they exist for all admissible values

of n, that is for all n from ! to q2 -f q * 1. This is an immediate consequence of the

existence of packings in PG(3, g), (see, for exampte [13] by Beutelspacher and [46] and

[a7] by Denniston), as any subset of n spreads in a packing constitutes an ??-cover.

The first infinite class of proper ??-covers was discovered by Ebert and appears in

[53]; the ??-covers in this class are all 2-covers and exist for every odd prime power g.

His construction relies on a partition of the point-set of PG(s,q) bV ovoids which he

established in [52]. The 2-covers then result by exploiting the manner in which certain

lines of PG(3,g) intersect the ovoids. He also provided examples of proper 2-covers for

g:2,4 and 8. Since these are constructed by means similar to those used in the case

that q is odd, there is good reason for believing that they too lie in an infinite class,

but this is yet to be resolved.

The chief goal of Chapter II of this thesis is to describe and explore possible alter-

native techniques for constructing proper ??-covers of PG(3,q). These mainly involve

beginning with a known (q * l)-cover of PG(3, q), from which rvr/e remove maximal sets

of pairwise disjoint spreads. This either yields a partition of the (q f 1)-cover into

spreads or it produces at least one proper ??-cover with 2 1n 1 q+L.The three types

of (q + l)-covers we consider are the set of lines of a general linear complex, the set of

lines in the quadratic complex consisting of the tangent lines to an elliptic quadric and

the set of lines in a long Singer orbit. Using these sets, we obtain explicit examples of

proper z¿-covers for some small values of q. Our main result, based on a theorem of
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Thas on generalised quadrangles (see Theorem 3.4.1 of [10a]), is that proper rz-covers

exist in PG(3,q), g even for some n satisfying2 < n 1q.

In studying r¿-covers of PG(3, q) the major obstacle to overcome is that of actually

determining whether or not a given ??-cover is proper. A very basic sufficient condition

for an n-cover not to be proper is that it contain a spread, this condition also being

necessary for n equal to 2 and 3. The question of the existence of spreads in the

quadratic complex (described in the previous paragraph) and in a long Singer orbit, is

indirectly addressed in part by the work of Ebert in [53] and [54]. For general linear

complexes, much more is known.

The only existing examples of spleacls lying in a general linear complex (also called

symplectic spreads) are the follor,ving: The regular spreads for all values of g (see, for

example, [51]), tlìe Lüneburg spreads for q - 22hrt , h > I (see [90] and [91]) and finally,

for g odd and non-prime, a class of spreads constructed by Kantor in [82] which gives

rise to a family of Knuth semifield planes. As a supplementary fact, we prove that a

subregular spread which is not also regular, is not symplectic for any value of g.

In [61], Glynn showed that trvo regular spreads lying in a general linear complex

of PG(3, g), q even intersect in either a single line or in the q + 7 lines of a regulus.

By using a different argument (which is independent of the parity of q),we prove that

the result also holds for g odd. For the case that g is even, stronger results have been

obtained by Bagchi and Sastry in [3]. In particular, by dealing with an equivalent

problem, they implicitly proved that any spread lying in a general linear complex Lo

of PG(3,g), g even meets every regular spread and every Ltineburg spread lying in Lo,

in at least one line. They have also implicitly classified the intersection patterns of the

regular and Lúneburg spreads lying in a comrnon general linear complex (see [ ]).

By applying these techniques and results, we construct four explicit examples of

proper ??-covers. The first two are a proper 2-cover and a proper 3-cover of PG(3r2).
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The 2-cover is isomorphic to the one constructed in [53]. The set of lines of the 3-cover

has appeared before in print (see [71], p.84) as a 3-fold spread of l-spaces but it is

not mentioned that it does not contain a spread of PG(3,2). Thus, in this sense the

proper 3-cover is new. The other two n-covers we construct are both proper 3-covers of

PG(3,3). The first one is a symplectic 3-cover; the second 3-cover, which is projectively

distinct from the first one, is cornplemented by a 10-cover of PG(3,3) which consists

of the union of ten pairwise disjoint spreads. This shows that if d is the largest natural

number for which a partial packing of PG(3,3) with 13 - d spreads is guaranteed to

be completable to a packing, then d is at most two.

Central to the study of spreads is the task of classifying the projectively distinct

spreads of PG(2t l\,q), t > L Complete classifications of the spreads of PG(3,q)

have been achieved for q - 2,3,4 and rnore recently for g - 5 (see [72] and [44] for

e : 2,3, [86] for q : 4 and [6], [97] and [124] for q - 5). However, the case for

Q:7 is far from being completed; it is reported in l72a] that the projectively distinct

spreads of PG(3,7) containing reguli, alone number at least fifty. In keeping with this,

in Chapter III we initiate a similar classification of proper r¿-covers for the simplest

case with g : 2. As is well-linown, the unique l-cover (or spread) of PG(3,2) is the

regular spread. We show that thele is a unique proper 2-cover of PG(3,2), thereby

answering in the affirmative, a conjecture made by Ebert in [52]. There is currently

only one known example of a proper 3-cover of PG(3r2); we prove that the existence

of a proper 3-cover projectively distinct from the first one is equivalent to the existence

of a proper 4-cover of PG(3,2). For the last three cases with n : 5, 6 and 7, we prove

that no proper n-covers exist.

In demonstrating a variety of the results pertaining to proper 2-covers and 3-covers

of PG(3,2), we make repeated use of a geometric structure which is isomorphic to the

unique generalised quadrangle of orcler 2. As an aside to the general discussion, we show
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how extra blocks may be added to this structure (referred to as Sylvester's syntheme-

duad structure in [104]) to embed it in PG(3,2). This gives rise to an elementary proof

of the classical isomorphism between the groups 56 and PSp(4,2) (see [72] and [75]

for alternative proofs) and also gives a geometrical interpretation of a result which is

peculiar to So amongst the class of synmetric groups.

To prove the non-existence of proper ??-covers of PG(3,2) fot n:5r 6 and 7,,we

are led back to the problem of extending regular partial packings. This subcase of the

general problem of extending partial packings has received some attention in its own

right. In [47], Denniston mentioned in his discussion on cyclic packings of PG(3,8) that

despite making attempts, he did not succeed in constructing a regular cyclic packing,

while more recently Lunardon has shown in [89] that PG(3,e), I odd, never admits

a regular packing. The only known regular packings are the two projectively distinct

packings of PG(3,2) (see [a ]) and evidence, such as that already stated, suggests they

may be the only ones.

In our treatment here, we exploit Bruck's representation of a regular spread of

PG(3,g) and adapt a technique used by Bruen and Thas in [2S] and [31] (this was

employed in obtaining bounds for partial spreads of PG(3,q)) i" order to set up a cor-

respondence between the spreads in the partial packing and blocking sets of. PG(2,q2).

More precisely, we consider the closs-sections of the set of lines of the spreads in the

partial packing by planes of PG(3, q2) which contain none of these lines. We then show

that a regular partial pacliing with k spreads is extendable to one with k + | regular

spreads if and only if one of the cross-sections is not a blocking set of its ambient plane.

Using similar means, we also consider a related problem which yields results for

regular partial packings of PG(3,2) more simply. Coupling these results with a partial

computer verification, we arrive at the intelesting conclusion that every partial packing

of PG(3,2) is completable to a pacliing.
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In Chapter IV, we turn to one of the main applications of r¿-covers of PG(3,q)

which is that of constructing quasi-n-multiple designs. A balanced incomplete block

,design D with parameter set (u, b,r,k,À) is said to be a quasi-n-multiple of a (possibly

non-existent) design D' with parameter set (u, b',,r',le ,À') if and only if ,L : þ : uL 
: n

for some positive integer n.

The simplest examples of quasi-n-multiple designs can be constructed by taking a

givendesignDwithuvarietieslabelledltouandasetofn-lpermutationsfromthe

symmetric group S,. Each of the n_ l permutations, when applied to D, produces a

new design isomorphi clo D r,vhich has the same set of varieties but in general, different

blocks. By taking the union of the set of blocks in D and the sets of blocks in the

n - I images of. D, we obtain a quasi-n-multiple of D (possibly with repeated blocks)

based on the same set of varieties as D. In the case where each permutation is the

identity permutation, the resulting design is simply called an n-multiple design. This

particular technique has been utilised by Jungnickel in [79] and [80] to obtain lower

bounds for the numbers of quasi-2-multiples of affine and projective planes and also of

biplanes and residual biplanes.

Regarding quasi-n-multiple designs, the question of irreducibility of the designs

arises in a most natural way. A quasi-n-multiple design based on a design D is said

to be irreducible or indecomposable if it is not the union of two quasi-n¿-multiple

designs based on D with n1 I nz : n. Various methods for testing the irreducibility of

quasi-2-multiple designs exist and typically involve examining particular multigraphs

associated with the designs (see, for example, [105]). Other criteria for irreducibility

have also been the impetus for the construction of irreducible quasi-2-multiple designs

from existing designs; the technique entails rnodifying the blocks of the designs in such

a way that the resulting quasi-2-multiple designs satisfy these criteria (see [16], [17]

and [9a]). For further results on this subject, see [92] and [125].
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Using r¿-covers of PG(3, g) we are able to set up a general technique for construct-

ing examples of quasi-n-multiple Sperner designs. The simplest of these are also quasi-

n-multiple affine designs and arise from the r¿-cover by generalising Bruck and Bose's

construction of translation planes from spreads of PG(3, q). \Me discuss the irreducibil-

ity of the quasi-n-multiple designs in terms of what we refer to as their spectra and in

particular, for the affine case, \rye prove that the design is irreducible if and only if the

n-cover rs proper

Following the construction of the designs, we turn our attention to the problem of

determining if a given quasi-n-multiple affine design arises from an r¿-cover. With n :

1, the problem has already been answered by Bruck and Bose in [19]. An affine design

arises from a spread of PG(3,q) if and only if it is a translation plane of dimension

two over its kernel. \ /ith n ) 2, by making some reasonable assumptions, \¡/e are able

to associate a regular, uniform linear space ,C with each design. The problem then

reduces to one of showing that ,C is a finite affine space. A key element in establishing

a necessary and sufficient condition for this to happen is Buekenhout's characterisation

of affine spaces of order at least four; in [38], he shows that if the subspace generated

by any three non-collinear points of a finite linear space f, is an affine plane of some

fixed ordeî q > 4, then f, is necessarily a finite affine space. More recently, in [118],

Teirlinck has given an alternative proof of this for q I 5.

The first example of a finite linear space which satisfied this condition for I : 3

without being an affine space, was presented by Hall in [65]. Therefore such spaces

have been coined Hall triple systerrs. In 1965 (see [66]), Hall and Bruck noticed that

Hall triple systems can be coordinatised by a type of loop known as an exponent 3

commutative Moufang loop. Thus much of the existing theory on these systems is

stated in terms of the properties of their corresponding loops. In [66], however, Hall

uses the Burnside group B(3,3) to give an explicit construction of the smallest Hall
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triple system which is not an affine space. In Section 4.3 we generalise his construction

by using the Burnside group B(3,r),, r ) 3. \Me also use the Burnside groups to produce

a second class of Hall triple systerns; we have not been able to ascertain however, if

they are just affine spaces or possibly new systems.

Resolvable designs adrnitting mole than one resolution have been studied by a

number of people; see for instance [41], [55] and [120].

We conclude this Chapter by initiating a study of possible alternative resolutions

of the quasi-n-multiple affine designs arising from n-covers of PG(S,q), n >.2. As a

first step, since each resolution class of any resolution of such a design is equivalent to

a partition of the point-set of AG(4,q) bV affine subplanes, we consider the problem

of partitioning the point-set of AG(2t,q) lry f-dimensional affine subspaces and give

examples of several of these partitions. Few articles on this problem seem to have been

published, except in the case that cl :2 (see [S]). Finally we discuss some connections

between one of these partitions and ú-spreads of PG(2t + 1,q).

We have already described how a quasi-n-multiple design may be constructed

from a given design by using a set of r¿ - I permutations which act on the varieties of

the design. Similarly, given two finite affine planes of the same order, we can embed

one plane in the other by defining a one-to-one mapping between the two point-sets.

This type of observation inspired Ostrom to develop the theory of derivation and later,

general net replacement (see [81], Chapter 7, [101] and [102]). By using such a mapping

it can be shown that any finite affi.ne plane can be obtained from any other affine plane

of the same order via net replacement; often, however, the replacement will be trivial

in the sense that ahnost all lines of the first plane will be replaced with lines from the

second. Thus, in applying the method of net replacement, it has usually been the case

that subplanes or some other "regular" sets in a given affine plane have been taken as

the lines of a replacement net. This has also usually meant that the new plane has

been a translation plane if and only if the original plane was also.
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In Chapter V, we consider the notion of net replacement as it was first conceived

in an attempt to construct new finite affine planes from a pair of existing ones of the

same order.

To introduce some clarity to the picture, we first show that with respect to any

one-to-one embedding of an affine plane in another of the same order, the two planes

can be uniquely decomposed into pairs of conjugate irreducible replacement nets. Two

affine planes of the same order are then said to be compatible if the number of pairs

of nets so determined for at least one embedding is greater than or equal to two. By

replacing some but not all of the nets in one plane, we produce a series of potentially

new planes. Then, by refining some connections between replacement nets and blocking

sets of finite projective planes rvhich Bruen first demonstrated in [28], we set about

analysing the compatibility of affine pla,nes of prime order and also those of order 32

and 52. (We note that for the case of planes of order 9, the computer searches by

Lan- et ø/ completed in 1990, have verified that the only projective planes of order 9

are the four known planes narnely, the Desarguesian plane, the hall plane, the dual

Hall plane and the Hughes plane (see [84] for a detailed study of these planes). Hence,

all finite affine planes of order 9 are also known. We include our findings however, in

the hope that they may provide a suitable setting for giving an alternative proof cum

verification of Lam's results.

In the final section of Chapter V, we present a general method for constructing

blocking sets of finite affine planes frorn Rédei blocking sets of finite projective planes.

By applying this method, we construct a new (2rl - 1)-blocking set in the affine plane

AG(2,gr) for each ú and for all g > 3. Jamison and independently Brouwer and Schrijver

have shown that the minimal cardinality of a blocking set in AG(2,q') it 2q' - 1 (see

[76] and [2a]). Thus it follows that our blocking sets attain this minimum cardinality.

For further details on affi.ne blocking sets see [12] and [35].
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CHAPTER I
PRELIMINARIES

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we present the preliminary results which will be required in subse-

quent chapters.

1.1. FINITE INCIDENCE STRUCTURES

The main part of this thesis is concerned with rz-covers of PG(3.,g) which are

particular subsets of the line-set of PG(3.,q). Therefore, in discussing the properties of

an r¿-cover it is convenient to take the n-cover as the line-set of an incidence structure.

The notion of an incidence structure also arises in various other situations throughout

this thesis, so it is convenient to present the basic definitions and results here.

Definition 1.1.1. ([aa], p.1) A finite incidence structure is a triple .9 : (P, B,I), where

P, B,I are finite non-empty sets with P ll B : / and I ç P x B. The elements of P

are called points or uarieties, those of. B lines or bloclcs and those of.I fl,ags. El

Definition L.I.z. (144], p.300) Let ,S: (P,B,I) be a finite incidence structure. A

chain in ,9 is a finite sequence CH(ïs,xn): {ro,...,rn} of elements in .9 such that

r¿-1I ix¿ for i : 1 to n.

The integer n is lhe length, of the chain CH(rs,r"). If n:0¡ then the chain is called

triaial.

The two elements Ís and rn aL-e called the supporls of the chain (see [74], p.50) and

the chain is said to be closerJ if the supports are equal. n

Remark 1.1.3. (1441, p.300) If. CH(xs,r,) is a closed chain then the number of
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points in CH(rs,z,) equals the nurnber of blocks iî CH(ns,r,,) and so the length of

CH(xs,z,) is even. tr

Definition L.L.4. ([44], p.300) Let C H(xo,rn) be a chain in a finite incidence structure

,S: (P,B,I). Then CH(rs,r,) is called irred,ucibleif.

r¿-t * r;+t for i :1 to n - 1,

and 11 * *n-t if CU(xs,c,) is closed. ¡

Definition 1.1.5. Let S: (P,B,I) be afinite incidence structure. A subset of blocks

in {¿s,.. . ,Ln-t} is called an n-later¿l if there exists a set of points in P {P6, ... ,,Pn-t}

such that

{Po,lo, Pt,lt,. . . , Pn-y,h-t}

is a closed chain in ^9. An n-lateral is said to be proper if at least one of the closed

chains containing it is irreducible. tr

Rernark 1.1.6. If in .9 : (P, B,I) two arbitrary distinct blocks in B meet in at most

one point, then an r¿-lateral in ,S lies in exactly one closed chain as the points of the

closed chain are uniquely determined. tr

Definition 1.L.7. ([44], p.301) Let S: (P,B,I) be afinite incidence structure. Two

arbitrary elements r,y of.,5 are said to be connected if there exists a chain in ,S with

r and y as supports. !

Definition 1.1.8. (144], p.301) Let S: (P,B,I) be a finite incidence structure. Then

lhe distance between two arbitrary elemenls r,y of ,5 is defined as follows:

(

d(*,ù : I 
oo if r and y are not connected,

I min{n I some chain of length n connects r and y}.

¡

Remark 1.1.9. (1441, p.301) In a substructure of ,S in which any two elements are

connected, the distance function satisfies the axioms of a metric. tr
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Defrnition 1.1.10. ([7a], p.3) Let ^9 
: (P,B,I) be a finite incidence structure with

lPl : u and lBl : b. Label the points 4 and blocks (,¡ arbil'¡arily where i :1 to u

and j : 1 to ó. Then, with respect to this labelling, the incidence malriz of .S is the

[t ir P;r(¡ 
trmatrix A: (o,¿¡) with a¿¡ : {

I o if P¿l t¡.

1.2. FINITE LINEAR SPACES

Definition L.2.1. (t43]) A, finite linear spûce is a finite incidence structure which

satisfies the two axioms below:

(i) Two points are incident with a uniclue line.

(ii) Each line contains at least 2 points. n

Definition L.2,2. ([7a], p.5) A finite linear space is called uniform if each of its lines

is incident with exactly k points. Dually, it is called regulør if each point is incident

with exactly r lines. tr

Most of the finite linear spaces considered in this thesis are both regular and uni-

form. These include the finite afrne and projective spaces, the Hall triple systems and

the finite Sperner spaces. We note, however, in general, regularity does not necessarily

imply uniformity and vice versa.

Definition L.2.3. (144), p.29) A, collineation oL a finite linear space L is a permutation

of the point-set of ,C which preserves incidence between the points and lines of ,4. ¡

Remark 1.2.4. A number of authors of papers on finite linear spaces also use the term

automorphisrn instead of. colli,neøtion. (See [a3], [50] and [69] for instance.)

n

Definition L.2.5. ([43]) A linear subspace L' of a finite linear space Lis a subset of ,C

such that any line of I intersecting L' it at least two points is contained in ,C'. tr

In a finite linear space, the intersection of any collection of subspaces, if it is non-
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empty, is also a subspace. Also, given any non-empty set X of points of ,C, there is at

least one subspace of I which contains X, namely ,C, itself. These two facts lead us to:

Definition 1.2.0. (t70]) Let X be a set of points in a finite linear space .C. Then

the subspace generated by X is defined to be the intersection of all the subspaces of f,

which contain X. D

Definition 1.2.7. (t70]) Let Lt be a subspace of a finite linear space I and let the least

number of points required to generate L' l:e n * 7. Then the dimension of L' is n. A'

subspace S' for which dirn L' : dirn L - I is called a hyperplane of L. D

For convenience, we also introduce the following term for a subspace of dimension

2 ir a finite linear space.

Definition 1.2.8. Let L be a finite linear space. A, triangular subspace (A-space) L'

of ,C is any subspace of L for which di:mL' :2. ¡

The terminology and ideas used in the next construction are borrowed from Chapter

XI of [73] where they are used in a slightly different context'

Construction 1.2.9. Let L be a finite linear space and let X be a non-empty set of

points of. L. Let X1 be the set of points of I obtained from X as follows:

Let P,Q b. two distinct points in X. Form the line (P,Q). At P' Q vary over X,

we obtain a finite collection of lines. Let X1 be the union of all the points on these

Iines. Then X C Xr and X1 is called lhe l-step ertension of. X.

Similarly rñ/e can define the 1-step extension X2 of. X1i continuing in this way we

can produce a sequence of l-step extensions

X : XoC Xr C Xz C... C X, C ..'

In this case, we say X, is the r-step ertens'ion of X. Furthermore, since lx¿l S lX¿+rl

for each i and l^Cl is finite, the sequence wiil eventually terminate; therefore, there
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exists a smallest integer .R for which

Xn: Xn+r.

Theorem L.2.LO. Let R be defined as in Construction I.2.9. Then X¿ is a subspace

of É and X¿ coincides with the subspace of. L generated by X.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proofs of Lemma 11.2 and Theorem 11.3 of [73].

fl

Definition L.z,l.L. ([118]) Let L be a finite linear space and let ,S be a set of subspaces

of ,C. Then ,C is said to be a fi,nite planar space with respect to ,9 if and only if each

triangle in I lies in a unique subspace of ,9. The elements of ,9 are then called planes.

tr

Remark L.2.L2. A finite linea,r space may give rise to more than one planar space

because often there will be lnore than one choice for the set of subspaces ^9. For

examples of such finite linear spaces) see [114]. n

\Me conclude this section with tr,vo elementary lemmata.

Lemma 1.2.13. ([S1], p.8, [44], pp.138-139) Let Lbea uniformlinear space with n2

points and n points on each line. Then L is a finite affine plane of order n. ¡

Lemma 1,.2.14. (144], pp.138-139) Let L be a uniform linear space with n2 *n*7

points and nf 1 points on each line. Then Lis a finite projective plane of order n. tr

1.3. FINITE AFFINE AND PROJECTIVE SPACES

Because of the importance of finite affine and projective spaces in numerous different

settings, various characterisations of them have been established through the years; in

this section, we examine several of these.

Definition 1.3.1. ([7], p.I-l). A, fi,nite projectiue spúce is a finite linear space which
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satisfies the following axiorns:

(i) Each pair of distinct points is incident with a unique line.

(ii) (Veblen) If a line intersects two sides of a triangle (not at their point of intersec-

tion), then it also intersects the third side.

(iii) (Fano) Every line contains at least three points. tr

It is well-known that in a finite projective space I every line has the same number

m * I of points (rn is known as the order of I) and, by arguing inductively on the

dimension n of.D(see defini lionI.2.7), that Ð has exactly \!t ,t points. Moreover,
TN_ I

if the dimension of X is at least 3, then the theorem of Desargues holds in I. As a

consequence of this, the algebraic system (a ternary ring) which is used to coordinatise

any plane of Ð is a finite skewfield. By the celebrated theorem of Wedderburn (see

[123]) each finite skewfield is itself a field. Thus the number of points on each line

of X is q + I for some prime po',¡¡er g, whence the order of Ð is also g. By arguing

more strictly it is possible to show that every fi.nite projective space of order g and

dimension n is isomorphic to the finite projective space which can be constructed (see

1441, pp.27-28) as follows:

Construction L.3.2. ([71], p.29) Let V : V(n + 1, ø) be an (n * 1)-dimensional vector

space over the Galois field Gf'(q) with zero vector 0. Consider the equivalence relation

on the points of V\0 whose equivalence classes are the one dimensional subspaces of V

with the origin deleted; that is, if P,8 € y\{0} and for some basis P : (*o,...,rn),

Q : (yo,...,gn), then P is equivalent to Q if and only if u¿ : ty¿ for all i and for some

t e GF(q)\{o}.

Then the set of equivalence classes is the point-set of the n-dimensional projective

space PG(n,g) over GF(q) in this representation. The projective subspace spanned

by a set of points in PG(n,g) is represented by the vector subspace of V spanned by

the corresponding one dimensional subspaces of. V. tr
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In [111], Singer uses a correspondence between this representation of PG(n,q) and

the finite field G.F(q') to prove that PG(n,g) admits a collineation group which cycli-

cally permutes its point-set.

The proof of Singer's Theorem is well-known. However, since the proof is construc-

tive and a large proportion of what we do in the latter part of Chapter II relies on this

construction, rvlr'e include it here.

Theorem 1.9.9. (Singer's Theorem, [111]) PG(n,q) admits a collineation group which

cyclically permutes its point-set.

Proof. Lel f be a primitive rronic polynomial of degree n + L over G.F (q) i.e.

f@) : rn*7 - únrn - ... - azx2 - dvr - 0's'

Let B be a zero of /. Then we can acljoin p to GF(q) to construct the extension field

GFç(l"+t¡: GF(q)(þ). In this case the set {1, P,...,8"} forms a basis for GF(q"+t)

over G.t'(g).

In order to express a non-zero element of GF(q"+l) as a linear combination of the

basis elements, we use the fact that f @):0, i.e.

0n4t : an/n * ... + arp + ao.

We then call two elements Pn, Pi of. GF*(1"*t) : (B) similar if and only if

po . p-j : 0í-j e GF.((ù: {1, þ", þ'",... , p(ø-z)'Ì,

where , : (q, +t 
;.1) . It is evident that the property of similarity is an equivalence

(q-1)
relation.

Now since each element of G,F (q"+t ) is uniquely expressible as a linear combination

of.LrBr...rþ" over G,F(g), we can associate a coordinate vector (*o,*rr...,ø,) with

each element

o':f,*npo
i=o
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It then follows that two elements 0',0t of GF*(q^+l) are similar if and only if their

corresponding coordinate vectors are scalar multiples of each other where the scalar

belongs to G^F.(q).

Consequently the correspondence extends to one between GF"çn"+r) and PG(n,q)

in the following manner.

The points of PG(n,q) <-+ The equivalence classes determined by the simi-

larity relation on the elements of. GF"(q"+r¡.

The lines of PG(n,q) The sets of the form€

where Bi and Bi are representatives from distinct

equivalence classes.

The incidence in PG(n,q) ê Set inclusion

Consider the mapping / where

$: GF*(qn+t) --+

P,*'
Now the elements

p'

ö(po) :
ó'(pn) :

GF"çn"+t¡

þi+t '

p'

pi+2

+1

ó"-t (pi) : Bi+u-l

are pairwise dissimilar, while Bi and ó"(0i): Pi+" are similar. Hence / permutes the

equivalence classes cyclically in cycles of length , : n"'*l .t . Clearly / induces aq-I
collineation Õ of PG(n,g) because it perrnutes the point-set of PG(n,g) and also maps

the line (Pn , Pi) to the line (B;+t , Pi*tl.
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The cyclic collineation group (O) (the Singer group) therefore cyclically permutes

the point-set of PG(n,g) as required. tr

Remark L.3.4. The collineation (Þ corresponds to the homography with matrix

A1

1

Lan

0

1

Ag

4,2

(This can be shown by expandineó./o) - Pi+r as P.Pi : þ(ro+*tþ+rzþ2+...+*,þ")

and replacing B"+r by oo + a10 + . . . + a,þ"). In addition, where it doesn't lead to

confusion, we often simply write (0) i" place of (O). !

Before discussing finite affine spaces, we state:

Theorem 1.S.5. (The Dimension Theorern, [74]) Let X, D' be subspaces of PG(n,q).

Then

dim(D O t') * dirn(Ð n t') : dim! + dimD',

(where t O t' denotes the subspace spanned by E and X'). !

Remark 1.3.6. The dimension theorem is also referred to as Grassmann's iilentity irt

some texts. It can also be taken as an axiom in an alternative definition of a finite

projective space (see [71]). tr

Definition 1.3.7. ([7], p.I-2) Let D,,-r be a hyperplane of a finite projective space X,,

of dimension n and order rn. Then the linear space obtained by deleting Err-r from E,,

and all points and lines in it is callecl a fi"nite affine space. It also has dimension n and

by definition, its order is also nz. n

Remark 1.3.8. (a) If the dimension of D,, is at least 3 or 1,, : PG(2,g), then the
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corresponding affine space is denoted by AG(rt.,g) where q is the order of 1,,. AG(n,q)

is well-defined because, by duality, tire Singer group of. PG(n,q) also permutes the

hyperplanesof. PG(n,q) cyclically. Hence the construction does not depend on E,-1.

(b) The deleted hyperplane is often referred to as the special hyperplane of the affine

space and accordingly, its points are referred to as special points. (See [73], p.85.)

!

In a finite affine space, we have an additional (equivalence) relation called paral-

Ielism. Two lines are defined to be parallel if they coincide or if the corresponding lines

in the projective space meet in a special point (see [7], p.I-2). Using this relation, we

can give an alternative definition of a finite affine space.

Definition 1.3.9. ([71], p.39) Let ,S : (P, B,I) be a finite incidence structure endowed

with an equivalence relation parallelism on its lines. Then ,5 is a f,nite affine space if.

it satisfies the axioms below.

(i) Any two points are incident with exactly one line.

(ii) For every pointP and line[., there is a uniquelinel'parallel to(, and containing

P.

(iii) If (P1,&) and (P.,Pr) are parallel lines and P is a point on (Pr,Pa) distinct

from P1 and P3, then there is a point P' on (P, Pù and (Ps, &).

(i") If no line contains more than two points and P1, Pz,Ps are distinct points, then

the line 13 through P3 parallel io (&,Pz) and the line 12 through Pz parallel to

(Pr,Ps) have a point P in cornuron.

(") Some line contains exactly n¿ )- 2 points. D

t.4. b-CAPS, OVALOIDS AND OVOIDS IN PG(n, q)

Definition L.4.L. (1721, p.33) In PG(n, q) a k-ca,p is a set of k points no three of which

are collinear. A k-cap is complete if it is not contained in a (k * l)-cap. E
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It can be shown (see [72], pp.33-34) that if a set of k points in PG(3, q), q > 2 is

ale-cap, then k 1q'+ 1. For each g ) 2, this upper bound is attained by the elliptic

quadrics and so the inequality cannot be improved. In view of this, we have:

Definition L.4.2. (172], p.34) In PG(3, q), q > 2, a (q2 * l)-cap is called an oaaloi,il.

When Ç:2, the greatest value of fr for which ale-cap exists is k:8 (see [72],

p.33). In this case the 8-cap is the complement of a plane in PG(3,,2). There also

exist complete 5-caps in PG(3,2), namely the elliptic quadrics (see [72], p.96); they

are characterised in:

Theorem L.4.3. (c1. [72], Theorem 1S.2.1) Let K be a set of 5 points in PG(3, 2) such

that no plane of PG(3,2) meets K in rnore than three points. Then K is a complete

5-cap of PG(3,2) and it consists of the 5 points of an elliptic quadric. (The proof of

this theorem is essentially contained in the third paragraph of the proof of Theorem

18.2.1 in [72].) ¡

Definition L.4.4. (1721, p.52) An ouoid in PG(n,,e), n ) 3 or in a finite projective

plane is a fr-cap such that the tangent lines at each point form a hyperplane. tr

In [44], p.48, it is shown that ovoids can only exist in PG(3,9) or in a finite pro-

jective plane. In particular the ovoids of PG(3,q) and the ovaloids of PG(3,q), q> 2

are identical (when g :2 an ovoid is a complete 5-cap of. PG(3,2), that is an elliptic

quadric).

In 1955 Barlotti and Panella independently proved that all ovoids in PG(3,q), q

odd are elliptic quadrics, thus extending the resuit of Segre, namely that all (q* 1)-arcs

Á PG(2,q), g odd are irreducible conics. (See [7], p.V-3, and [44], p.48.)

The only known ovoids in PG(3, 22h) are the elliptic quadrics; it is conjectured that

they are the only ovoids in PG(3,22ä). This is known to be the case when h : l and 2
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(see [7], p.V-8, 1721,p.35 and [99]). However, when Q:22htt, h] L, there exist other

ovoids known as the Suzulci-Tits ouoid's. These have the form

{(0,0,0,1)} u {(1, r,lt, ru + r"*2 * a")lr,a e GF(2'L+t)}

where o is the Frobenius øutomorph,isrn which maps each n in GF(22h+r) to *zh+l; il,

follows from this t}rat xo' : x2 for all u in GF(Zzn+t¡. (See [119].)

1.5. FINITE NETS AND NET REPLACEMENT

The definitions, theorems and other results appearing in this section (apart from

Definition 1.5.9 and Theorem 1.5.10 which are original) are drawn from [102] by Os-

trom.

Definition 1.5.1. Let S: (P,B,I) be a finite incidence structure endowed with an

equivalence relation parallelism on its lines. Then.9 is a fi,nite netif.lPl is finite and

(i) Each point belongs to exactly one line of each parallel class,

(ii) If. (4,(.2 are lines of different parallel classes, llnen (1 and.(.2 have exactly one point

in common,

(iii) There are at least three parallel classes and at least two points on each line. tr

Remark L.6.2. If instead the nurnber of parallel classes is one or two and the remaining

conditions are satisfied, then the structure is called a triuial net. tr

In a finite net ,A/ every line has exacily rz points for some fixed integer n; this is a

consequence of the fact that .t\/ hns at least 3 parallel classes. Furthermore,A/ then has

exactly n2 points. We are thus led to

Definition 1.5.3. Let N be a finite net. The order n of. J{ is the number of points on

each line of N. The d,egree Ic of."Â/ is the number of parallel classes of J{. n

Remark L.6.4. A finite affine plane of order n is a finite net of order n and degree

n+1. !
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Remark 1.5.5. Two trivial nets with the same numbers of points and parallel classes

and with n points per line are isornorphic. tr

Definition 1.5.6. Let Al be a finite net. Then ,Â/ is said to be replaceable if there

is a net ,Â/' defined on the same point-set as ,A/ such that each pair of points that is

collinear in,A,/ is also collinear in,¡1,/' and vice versa. The net J{' is called a replacement

netfor,Â/ and N,N' are called conjugate replacement nets. !

Definition L.6.7. Let Al be a finite net of order n. A set T of. n points in,Â,/ is a

transaersal of N if no two points of ? are collinear in Al. ¡

Definition 1.5.8. Let Nt,Afzl¡e a pair of nets defined on the same point-set such that

every line of yVr ir a transversal of Alz a:nd every line of Alz is a transversal of ,Â/r. Then

,A/r and Nz are said to be d,isjoint. ¡

Definition 1.5.9. Let Ah be a replaceable net with a replacement net Alz. ThenÃlt

and Nz are said to be irretlucible with respect to one another if there do not exist

conjugate replacement nets,A( and.Á,( such that

(i) Jtfi c,A,[ and Ni + Nl

(ii) Nl c Nz and A[; + .r\rr. !

Theorem 1.5.10. Let N and M be a pair of nets defined on the same point-set.

Let Nt,,Nzbe a pair of nets in,A/ and Mt,Mzbe a pair of nets in M such that

Alr, M, and Nz, M2 form two pairs of conjugate replacement nets. If NtÀNz I S arrd

Mt I M, I /, then \ft n Nz and My À Mz also form a pair of conjugate replacement

nets.

Proof. Let P,Q lt" two points which lie on a line (. of AhìAlz. Then (. e Nt arrd

(. e Alz, so P and Q also lie on a line rh of. Mt and on a line rTù2 of. Mz beca¡tse for

each i, Jvl¿ is a replacement net f.or Al¿.

Now ,AZr and Mz are both subnets of M. Hence Ítù1 : v¡¿r. Therefore rnt €
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Mt ì Mz and so P,8 also lie on a line of. Mr ) Mz.

By symmetry the converse is also true. This Ahl Alz arÍ Mt O Mz are conjugate

replacement nets. tr

Theorem 1.5.11. Let r - Al1U...Af¿UMbe afinite affineplane such that i{t,...,N¿

are replaceable nets while M rnay or may not be replaceable. Let AIi,...,,4,{ be any

set of replacement nets for ,Â/r ,,. . . ,Nn respectively. Then

n':Jrúu...ulliuu

is an affine plane. tr

Theorem 1.5.11 gives rise to the method of net replacement which alters the struc-

ture of a given affine plane zr by replacing one or more replaceable nets which lie in

7t. Often the resulting plane n' is not isomorphi c to r. In the special case in which

zr has order n2 and the replaceable net has degree n*I, the process is also known as

derivation. In this case th.e lines of the replacement net are represented by affine Baer

subplanes of z-. (See [102], [103] and [81].)

1.6. HALL TRIPLE SYSTEMS AND FINITE SPERNER SPACES

Definition 1.6.1. ([70],[95]) A Steiner triple systern is a uniform finite linear space

with line size 3. ¡

Definition L.6.2. (t10]) In a Steiner triple system a symmetry (with f,xed, point a) is

an involutory mappin1 oo such that

oai xt--+u

a, F-+ 0,

whenever {o,*,y} is a line of the system. ¡

Definition 1.6.3. ([10]) A Hall triple system is a Steiner triple system such that each

of its symmetries is a collineation of the system. n
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Theorem 1.6.4. ([65], Theorem 3.1) A Steiner triple system is a Hall triple system

if and only if each triangular subspace (see Definition 1.2.8) of the system is a finite

affine plane of order 3. !

It is shown in [63] that each Hall triple system has 3" points for some positive

integer s which is called the size of the system. Moreover any two minimal generating

sets of such a system have the same number of elements. Writing this number as n f 1,

t}ne dirnension of the system is then defined to be r¿. The finite affine spaces of order

3 are the classical examples of Hall triple systems; these are known as the abelian Ha,Il

triple systerns. The smallest non-abelian Hall triple system has size 4 and dimension

3; all systems with these parameters are isomorphic to one another. It is also known

that there exist exactly two non-isomorphic Hall triple systems of dimension 5 and size

6. Various other results of this nature are also known. (See [9],[10].)

We have indicated in Section 3 that there are various v¡ays in which finite affine

and projective spaces may be defined or constructed. The same is true of Hall triple

systems. For example, the sufficient condition in Theorem 1.6.4 may be taken as the

definition of a Hall triple systern, in which case the statement of Definition 1.6.3 may

be proven as a consequence. By coordinatising Hall triple systems it is possible to give

a further characterisation of them. \ÄIe now outline this.

Definition 1.6.5. ([10]) An erponent 3 commutatiue Moufang loop (}-CM loop) is

a sel M endowed with a commutative binary operation o which admits a unit 1 and

which satisfies the two following identities:

(i) 12o(noa):a,

(ii) *'o(yoz)-(""a)o(roz). tr

It is reported in [106] that in 1965, M. Hall and R.H. Bruck discovered the close

ties which exist between 3-CM loops and Hall triple systems. Given a 3-CM loop with

binary operation o, we can construct a Hall triple system by taking the elements of
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the loop as the points of the system and the triples {*,A,@ " y)'} as the lines of the

system (the incidence relation being that of set inclusion). Conversely, given a HalI

triple system ,9, we can construct a 3-CM loop M with binary operation o as follows:

For any two points ø and b of S, we define a.b lo be the third point on the line

containing ø and b if a and ó are distinct, otherwise it is equal to a.

Then the elements of. M are the points of S and for all elements ø and y of M, we

set

ro?l-G.").(".a)

where e is an arbitrary fixed point of 
^9.

Two 3-CM loops constructed in this way via distinct fixed points e and e' a;re

isomorphic. Furthermore the Hall triple systems which arise from these 3-CM loops

by the technique which we descril¡ed above, are all isomorphic to S.

Thus, up to isomorphism, there is a one-to-one correspondence between Hall triple

systems and 3-CM loops. (See [10], [66] and [106] forfurther details.)

It can be readily checked that the 3-CM loop corresponding to the finite affine space

AG(n,3), n ) 2 is associative. Therefore we conclude the following:

Theorem 1.6.6. ([106]) A Hall triple system associated with the 3-CM loop ,ilzf is a

finite affine space if and only if M is associative. tr

Definition L.6.7. ([7], p.I- ) Let S : (P, B,I) be a finite incidence structure endowed

with an equivalence relation pa,rallelism on its lines. Then ,S is a finite Sperner spúce

if it satisfies the following axioms:

(i) Any two points are incident with exactly one line.

(ii) For every point P and line l, there is a unique line t' parallel to [. and containing

P.

(iii) Each iine contains exactly n'¿ ) 2 points for some rzz. !
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It is readily seen by comparing this definition with Definition 1.3.9 that a finite

affine space is also a finite Sperner space; it is for this reason that finite Sperner spaces

are also known as (finite) wealc affine sp&ces. For further details on these spaces see

for instance [7], [1S], [96] and [108].

L.7. BLOCKING SETS OF FINITE AFFINE AND

PROJECTIVE PLANES

Definition L.7.L. (t29]) A blocl"ing setß in a finite projective plane is a set of points

such that every line of the plane conta,ins at least one point of B and such that no line

of z- is completely contained in 6. tr

Definition L.7.2. ([71], p.367) A blocking set 6 in a finite projective plane is said to

be minimo,lor irreducibleif no proper subset of 6 is also a blocking set. ¡

Theorem I.7.3. ([71], p.367) Lel ß be a blocking set in a finite projective plane.

Then 6 is irreducible if and only if for every point P of ß there is some line I such

that (,1B : {P}. (¿ is called a tøngent.) tr

Blocking sets were first studied in connection with games theory. Thus historicall¡

a blocking set of minimal cardinality has been called a committee. By its definition,

a committee is also an irreducible blocking set, although the converse is not true in

general. For small values of q, the exact sizes and structures of committees in planes

of order q are known. (See [29], [71].) More generally, we have

Theorem 1.7.4. (t29]) Let ß be a blocking set in afinite projective plane zr of order

n. Then lBl>n+r/n*1and equality holds if andonly if 6 is the point-set of a Baer

subplane of z- (whence n is a square). tr

Definition 1.7.5. ([32]) A blocking set ß in a finite projective plane zr of order n is of

type (n,k) if lßl : n + k and some line of zr meets B in exactly k points. tr

In the literature, blocking sets of type (n, k) are also often called Rédei blocking
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sets. Ho',¡/ever, it is claimed incorrectly in some papers (see for example [36], p.81, [34],

p.57) that a blocking set of type (n, k) is irreducible. As a counter-example, given a

square order (n2) projective plane containing a Baer subplane, we can take the point-

set of the subplane plus any other point as our blocking set 6. Then 6 is of type

(n2,n * 2) but it is not irreducible. Hence we restrict the term Rédei bloclúng setto

mean an irreducible blocking set of type (",k).

A number of results on Rédei blocking sets are known. Two such results are stated

in Theorems 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 in Chapter V. For further results see [15], [85].

A result in a similar vein is

Theorem 1.7.6. (t37]) Let B be a blocking set in zr : PG(2,q) with g a square. Let

l?l:q+{q+1+ú where0 < ú <Jm-Jq-+ Thenthereexists asubset T of ß

such that the points of 6\" are the points of a Baer subplane of zr. E

Remark L.7.7. The staternent of Theorem 1.7.6 is still valid for an arbitrary finite

affine plane of square order provided that ú : 1. (See [32].) !

Definition 1.7.8. (t35]) A, bloc|ing set B in a finite affine plane is a set of points such

that every line of the plane contains at least one point of 6. ¡

Remark 1.7.9. Unlike blocking sets in a projective plane, blocking sets in an affine

plane may contain lines of the plane. tr

In AG(2,,q), the number of points in a bloclçing set is at least 2q - 7; there exist

examples of blocking sets which attain the lower bound, so the inequality is sharp.

However in some non-Desarguesian affine planes of order q, there exist blocking sets

with fewer than2q - 1 points. (See 1721,,124), [35] and [76].)
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1.8. SPREADS, PACKTNGS AND

SWITCHING SETS IN PG(n, q)

Definition1.8.1. ([109],p.23) A.partialt-spreadof PG(n,g)isasetofpairwisedisjoint

f-dimensional subspaces of PG(n,(ù. A t-spread, of PG(n,q) is a partial ú-spread of

PG(n,q) such that each point of. PG(n,q) is incident with a unique element of the

partial ú-spread. 11

Because the elements of a ú-spread partition the point-set of PG(n,g), the range of

values of ú for which a t-spread exists is somewhat restricted. More precisely we have

Theorem L.8.2. ([109], p.23) PG(n,q) possesses a f-spread if and only if ú * 1 divides

n+7. O

Definition 1.8.3. Let 5r and 5z be disjoint partial f-spreads of PG(n,,q). Then 5r

and 52 are said to be conjugate pørtial t-spread,s if each point of PG(n,g) is incident

with an element of 5r if and only if it is incident with an element of. 82. The pair of

spreads is then said to be a switclting set of PG(n,q). tr

Remark 1.8.4. The definition of a switching set of PG(n,,g) above differs slightly from

that given by Bruck and Bose in [20], p.165. There, they define a switching set to be

a partial f-spread with at least one conjr-rgate partial f-spread. tr

Since the 1960's much of the investigation into partial ú-spreads has concentrated

on the case where n:2t * 1. This is due to a relationship between partial Í-spreads

of. PG(2t + 1, q) and finite nets which was discovered and first employed by Bruck and

Bose in [19] in the construction of finite affine planes.

To construct a finite net, they begin with PG(2t + 2,q) and consider a partial

t-spread of a hyperplane PG(2t + 1, q). The points of the net are then the points

of PG(2t * 2,q)\PG(2t + 1,q) and the lines of the net are those (ú + l)-dimensional

subspaces of PG(2t + 2, q) which meet PG(zt + L, q) in ú-dimensional subspaces which
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are elements of the partial ú-spread. In the case that the partial ú-spread is a f-spread,

the resulting net is an affine plane of order g'*t. Th"te planes are all finite translation

planes and what is more, every finite translation plane can be constructed in this

manner

Finally, we note that if two partial f-spreads form a switching set, then the cor-

responding nets are conjugate replacement nets. Thus, given a ú-spread containing a

partial t-spread with a conjugate, the replacement of the partial ú-spread with its con-

jugate is equivalent to the replacement of a net in the translation plane corresponding

to the ú-spread.

Definition 1.8.5. ([36], p.S4) A net constructed from a partial f-spread via Bruck and

Boses' construction is called a translation net. n

Definition 1.8.G. (1441, p.220) A t-regulus in PG(2t * L,q) is a partial f-spread with.

q f 1 elements which satisfies the property that any line meeting three of its elements,

meets every one of its elements. !

A line meeting each element of a ú-regulus is called a transuers¿l. From the definition

of a ú-regulus it is immediate that each transversal meets each element in exactly one

point. It can also be shown that through every point of each element of the ú-regulus,

there passes a unique transversal. Thus the transversals are pairwise skew lines. In

particular when t:7, the transversals of a 1-regulus (or simply regulus) constitute a

partial spread conjugate to the regulus.

The existence of ú-reguli is well-known; in Pc(zt+l,q), the non-degenerate quadrics

on index t + I are always covered by f-reguli. In fact, given any three disjoint f-

dimensional spaces in PG(2t l1,q), there is a unique f-regulus containing them. This

motivates the following definition:

Definition 1.8.7. (144], p.221) A f-spread S of PG(2t * 1,q) is said to be regularif
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and only if for any three distinct elements of 5, the ú-regulus containing them also lies

in 5. 11

Theorem 1.8.8. (14+1, p.227) Let q > 2. Then a f-spread of PG(2t + 1, q) is regular if

and only if the affine plane constructed from it is Desarguesian. tr

Remark 1.8.9. \Mhen Ç. : 2, each line has exactly three points, so every ú-spread of

PG(2t + 1,2) is regular. ¡

The concept of regularity has been extended in [98] to ú-spreads of PG(n,g) via a

connection which exists between a t-regulus and the classical Segre variety (see [98],

p.19 for the definition of this variety). However for our purposes, it is sufficient to

examine only the regular spreads of PG(3,q) in more detail.

In [26], p.439, Bruck introduced a representation of regular spreads of. PG(3,g) via

pairs of (conjugate skew) lines of PG(3,g2). Before reviewing this representation, we

introduce the following terminology:

Let (. be a line of PG(3,g2). Then I is said to be real, imaginary or entirely imaginøry

if. (. has exactly q * 1,, 1 or 0 points of PG(S,q) respectively. Similarly, a plane zr of

PG(3,q') i. real or imaginary if it has exactly q2 I q * 1 or q +l points of. PG(3,q)

respectively.

Construction 1.8.10. Let a be a zero of. a primitive quadratic over GF(q). Then

we can adjoin a to GF(q) to construct the extension field G.F'(q2). Each element of

G F(q') can then be represented unicluely in the form r i ay where r and g both belong

ro GF(q).

Now aq' : o # aq because a € G.F(q'?)\Gf(q). Hence the mapping

rtaAt--+rlaqy

is an automorphism of GF(cf) of order two. Furthermore ø fixes GF(q) elementwise.
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If we now construct PG(3,g2) from GF(q') via the technique used in construction

L.3.2, it is easily seen that a extends to a collineation of PG(3,g2) with order two

which fixes PG(3, q) pointwise.

\Me then define two points P and Q of PG(S,q') to be conjugate if. P' : Q (in

which case P : Q") and similarly we define two lines L and m of. PG(3,g2) to be

conjugate if. t" : rn (in which case l. - m").

Theorem 1.8.11. ([26], p.a39) Let (. and l be two pairwise skew conjugate lines in

PG(3,,q2). Then each line joining a point P on .(. to its conjugate Po or'.(" rneets

PG(S,q) in a line. Furthermore, the resulting q2 + 1 lines of. PG(3,q) are pairwise skew

and form a regular spread of PG(3,q). !

Since all regular spreads of PG(3,q) are projectively equivalent (see [91], p.246,

lemma 4.8.2), it follows that every regular spread of PG(3,g) can be represented in

this way. In fact, each regular spread can be represented uniquely in this way. The

foliowing can also be proven.

Theorem 1.8.12. (126]) Let (.1,12,(,",.(.abe four pairwise disjoint lines in PG(3, q) such

that h is also disjoint from each line of the regulus 7? of PG(S,q) defined by Lr, (,2 and

13. Then there is a unique regula,r spread containing these four lines. ¡

Definition1.8.13. ([26]) LetSbearegularspreadof PG(3,q). Let50,5r,...,5¿be

k spreads such that 5o :5 and 5¿: (5,-r\ß) U ?c'for i ) 1 where7c'is the opposite

regulus of a regulus 7t in 5¿-1. Then the sequence of spreads S0,S1,...,5,r is called

a subregular sequence of spread,s of length le. Furthermore, a spread 5'is said to be

subregular of inder k if there exists a subregular sequence of length k ending in 5' but

none of shorter length. ¡

Theorem 1.8.14. ([100]) Lct 5i, be a subregular spread of index k in PG(3,q) con-

structed from the regular spread ,S. Then there exists a set W of pairwise disjoint
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reguli in ,S for which 5r : 5w, where Sw denotes the spread obtained from 5 by

reversing the reguli in W. ¡

Remark 1.8.1.5. ([100]) If we reverr" (g - 1) pairwise disjoint reguli in a regular spread

of PG(3,q), then the resulting spread is again regular. ¡

Theorem 1.8.16. (t331) Let 5 be a regular spread of PG(3,,q). Let 5' be a partial

spread lying in ,S which has a conjugate partial spread ,S'. If 5' contains two distinct

reguli which share at least one line, then

ts't > 
qt-+t49. ¡

Definition 1.8.17. (t46]) A. partial paclcing of PG(3,g) is a set of pairwise disjoint

spreads of PG(3,q). A, paclcing of PG(3,g) is a partial packing which satisfies the

condition that each line of PG(3,q) lies in a (unique) spread belonging to the partial

packing. ¡

Packings of PG(3, g) exist for each q (see 1461, ¡47]1,, [a8]). However, the only known

regular packings occur in PG(3,2); there are exactly two such projectively distinct

packings. (See [a0].) When g is odd, PG(3,q) has no regular packings. This is proven

in [89]. (Note: Therein, packings are referred to as parallelisms.)

1.9. PI,ÜCKER COORDINATES AND

THE KLEIN CORRESPONDENCE

In PG(3, q) a point P can be represented by a homogeneous 4-tuple (øs, r1,t2,ns).

Dually, a plane r caî be represented by a homogeneous 4-tuple lyo,At,,UzrAzl. With

respect to this representation, the point P and the plane r are incident if and only if

(*o, *r, :x2, rJ)' ÍUo, yt, Az, Asl : 0.

To develop a similar representation for the lines of PG(3,g), it is necessary to move

to PG(5, g) and we do this via the notion of Plúcker coordinates.
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Definition 1.9.1. ([S7], p.2a5) Let (. be a line in PG(3,q) and let P : (ro,11,:x2,rs)

and Q : (yo,AttUz,Va) be two distinct points on l. Then the Plíiclcer coorilinate uector

of the line (. is defined to be

(¿) : (Por, Por, Poe¡ Ptz ¡ Pzt, Pze)

alled the Plüclcer coordinates of. (,. tr

At the outset, it appears that the Plücker coordinates of a line are dependent on

the points chosen. However, up to scalar multiples, they are independent of the two

points; this can be argued as foilows:

Let ÀrP * ptQ, 
^2P 

+ pzQbe any two distinct points on / with P and Q as before.

Then the (i, j)th Plúcker coordinate is

)1 þt\p¿ * þ¿û¿

\zr¿ * LtzU¡

),tr¡ * [ttA¡

).zr j * pzlJ¡
^2 

þz

ri rj

a¿ yj

endent of i and j. Hence, up to scalar mul-

tiples, the coordina,tes are independent of the points chosen and can also be considered

as the homogeneous coordinates of a point in PG(5, q).

Moreover, by direct expansion, we can prove that the coordinates satisfy the con-

dition

Ot((/)) : PotPzz * Pozqsl. i Posqn : 0.

Hence, if P is a point of PG(5, g) representing a line of. PG(3,g), then P lies on the

hyperbolic quadric

rox:slîíxqlr2rs-0.

Conversely, the coordinates of each point of the quadric are the Plúcker coordinates of

some line in PG(3,q).
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Definition L.9.2. (1721, p.28, [S2]) Let K be the hyperbolic quadric above. Then K is

called the Klein quad,ric and the correspondence between lines in PG(\rg) and points

on K is called the Klein corresytond,ence. tr

Remark 1.9.3. By considering a line (. of PGQ, g) .t being the intersection of two

planes, \'r'e can develop dual Plücker coordinates for (. in a similar way. ¡

Before examining the properties of Plücker coordinates, it is convenient to briefly

discuss the polarity of PG(5,g) associated with the Klein quadric K. (These details

are drawn from [71], p.111, [721,p.4 and [44], pp.a1-43.)

Using the equation of K, we can define the bilinear form

or(("), (v)) : (*ouu + rstJo) i (,tvn + r4vr) r (*ra" I tzvz),

which maps GFU(q)xGF6(q) to GF(cl. This gives rise to a polarity p of PG(5, g) with

respect to which two points (ø) and (y) are conjugate if and only if Or((")' (g)) : 0'

The points (r) which are self-conjugate satisfy the equation fl2((z), (")) : 0, i.e.

2(rsrslrtrqIn2rs)-0.

When g is odd, it follows that the self-conjugate points are exactly the points of K and

p is an ordinary polarity. However, when q is even, every point is self-conjugate and p

is a symplectic (or null) polarity.

Theorem r.s.4. ([87], p.2a6) Let (t and (.2 be two lines in PG(3,q) with Plúcker

coordinates (por, Poz¡Poe,tPtz¡Pst,Pza) and (qorrqorrQos¡¡tz¡q¡¡rqzs) respectively; then 11

and (.2 intersect if and only if

PotÇzs* PozÇzt * Pozcltz I Pzsqu * Pztloz* Ptzqoz:0'

(Note: Inl72l, p.4, the terrn on the left is called lhe mutual inua,riant of..(t and L2.)

Proof. Choose two pointt ("0, r1rr2rû3), (yorytrAz¡Us) ort (1 and two points

("orrr¡zztzz),¡(*or-r)w2)wr) on (2. Then the two lines intersect if and only if the
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four points are coplanar. A necessary and sufficient condition for this is that

rg 11 :X2 13

AohUzAe
-0.

Zg 21 22 23

Ug U1 U2 'lD3

Expanding the determinant along the first two rows, we obtain the mutual invariant

on the left-handside of the equation, as required.

Remark 1.9.5. Given two distinct lines .(4 ar'd 1,2 of PG(3, g), with Plúcker coordinate

vectors (11) and (12) respectively, their rnutual invariant is the same as f)2((11),(¿r)).

Hence, by Theorem 1.9.4, the lines (1 a;nd 12 intercect if and only if Ar((lt)r(lr)) :0,

that is, if and only if (11) and ((.2) arc conjugate with respect to the polarity p associated

with K. ¡

Apart from providing a convenient means for investigating the intersection of lines

in PG(3, g), one of the main advantages of working with Plúcker coordinates is that,

when proving results regarding lines of PG(3,q), the proofs can often be simplified

by re-interpreting the lines as points of the Klein quadric K and making use of the

properties of K. For this reason, ',¡/e no\r/ briefly examine the representations of some

common sets of lines as point-sets on K.

If we take a set of lines {/1, ...,t^} in PG(3,q) and consider an arbitrary linear

combination of their Plúcker coordinate vectors, then in general the point PG(5,q)

which we obtain will not necessarily lie on the l(lein quadric and so will not represent

a line of PG(S,q). Thus, we consider only those linear combinations which do yield

lines of PG(3,q). Given just two lines /1 and L2, it can be shown that a non-trivial

linear combination of (11) and (12) yields ihe Plücker coordinates of a third line ls if

and only if 11 and 12 intersect one another. In this case it can also be shown that
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Lr, l, and (.s are coplanar and lie in a pencil. Thus, by taking all possible linear

combinations of (/1) and ({.2), we obtain the g * 1 lines of a planar pencil in PG(3,,q)

which is represented on K by the generator ((/1), (¿r)).

Given three lines 11, 1.2 and Ls lhere are several different cases to consider. The

only one of interest here is that in which lt, l, and 1.3 are pairwise skew. It can be

shown that exactly q + 1 lines of PG(3, g) have Plúcker coordinate vectors which are

linearly dependent on ((.1), (/2) and (13). These qlI lines comprise the unique regulus

containing lr, l, and 13. The corresponding g * 1 points on K all lie in the pla,ne defined

by (tt), ((.2) and (/3) and no two of them lie on a common generator of K. Hence they

are the q * 1 points of an irreducible conic on K.

Extending this result, it follows that the lines of a regular spread of PG(3, g) are

represented on K by the points of an elliptic quadric; the elliptic quadric is the section

of K by a three dimensional subspace whose image with respect to the polarity p is a

line skew to K.

Finally, in anticipation of the next section, the image on K of the lines of a general

linear complex of PG(3,q) is the set of points of a parabolic quadric; the parabolic

quadric is the section of K by a non-tangent hyperplane of PG(5,q).

For further details of these results ancl a more comprehensive list of examples see

[87], Chapter XV and [72], pp.29-31.
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1.1o. LINE COMPLEXES oF PG(3, q)

Definition 1.10.1. ([71], p.49) Lel GF(q)[X] with X: {no,...,rn} denote the ring

of polynomials in the n * 1 indeterrninates xio,¡. .. ,)tn ovet GF(q). Then a polynomial

f h GF(q)[X] is called a form if it is homogeneous. ¡

Definition 1.10.2. ([71], p.49) A uarietyin PG(n,q) is a subset .F of pointsin PG(n,q)

for which there exists a finite number of forms fr, fr,. . . , f, in Gf(q)[X] such that

-F: {points P € PG(n,ùl fr(P): fz(P)...:/,(P):0}

In this case \rye write

F:V(ft,fr,...,f,). ¡

Definition 1.L0.3. ([71], p.49) A. primal in PG(n,g) is a variety in PG(n,q) which is

defined by a single form f in GF(q)[X]. The oriler of the primal is the degree of /.1

Definition L.IO. . ([71], p.51) Let T be a variety contained in a subspace X' of

PG(n,q) and !" be a subspace of. PG(n,q) skew to 1,. Then lhe cone (t").F consists

of the points on the lines (P, Q) with P in l" and Q in F. ¡

Remark 1.10.5. ([71], p.5i) Each cone (X").F is a variety. tr

Definition 1.10.6. ([S7], p.371) Let f and fl1 be two forms in {16,. . . , rs} over Gf'(q)

such that 0t((")) : r,ors * rtrq I xzrs (so that CIr((")) : 0 is the Klein quadric K)

and f,)1 is not a factor of /. Then the line compler of PG(3,,g) defined by / is the set

of lines of PG(3, g) represented by the points of the variety

V(f ,Q')',

(via the Klein correspondence). ¡

In discussing the nature of line complexes of PG(3, q), it is useful to consider the

lines of the complex through each point P. The lines of the complex through P form

a cone known as the compler cone associated with P. Furthermore, if the form /
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defining the complex has degree n, then the complex cones all have order n as well.

Dually, the lines of the complex lying in a given plane zr form an envelope known as

the complen enaelope associated with zr; the class of each complex envelope (the notion

of. class dualises that of order) is also n.

When the degree of / is two, the complex L[') ir called a quadratic compler. (See

[s7], pp.377-372.)

LINEAR COMPLEXES

Consider the linear form

f : asno * aqxt I asrz i azns * atrs * aors

which defines the complex Lo. Let a: (aorat¡a2,¡ar¡a4¡45) and consider f¿t(").

(i) If f)1(ø) : 0, then ¿ lies on the Klein quadric K and hence represents a line

(. of PG(S,q). Consequently, any point * : (*o,,ø¡¡r2¡rs¡r.4¡25) in VffrIt)

represents a line of PG(3, q) meeting I because / is equivalent to the mutual

invariant (defined in the preceding section) of ¿ and r. Thus Lo consists of I and

every line meeting I and is linown as a special linear compler.

(ii) If fl1(ø) f 0, then a doesn't lie on the Klein quadric K and so does not represent

a line of PG(3,q).

Consider an arbitrary point P(po,pt,,pz,pe) of PG(3,g) and Let r: (*o,*r)ï2)r3)

be a second point distinct from P. Then by calculating the Plücker coordinates of the

line (P,r) and using the conclition that "f(e,r)) :0", we arrive at the equation

(- o"p" - aqpz - aspt)ro

+ ( otp"-azPzlaspo)rt

+ (- oop"l azptl asqo)xz

+ ( oop, - cltpt I a3ps)rs - 0.

Thus the line (P,*) lies in the complex if and only if it lies in the plane zr contain-

ing P which is represented by the above equation. Hence the lines of Lo through P
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form a (planar) pencil. This type of complex is known as a general linear compler.

Furthermore, letting luo,ur,,uz,uzf be the coordinate vector of n, we have

Ug

U1

U3

.4 is a non-singular skew symmetric matrix which can be used as a one-to-one map-

ping between the point-set of PG(3, q) and the plane-set of PG(3,q). It also reverses

inclusion and thus induces a one-to-one mapping from the line-set of PG(3, q) back to

itself. The polarity defined in this way is a null or symplectic polaritg. The lines of Ln

are exactly the totally isotropic lines of the polarity. (We note that the converse is also

true, namely that the set of all totally isotropic lines of a given symplectic polarity is

a general linear complex.) (See [44], pp.42-51, [87], pp.371-373.)

In [49], de Resmini gives an alternative characterisation of general linear complexes;

\I/e notvl/ present this.

Definition 1.10.7. (t49]) Let ,9 be a set of lines in PG(3, g). Then ,9 is said to have

the property A^,n if there exist integers r7z and n with 1 1m 1n 1q2 *q+ 1 such

that

(i) lS n 2l : 1 or m for every (planar) pencil P,

(ii) lS n 5l : n'L or n for every star 5 (a star is the set of all lines through a fixed

point). n

Theorem 1.10.8. (t44]) Let ,S be a set of lines in PG(3, q). If S has the property

Aq1lt,qltt then S is a general linear cornplex. fl

In later chapters, we shall need the following rniscellaneous results on general linear

complexes.

0 -¿s -a4 -a3

as 0 -az a1

a4 a2 0 -¿o

as -Q1 as 0

Po

Pt

Pz

Pz

U2

A
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Theorem 1.10.9. (") Lel Lo and Li be two distinct general linear complexes in

PG(3,q). Then Ln and L'n intersect in the set of lines of a regular spread of. PG(3,q).

Furthermore, there are exactly q + 1 distinct general linear complexes containing a

given regular spread of PG(3,q).

(b) Let Ln be a general linear complex of PG(3, q) and ?y'-be a regulus in PG(3, q) such

that ll,o n 7?l > 3. Then lð lies in Lo.

Proof. For the proof of part (a), see 1721, pp.6-7.

(b) To prove the result, \Ã/e carl re-interpret the situation on the Klein quadric K.

Lo is represented by the section of K by a (non-tangent) hyperplan¿ E+, while ß

is represenied by an irreducible conic C on K,lying in a plane zr. Since lI,q n Í¿l > 3,

it follows that lXa n Cl > 3 and so lIa n zrl > 3. Hence zr lies completely in Ea and

consequenlly, C lies completely in E4a K.

Returning to the originai situation, we have that R lies completely in Lo. tr

QUADRATIC COMPLEXES

Unlike linear complexes, the quadratic cornplexes are not simple to classify because

the number of possibilities for the complex cones is greatly increased. Their studg

which centres largely around a particular quartic surface called the Kummer surfo,ce is

beyond the scope of this introduction. Thus we merely state some definitions.

Definition 1.10.10. ([S7], p.372) LeL L(2) be a quadratic complex of PG(3,q). If the

complex cone, through a point P is a plane-pair, then P is called a singular point of.

Lt'). Dually, if the complex envelope in a plane zr is a point-pair, then zc is called a

singular plane of LQ) . ¡

Definition 1.10.11. ([S7], p.372) Let L(") be a line complex of PG(3,q). A total point

of. L(") is a point P such that every line through P is a line of Lþ) and a total plane <:f.

LÍ") i. a plane zr such that every line in zr is a line of L!"). ¡
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For a classical account of line complexes see also [78].

1.11. GENERALISED QUADRANGLES

Definition 1.11.1. ([104], p.1) A. fi,nite generalised, quailrangle is a finite incidence

structure with a symmetric incidence relation, satisfying the following axioms:

(i) Each point is incident with 1*ú lines (f > 1) and two distinct points are incident

with at most one common line.

(ii) Each line is incident with 1 f s points (" I 1) and two distinct lines are incident

with at most one common point.

(iii) If P is a point arrd (. is a line not incident with P, then there are a unique point

Qandauniquelinenzforwhich PInIQIt.. !

Remark L,IL.2. Axiom (iii) above guarantees that the structure has no triangles while

it always has quadrangles. tr

Remark L.11.3. Since a generalised quadrangle GQ has a symmetric incidence rela-

tion, we can interchange the roles of the points and lines to obtain a nerv generalised

quadrangle; this is known as the d,ual generalised, quadrangle of. GQ. tr

In the sequel, unless otherwise stated, the material comes from [104].

The first examples of finite generalised quadrangles arose through their association

with certain classical groups and were recognised as such by Tits. For this reason they

are referred to as the classical generalised quadrangles. A variety of other generalised

quadrangles have been constructed, but for the purposes of this thesis we only need to

consider the two described below.

Q@,q),

Consider a non-degenerate (parabolic) quadric Q in PG(4, q). Then the points of

Ç together with the lines of PG(4,q) lying oL Q constitute a generalised quadrangie
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(where the incidence relation is set inclusion). It is denoted by Q(a,q) and its param-

eters are s : t : g. The numl¡er of points and lines of QG,ù i. (q + 1Xq' + t) i"

both cases.

w(q),

Consider a general linear cornplex Lo of. PG(3,,q). Then the points of PG(3'q)

together with the lines of Lo constitute a generalised quadrangle (where, as for Q(4,q),,

the incidence relation is set inclusion). It is denoted by W(q) and its parameters are

s:t: q. It also has (q + 1Xq'* 1) points and lines. ¡

It is no coincidence that QØ,q) and I4z(q) have the same parameters; it is because

Q@,,q) is isomorphic to the dual of lV(q). This is a consequence of the fact that the

image of a general linear complex on the Klein quadric is an irreducible 4-dimensional

quadric. In a general linear complex Lo of. PG(3,q), the q + 7 lines of Lo through a

point are coplanar and so form a pencil. Thus each point of W(q) can be represented

by a pencil of lines in Ln. Therefore, treating the Klein correspondence as a mapping

between W(q) and Q(4,9), we have that a point of WG) maps to the image of the

corresponding pencil on Q(4,q), narnely a line. In addition, two lines of W(q) which

meet in a point P, map to two points on the line of Q@,q) which is the image of. P.

Finally, two points inW(q) are collinear if and only if their corresponding pencils meet

in a line. Hence they map to two lines on Q@, q) which meet in a point. Therefore, the

Klein correspondence induces a one-to-one inclusion reversing mapping betwee"W(q)

and Q(4, q), from which the result follows.

Definition L.tl. . An ouoid, of a generalised quadrangle Gq is a set (? of points of

GQ such that each line of GQ is incident with a unique point of O. A. spread of GQ is

a set of lines 5 such that each point of GQ is incident with a unique line of 5. ¡

It is immediate from their definition that ovoids and spreads are dual concepts. In
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particular, spreads (ovoids) of W(q) are ovoids (respectively spreads) of Q(4'q). Thus

it is sufficient to discuss the spreads and ovoids of W(q).

The spreads of l4z(q) are also spreads of PG(3, q) lying in the corresponding general

linear complex Lo. (We describe some of these spreads in Section 2.2.)

It can also be shown that each ovoid of W(q) is also an ovoid of PG(3,g); in fact,

W(q) possesses ovoids if and only if g is even. What is more, given an arbitrary ovoid

of PG(3,q), q even, the mapping which interchanges the points of the ovoid with their

respective tangent planes is always extendable to a symplectic polarity, the totally

isotropic lines of which are simply the lines tangent to the ovoid. (See [44]' p.51 and

[72], p.36.) Hence every ovoid of PG(3,g), g even, is also an ovoid of some isomorphic

copy of W(q).

We have already discussed the known ovoids of PG(3,,g), g even, in Section 1.4. The

Suzuku-Tits' ovoids actually arise from polarities thaf W(q) possesses when g : 22htr ,

h > I. (Note: These polarities are not polarities of PG(3,q).) Each ovoid consists of

the absolute points of W(q). The absolute lines in each case, constitute a spread of

W(q) known as the Lúneburg spread.

(This spread can be constructed as follows (see [91]): Let ur and ro,6be two homo-

graphies of PG(3,22h+r), h > 1,, whose corresponding matrices are respectively

1 0 00

& 1 00

b ao L 0

ab+aoib+z oortlb a, 1

0100
1000
0001
0010

and

where ¿ and b are elements of GF(Zzn+r¡ and ø is the Frobenius automorphism defined

at the end of Section 1.4. Then the Lúneburg spread consists of the lines

9* : {(0,",0,¿) ls,ú € GF(Zzn+t¡¡

and ga,b : gl"'0, a,b e GF(Zzn+t¡. ¡
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The existence of these polarities indicate that W(q) is self-dual whenever q:22h*t,

h > I. It was conjectured for a long tirne fhat W(q) was always self-dual. However,

eventually Thas showed in [115] thaf lV(q) is self-dual if and only if g is even. His proof

of the self-duality when q is even relies on a one-to-one mapping which is constructed

between the line-set of PG(3,q) and the point-set of PG(3,q). Thus he also showed

that the study of ovoids in PG(3, q), q even, is equivalent to the study of spreads of

PG(3,q), g even, lying in a general linear complex.

We conclude this section with

Theorem 1..11.5. ([104], p.55, Theorem 3,4.1.i)) W(q) cannot be partitioned into

spreads if q is even. ¡

L.Lz. DESIGNS

Definition L.12.1. (116]) A balanced, incomplete bloclt, d,esigr¿ BIBD is a finite incidence

structure with u points, ó blocks, k points on each block, r blocks through each point

and À blocks through each pair of distinct points. !

Remark I.L2.2. The following relations hold between the parameters of the design:

(i) ur : blc

(ii) )(, - 1) : r(k - r).

Hence r and å can be uniquely calculated given u,lc and ). Therefore balanced incom-

plete block designs are also callecl (u, k, À)-designs (see [16]). tr

Definition 1.12.3. ([16]) Let D be the BIBD constructed by taking n copies

(" > 1) of a (u, k, À)-design. Then D is called a n-multiple design and has parame-

ters (u, nbrnrrlcrn\). f1

Definition L.Lz.4. ([16]) Let D be a BIBD with parameters (u,nb,,nr,lc,nÀ) for some

integer n ) 1. Then D is called a quasi-n-multiple ilesign. n
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Not all quasi-n-multiple designs are n-multiple designs although clearly the converse

is true. (\Me shall construct examples of such designs in Chapter IV.) Thus we have

Definition I.L2.5. (t16]) Let D be a quasi-n-multiple design. Then D is said to be

irreducible if it cannot be partitioned into two quasi-n-multiple designs on the same

point-set with n1 I nz : n. tr

Definition L.L2.6. ([105], p.16a) Let D be a BIBD. Then D is called resoluable if the

block set of D can be partitioned into sets (called resolution classes) in such a way

that each point of D lies on a unique block of each set. tr

Remark 1.12.7. The finite affine planes of order n a;re resolvable designs with param-

eters (n2, n2 I n,n I1,,n, 1). Tire resolution classes are simply the parallel classes.

fl

Definition 1.12.8. ([104], p.288) A, partial geometric ilesign is a finite incidence struc-

ture which satisfies the following properties:

(i) Each point is incident with l + t (t > 1) blocks and each block is incident with

1fs(sà1)points.

(ii) For each given point-block pair (*, L), rf,t (respectively rIL wehave f [z ,A]: d
slL

(respectively 0), where [r, y] denotes the number of blocks incident with r and

y. (Such a design is denoted by D(s, t,o, þ). D

There exists an alternative definition of a partial geometric design; it is equivalent

to the first definition but ostensibly it is quite different.

Definition L.12.9. (1221) Let ,9 be a finite incidence structure with u points, ó blocks,

r blocks through each point and k points on each block. Let N be the incidence matrix

of s. Then s is called a partial geometric design if in addition to

NJ:rJ, JN:lcJ,
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\¡üe have

NNú¡ü : (" + k * c- 1 - u)N +uJ

(where ..I denotes the all one matrix of the appropriate size, -ll' is the transpose of .l[

and c, u alre constants). tr

Remark 1.12.10. The parameters from the two definitions are related as listed below:

r:t*t
fr:1*s
u:ot

":0-s-ú-1

For further results on partial geometric designs see also [21] and [23].

tr
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CHAPTER II
n-COVERS OF PG(3,q)

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we introduce the notion of an n-cover of PG(3,q) and describe some

of its properties. In [53], Ebert discusses 2-covers of PG(3,g) and constructs an infinite

class of proper 2-covers in the case that g is odd. His study of 2-covers was motivated

by the problem of completing partial packings of PG(3, q) to packings. (Rather than

considering this problem here in great detail, we shall mainly examine n-covers for

their own sake.) In [71], p.83, Hirschfeld speaks of "k-fold spreads of rn-spaces in

PG(n,q)r'. An n-fold spread of 1-spaces in PG(3,q) ir exactly what we define to be

an rz-cover. As far as can be ascertained, no other authors have published results on

n-covers with n greater than one. (In [1a], Beutelspacher uses the term "n-cover of

PG(mrq)". However, these ??-covers are in no way related to the r¿-covers considered

in this thesis.)

In the latter sections we focus our attention on the construction of proper ??-covers

of PG(3,g), proving in particular the existence of proper r¿-covers of PG(3,q) for some

n satisfying 1< n <q*l andfor all q:2h,h> I.

2.L. n-COVERS OF PG(3, q)

Definition 2.1.L. ([53], p.262) Let Cn be a set of lines of PG(3,q). Then C,, is called

aÍLn-couer of PG(3,q) if there are exactly n lines of C,, through each of the points of

PG(3,q). !

Remark 2.L.2. In discussing properties of an ??-cover Cn we often implicitly associate

C, with the frnite incidence structure ^9 
: (P, B, I) where P is the point-set of PG(3, q).,

B is the set of lines of C," and I is tire incidence relation of PG(3, g) restricted to P xC,.
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Henceforth we shall denote this incidence structure by

(P,C",r).

Lemma 2.L.3. Let Cn, andCn, be respectively an ?'Ù1-cov€r and an fl2-coyet of PG(3rq).

1: If. C,, and Cn, are disjoint, then Cnr U Cn" is an (n1 f n2)-cover of PG(3,q).

2: If. Cn, is a subset of Cn, then Cn \Cn, is an (n2 - n1)-cover of PG(3, q).

Proof. 1: Through each point of PG(3, g) there pass ??1 lines of Cn, a,nd rz2 lines of

Cn* SinceCn, andCn" are disjoint, there are exactly nt *nz distinct lines of Cnrl)Cn,

passing through each point of PG(3,g). Hence CnrUCn" is an (n1 f n2)-cover.

2: The proof of this follows similarly. 11

Theorem 2.1.4. Let Cn be an r?-cover of PG(3,,q). Then lC"l it "(q2 +t).

Proof. Let r(P) be the number of lines of C, incident with the point P of. PG(S,q).

Then counting the number of flags of (P, C,,I) in two ways we have

Q+r)lc"l: t ,(P).
PePG(3'q)

Now for each point P,, r(P) equals n. Therefore

Q i- llc"¡: L n
PePG(3,q)

which implies that

(q + I)lC"l : n(q+ 1Xq' + t)

Hence

lc^l:"G'+t).
!

Definition 2.I.6. Let Cn be an rz-cover of PG(3,,q). Then Cnis a proper n-couerif Cn

cannot be represented as the union of an ??1-cov€r and an rr2-coyeet with n1 * nz: n.
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Remark 2.L.6. This definition does not quite agree with the definition of a proper

n-cover given by Ebert in [53]; he calls an n-cover proper if it is not the union of n

pairwise disjoint spreads. Our definition generalises this. tr

Remark 2.L.7. A 1-cover or spread of PG(3,g) is always proper. On the other hand

u (q, + g * 1)-cover of PG(3,g) contains every line of PG(3,g) and so is not proper

because PG(3,q) always possesses at least one spread. (See Section 1.8.) tr

Example 2.1.8. Let P be a packing of PG(S,,q) and let ,S be a subset of.P containing

exactly n spreads where n satisfies 7 1 n 1 q'+ q + 1. The spreads are pairwise

disjoint and so constitute an ??-cover Cn of. PG(3,q). However Cn, by construction, is

not proper. !

In general it is not a simple tash to determine whether or not an ??-cover of PG(3,q)

is proper. However for n : 2, we have:

Theorem 2.L.9. (t53]) Let Cz be a 2-cover of PG(3,q). If (P,Cr,I) contains a proper

(2m -ll)-lateral for some m ) I, then C2 is a proper 2-cover. tr

We conjecture that the converse to Theorem 2.1.9 is also true, but we have not

been able to prove it except when g :2. (This proof will appear in Chapter III.) An

alternative necessary and sufficient condition for a" 2-cover to be proper will be given

in Chapter IV.

Definition 2.1.10. Let Cn be an ??-cover of PG(3,q). Then C, is said to be a dual

n-couer if each plane of PG(3,q) contains exactiy n lines of. Cn. tr

Remark z.L,LL. The duality of n-covers of PG(3,q) is an extension of the duality

of spreads which is discussed by Bruen and Fisher in 1271. There they prove that all

ú-spreads of PG(2t+ 1, q) are dual. We shall prove shortly that all ??-covers of. PG(3,q)

are also dual, so in the particular case that t : n : 1, we obtain the same result.

However the argument here is different to that given in 127). f1
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Theorem 2.1.1-2, Let Cn be an r?,-cover of PG(S,q). Then C,, is dual.

Proof. Let lrl be the number of lines of. Cn in an arbitrary plane of PG(3, g) and for

each point P e r let r(P) be the number of lines of. Cn in zr which are incident with

P. Then counting the number of elements of the set

{(P,.(.) | P is a point of r, (. is a line of C, lying in z-}

in two different ways, we have

¡r(q+1):Dre).
Petr

By Theorern2.L.4, C,, has n(q' + 1) lines. Hence the number of lines of. Cn not in r

IS

n(q'+1)-¡.¡ D(" -'(P))
Pe¡

: ,(q'+q+1)-Dt(P)
PeÍ

n(q'+q+1)-¡/(q+t).
Hence

-fy' : n.

!

Remark 2.1.13: A duai ??-cover C, is so-called because under a correlation ó of

PG(3,q),C^ maps roCf which is also an r¿-cover of PG(3,q). Bv Theorem 2.2.72,íL

is immediate then, that correiations of PG(3, g) map n-covers to r¿-covers. It is also

evident that an ??-cover Ç is proper if and only if Cf is proper for each correlation ó

of PG(3, q). ¡

2.2. GENERAL LINEAR COMPLEXES AND

SYMPLECTIC SPREADS OF PG(3,q)

In Section 2.3 we shall construct proper n-covers of PG(3, q) using several different

techniques. One such technique will require the removal of spreads from a general
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linear complex of PG(3, q). Therefore, in this section, \ry'e establish a variety of results

pertaining to these spreads which we shall refer to henceforth as symplectic spreads of

PG(3,q). (I" [82], Kantor defines a symplectic spread to be a spread of a symplectic

space. We shall not define these terms here, but simply note instead that a spread of a

4-dimensional symplectic space defined over GF(q) is equivalent to a spread of PG(3,q)

lying in a general linear complex and so, that the two definitions actually concur.) To

date the only known symplectic spreads of PG(3, g) are the regular spreads for all q,

the Lüneburg spreads for all e - 2zh+t,, h 2 7 (see Section 1.11) and several classes of

spreads (including a class of spreads giving rise to Knuth semifreld planes) constructed

for all q odd and non-prime, by Kantor in [82].

For further details concerning the symplectic spreads of PG(3, g) see [104], Section

3.4, [116] and [51], Corollary 1.

Theorem 2.2.1. Let Ln be a general linear complex in PG(3, g), g even. Then Ln

cannot be partitioned into spreads.

Proof. This is merely a restatement of Theorem 1.11.5. ¡

Theorem 2.2.2. ([3]) Let W(q) be the generalised quadrangle associated with a general

linear complex of PG(3,g), q even. Then each ovoid of.W(q) meets each classical ovoid

of W@) (that is each elliptic quadric and Tits' ovoid embedded in W(q)) in an odd

number of points. In particular the intersection is non-empty. ¡

Remark 2.2.3. Theorem 2.2.2 is due to Bagchi and Sastry who proved it in [3] via

the consideration of the binary code arising from W(q). They also proved that the

dimension of the code is at most * + q' + Z.

An interesting corollary of this is that whenever the dimension of the code attains

tlris upper bound (as it does for g:2,4), every ovoid of W(q) meets every other ovoid

of.W(q) in an odd number of points. (See also [4] for further results.) n
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Corollary 2.2.4. Let Ln be a general linear complex of PG(3,q), g even. Then every

spread in Lo meets every regular spread and Lúneburg spread (if I - 2zh+t, h > 7)

embedded in Ln in at least one line.

Proof. Let 5, 5n and 5¿ (if g - 2zh+t, h ) 1) be respectively an arbitrary spread, a

regular spread and a Lúneburg spread embedded in Ln.

Then they are also spreads of l4z(q), the generalised quadrangle associated with Lo'

W(q) is self-dual because q is even. Therefore to each spread above, there corresponds

an ovoid of W(q).5¿ corresponds to an elliptic quadric On, Er corresponds to a Tits'

ovoid Or ar,d 5 corresponds to an ovoid (2.

By Theorern 2.2.2, (? intersects both Oø and Or in at least one point. Thus

invoking on.ce more, the correspondence between the ovoids and spreads of.W(q), it is

immediate that 5 meets both Sn and 5¿ in at least one line. !

Remark 2.2.6. From Corollary 2.2.4, we have that for q even, two regular spreads

embedded in a general linear complex, meet in at least one line. This can also be

deduced from a result in [60] (see Theorem 3.3.7, p.ßa). However, there seems to be

no mention in the literature that this result is also valid when q is odd. We now give

a proof of ihis which is independent of the parity of q. ¡

Theorem 2.2.6. Let Ln be a general linear complex of PG(S,q). Then two regular

spreads embedded in Lo intersect in either a single line or the g * 1 lines of a regulus.

In particular, they intersect in at least one line.

Proof. To prove this result, we ma,ke use of ihe Klein correspondence. The image of

Lo on the Klein quadric K is a parabolic quadric I which is the intersection of K with

a hyperplane Xa of PG(5,q) which is not tangent to K. The images of the two regular

spreads are elliptic quadrics O ø and O's eaclt of which is the intersection of K with a

suitable 3-dimensional projective space; let these spaces be X3 and E! respectively.
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Moreover, Oø arrd Ot6 alre embedded in I because the two regular spreads are

embedded in Lo. It follows then that ls and Xi both lie in la. By the dimension

theorem, we have that Ðg and E! intersect in a plane z-.

Now each plane in ls meets On in 7 or q * 1 points. Similarly each plane of Xi

meets O'B in 7 or q f 1 points. In addition, we have

r ÀOø : r O Q : r ñO'n (: zr n K).

Therefore, the two elliptic quadrics meet in either a single point or the q * 1 points of

an irreducible conic (which is the image on K of a regulus in PG(3' q)).

It is immediate then, via the Klein correspondence, that the two regular spreads

intersect in a single iine or in the q * 1 lines of a regulus. ¡

Theorem 2.2.7. (11221) LetLn be a general iinear complex of PG(S,,q). Let 5 be a

spread of PG(3, g) and Iet R be a regulus with opposite regulus R'. If. S, R and 7l' ali

lie in Lo, then

ls n (ß uR')l:2.

Proof. (\Me include the proof here for the sake of clarity.) Let D be the set of (ø + t¡'

points lying on the lines of R. By a routine counting argument, it can be shown that

each line of Lo\(7? U 7c') meets each D in a unique point.

Now let ¿ : 15n (7¿U7l'1. The lines of .9 not lying in flU R' each rneet D in a single

point by the argument above. Therefore, the number of such lines is [(ø+ t¡' -¿(q+ t)].

Hence

q' + r: lsl : t + p(q +1)' - ¿(q + t)l

which, on rearrangement gives f : 2. ¡

Remark 2.2.8. From Theorem 2.2.7, it is immediate that if a symplectic spread 5 of
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PG(3,g) possesses a regulus 71, then the spread

(s\ß) u 7?'

(where fl' is the opposite regulus of R) does not lie in the general linear complex Ln

containing 5, (for if it did, we would have 5, 7t, and R' all lying in Lo with

lsn(72u7¿')l -qtt,

a contradiction). n

Theorem z.z,g. A subregular spread (of PG(3, q)) "f index k which is not also a

regular spread, is not a symplectic spread.

Proof. By Orr's characterisation of subregular spreads (see Theorem 1.8.14), the

subregular spread can be obtained from a regular spread 5n by reversing a set of r

(1 <, 1q-2) pairwise disjoint reguli in 5n. Setting V : {n;\*r, {rtt", is, the set of

reguli that are to be reversed), we clenote the subregular spread by 5{'

Assume that S{ is symplectic and let Lo be a general linear complex containing it.

Using the restriction on r, we have

ls"nsll : q2+7-r(q+1)> q+3.

Since a regulus has exactly q+ 1 lines, this implies that amongst the lines of 5nnSl,

there are at least four lines not lying in a common regulus. By Theorem 1.8.12, these

four lines give rise to a unique regular spread. Hence ,Sn is uniquely determined by the

lines in 5R n Sl.

It is convenient at this point to shift from this setting to the corresponding setting

on the Klein quadric K.

Lo maps to a parabolic quadric O which is the intersection of K with a hyperplane

Xa of PG(5,q) which is not tangent to K,5¿ maps to an elliptic quadric (?¿ which is
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the intersection of K with a suitable 3-dimensional projective space Xg and Sfi maps

to a subset of points of Q.

Moreover, we have lOø ì Ql2 q * 3. Hence

q+3: 
li::::l,i:î 

nrc)r

Any such set of q*3 points in Ð3fìDa determines E3 uniquely because the corresponding

q + 3 lines determine 5¿ uniquely. Thus Xs lies in Xa because X¿ n Xs is a projective

space which contains the projective space (Ð3) generated by the q + 3 points. Re-

interpreting this in the original setting, it follows that 5n also lies in Lo because

On:t3nKÇl¿l-lK:Q.

Choosing the regulus 7?1 from V, we now have that 5¿, R.1 and R!, aII lie in Lo and

ls"n(ß,un)l:q¡_t,

contradicting Theorern2.2.7. Therefore 5{ is not a symplectic spread. ¡

In Theorern2.2.7, we stated that if a pair of opposite reguli {R,,?c'} lies in a general

linear complex Lo, then any spread 5 shares exactly two lines with /t lJ R' . However,

we did not mention whether it is indeed possible for a pair of opposite reguli to lie in

a general linear complex. It can be shown that a pair of opposite reguli can lie in Lo if

and only if q is even. A proof of the sufficiency of this condition is presented in [122].

However, the proof \Me present here is original.

Lemma 2.2.10. Let Ln be a general linear complex of PG(3,q), q even associated with

the symplectic polarity p. If lr and !.2 are two skew lines of Lo, then there is exactly

one regulus R containing these lines such that

(?¡-u2r') cLq
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where /t' is the opposite regulus of. R.

Proof. Lel P be a point on 11 and let (. be a second line of Ln through P. The plane

r containing 11 and [. tlnerr meets Ln in a pencil of lines which has P as its vertex. The

Iine12, being skew to 11, meets r in a single point Q. The line rn of the pencil which

contains Q is then a line of Lo which contains P and meets (.2. It is in fact the unique

line of Ln containing P and meeting (.2 (because the existence of a second line m' of.Ln

satisfying this property would imply that the plane containing (,2,m an.d m' met Lo in

a set of lines not forming a pencil - a contradiction). Thus choosing three arbitrary

points on [1, there exist three uniquely determined lines TrL1, Trù2 and nz3 of Ln passing

through these points and meetinE lz. Again, using the fact that each plane meets Ln

in a pencil of lines, it can be shown that these lines are pairwise skew. Hence rrlt¡ trù2

and rn3 determine a unique regulus 7l'. Now since each line of 7l' is linearly dependent

on the lines rn1, rn2 arrd rn3 (see Sections 1.9 and 1.10) which are fixed by p, it follows

that each line of 7?.' is also fixed by p and so R' iies in Lo.

Consider now the action of p on the opposite regulus R of. R' . Each line of 7l meets

every line of R' so p fixes 7? as it fixes 7?/ linewise. Therefore p fixes some lines of 7i

and permutes the other lines in orbits of length two. If the number of orbits of length

two is -lü, then the number of lines fixed by p is

q+1-2N

which is odd because q is even. 7? contains at least two lines fixed by p, namely (.1arrd

12. Hence it has at least one other line fixed LV p. It is then immediate via the same

argument that we used for R',ihat 7? lies in Lo. Thus RUR' C Lo as required. ¡

To conclude this section, we dernonstrate a technique for constructing partial ge-

ometric designs from general linear corrrplexes with g even. Before proving the main

result, we establish some simple lemmata.
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Lemma z.z.l].. Let Ln be a general linear complex in PG(3, q). Then the number of

Iines of Lo which are skew to a fixed line of Lo is 93.

Proof. Let the fixed line be l. Through each of the q * 1 points of. L there are q other

Iines of Lr. Lo has (q + lxq' * 1) lines. Thus the number of lines of Lo skew to / is

@ + t¡çn' + 1) - (ø + t¡q - t : Q3.

Lemma 2.2.L2. Let Ln be a general iinear complex in PG(3, g), g even. Then

(i) Each line (. of Ln lies in q2 distinct pairs of opposite reguli that are embedded in

Lq.

(ii) The number of distinct pairs of opposite reguli which lie in Lo is | û(ø' + l¡.

Proof. (i) BV Lemma 2.2.71, there are q3 lines of Lo which are skew to./. Each such

line uniquely determines with l, a pair of opposite reguli which lie in Lo and which

contain l. However the two reguli in each pair will contain between them g lines of Lo

which are skew to l. Hence the number of distinct pairs is

q3

-:çlq

t

q

(ii) Using Lemma 2.2.I1, we deduce that the number of distinct pairs of slcew lines in

L ts

(ø + t¡ço'* 1)q'.

Each such pair of lines uniquely determines a pair of opposite reguli (by Lemma2.2.70)

which lie in Lo. In addition, each such pair of opposite reguli is uniquely determined

by each of the Z x I øk f 1) pairs of skew lines contained in them. Hence the number

of distinct pairs of opposite reguli lying in Lo is

7. \e 1 1

, fn + 1)(q' + 1)q' t ftiÐ : -, 
u'Q' + 7)'

1

t
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Lemma 2.2.L3. Let Lo be a general linear complex in PG(3, g), g even. Let I' and m

be two distinct intersecting lines in Lo. Then the number of distinct pairs of opposite

reguli lying in Ln and containing (. and m is q.

Proof. To complele (. and m to two opposite reguli, we can begin by introducing

a third line n of. Lo. For r¿ to lie in one of the reguli, it must intersect every line of

the opposite regulus. Hence assume that n meets either (, or m (but not both). It

follows then that n is skew to either m or ! (otherwise l, m atd n would determine a

plane which did not meet Lo in a pencil). Thus, by Lemma 2.2.10, the two skew lines

determine a unique pair of reguli lying in Lo and by the method of proof used therein,

it is immediate lhal (., rn and n all lie in the union of the two reguli. Thus to complete

the proof we need to calculate how many of the pairs of opposite reguli are distinct.

Through each point of. L and nz there pass q other lines of Lo and there arc 2q points

h ((.f-l-)\(l ì^). Hence n ca;n be chosen 2q2 ways. However, in each pair of opposite

reguli, the number of lines skew to either (. or m is 2q. Therefore the number of distinct

parrs rs

2Q'-o
2q

Lemma 2.2.L4. Let Ln be a general linear complex in PG(3, q), q even Let 7? and

R' be two opposite reguli lying in Ln. Then every line of Lo not lying in 1{,U 7l', meets

RtJR'in a single point.

Proof. This result is proven in Lemma 2.4 of lL22] via a brief counting argument. n

Theorem 2.2.15. Let Ln be a general linear complex lying in PG(3, g), q even. Define

the following incidence structure D : (P, B,I):
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P : the set of lines of Lq,

B : the set of pairs of opposite reguli lying in Lq,

I: set inclusion.

Then (with respect to the notation in Definition 1.12.8) D is a partial geometric design

with parameters s:2q+ 1, ¿ :q2 _ 1,, e.:4qand þ:2q(q+1).

Proof. (i) BV Lemma 2.2.12, each line of Ln lies in q2 distinct pairs of opposite reguli

which also lie in Lo. Hence each point of D lies in 1..|- t: 92 blocks of. D.

Each pair of opposite reguli lying in Lo contains 2(q * 1) distinct lines of Lo. Hence

each block of D contains 1 * s :2(q f 1) points of D.

(ii) Let (.|:e a line of Lo and \et RU 7l' be the union of two opposite reguli lying in Ln.

(a) Suppose that I does not lie in 7?U7l'. Then by Lemma 2.2.L4,1meets RUR'in

a single point. Let m and n be the two lines of. RU 7?' which are met by l.

Now let p be an arbitrary line of RUR'.

If P is Tn or n ) then [/, p] (the number of distinct pairs of opposite reguli containing

(. a:nd p) is q by Lemma2.2.13. If p is neither ?7¿ nor n, then p is skew to l, so by

Lemma 2.2.10, 14pl : 1. Thus

t ï(,,p1 : D lr,p)+ Ðl¿,pl
pl(7¿utn-t) ol=i=- p*4,m

: 2q*2q

: 4q.

It follows that if ((.,R U R.') is a non-incident point-block pair in D, then a :

D w,p): 4q'
pl(?,?'u?J)

(b) Suppose that / lies in RlJRt. Without loss of generality,let (.lie in 7t.

Now let p be an arbitrary line of RU Rt. If p equals L, lhen lt,pl : q2 by Lemma
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2.2.72. If p lies in 7?\{l}, then p ar'd L are skew, so by Lemma 2.2.10,\L,p]: 1. Finally

if p lies in R' , then (. and p meet in a single point, so l(.,p] : q by Lemma 2.2.13.

Thus

D lt,pl : Ðl¿,pl+ t lt,pl+ D[¿,p]
p[(?n.uÎ-') p=t e€7t\{l} p€R'

: q2+q+q(q+1)

: 2q(q+r).

It follows that if ((.,R U 7t') is an incident point-block pair in D, lhen B :

D lt,pl:zq(q + 7).
pl(n.u7a-t)

Therefore D is a partial geometric design with the specified parameters. !

Remark 2.2.LG. The incidence matrix l/ of D has dimensions u : * @'+ f Xq + 1)

(by the first part of the proof of Lemma 2.2.12(ir)) and, b : * G'+ 1) (by Lemma

2.2.12(ä)). Furthermore, by the alternative definition of a partial geometric design (see

Definition 1.12.9), .ll satisfies the matrix equation

¡/¡ú¿¡tr :2q(q - 1)¡/ + 4qJ,

where "I is the matrix of all ones with the same dimensions as -ly'. The associated

parameterstake thevalues u:4q,.:(q+1Xq- 1), " - q2 a,ndk:2(qI7). u

2.3. CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES FOR PROPER n-COVERS

oF PG(3, q)

In [53], Ebert partitions PG(3,g) into ovoids and via an examination of the lines

tangent to a fixed ovoid, he obtains sets of 2(q2 * 1) lines which constitute proper

2-covers of PG(3,g) whenever q is odd. When q is even he also constructs proper

2-covers for the three cases Q :21 4 and 8.

The technique that we shall employ in this section to construct proper r¿-covers

of PG(3, g) involves beginning with known (ø * l)-covers from which rvl/e remove a
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maximal set of pairwise disjoint spreads. Thus either we partition the (g * 1)-cover

into (q f 1) pairwise disjoint spreads or the set of remaining lines contains a subset

of lines forming a proper r¿-cover for some n satisfyin g 2 < n < q + 1. A well-known

example of a (g f l)-cover is the set of lines of a general linear complex in PG(3, q).

(When g is even this is equivalent to the set of lines tangent to an ovoid of PG(3, q).)

A quadratic complex with no total points and no total planes sometimes constitutes

" (q + l)-cover. For example, the quadratic complex comprising the lines tangent to an

ovoid in PG(3, g), g odd forms " (q + l)-cover (in this case the ovoid is necessarily and

elliptic quadric (see Section 1.4); the corresponding quadratic complex has the q2 + 7

points of the quadric as singular points and the q2 + L tangent planes of the quadric

as singular planes.) Besides these (ø f 1)-covers, it can be shown that the orbits of the

lines of PG(3,g) under the action of a Singer group all form (q * 1)-covers except for

one shorter orbit of size (q' + 1) which contains the lines of a regular spread (see [61]).

\Me begin by reviewing Ebert's partition of the point-set of PG(3, q) bV ovoids and

then describe some connections between the partition and the Singer orbits of the lines

of PG(S,q).

In Section 1.3, we described Singer's representation of PG(n,q) bV a primitive

element B of GFGI"+I). Thus setting n equal to 3, we have a representation of PG(3,q).

The following results are established in [52] and [53]:

With respect to this representation, the set

Cto: {B"(o+t) ls:0,1,. )
2

set

,g

is an ovoid of PG(S, q). Then because (B) acts as a collineation group of PG(3,g), the

Q¿: Qoþi

is again an ovoid for each i from 0 to g. Furthermore, these q * 1 ovoids partition the
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point-set of PG(3,q). (I" [53], this partition is referred to as an ovoidal fibration.)

When g is odd, Ebert shows in [52], that each line of PG(3,g) is tangent to exactly

0 or 2 ovoids in the partition. There ur. C{ ünes of the former type 
"ttd 

kaÐ#4)3

lines of the latter. By distinguishing the two types of lines, he is able to construct

examples of spreads and proper 2-covers of PG(3, g), q odd as follows:

(i) (t53]) Let ú be an arbitrary odd integer satisfying 1 < ¿ ( g. then the two lines

t - (Po, P'G+!)

and ('' : (Po, P(t+s+tldiÐ)

are both tangent to f)o and f)¿. In addition, they are each secant to (5Ð of the other

ovoids, but they are never secant to the same ovoid. Now the q * 1 ovoids are fixed by

the collineation group \Pn+t) which acts transitively on the points of each ovoid. Thus,

denoting Iw I¿l and,ll'1, the respective orbits of. L and ltunder the action of (Bq+l), it

is immediate that the set of lines

c2 : l¿lu l¿tl

is a 2-cover of PG(3, q). Furthermore (P ,Cr,I) always contains a proper (2rn*1)-lateral

for some m 2 7. Hence by Theorem 2.1.9, C2 is proper.

As ú runs through the odd integers 1,3, . . . , g, the 2-covers are pairwise disjoint

because the $ pairs of lines {(.,(,'} contain between them exactly the g f 1 tangent

lines of f,)o at the point B0. Thus by the construction technique, it follows that each

tangent line of 0e lies in exactly one 2-cover. By the transitivity "f Wl on the q + I

ovoids, the result extends to every line of PG(3,g) tangent to one of the ovoids.

Consequently, the set of C-ÐYL Hnes tangent to two ovoids can be partitioned

int" (+)' prop", 2-covers.

(ii) ([5],[54]) Let s be an arbitrary odd integer satisfying 1 < s 1q2.Then there exists
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a positive integer d (depending on s) such that the two lines

(' - (0o, P"G*t))

and ¿t : |o(Lo) : (þd, Ba+sø(ø+t)¡

(where lq denotes the image of I under the automorphic collineation defined by r r-+ rq ,

r e GF(qa)) are both secant to exactly + ovoids in the fibration but are never secant

to the same ovoid. The collineation group (Bz(ø+t)) fixes the q * 1 ovoids and under its

action, the point-pairs {B0, p"k+t)} and 1pa,pa+sø(o+l)} generate orbits of size +
Each point of Oo lies in a unique point-pair in the first orbit and each point of. Qa lies in

a unique point-pair in the second orbit. Thus, denoting bV (Ð ard ((') the respective

orbits of. L and l' tnder the action of (P2(q+t) ), it is immediate that the set of lines

(¿) ¿ (r')

is a spread of PG(3,q).

When " + CP , the inte ger cI is uniquely determined by s. However, when

t : Ê#, any odd, positive integer can be taken for d,. In the latter case, \Me have that

(p"ø*tl¡n"-t : (l3on-t)# : 1 because B is aprimitive element of GF(qa)over G,F(q),

and so 0"þ+t) is an element of GF(q').Thus, the line (Bo,B"{o+t')) coincides with the

setofq*lelementsof

{0o, 0o' 
*t, p2(s'+7), . . ., Bub'z 

+t)).

Under the action "f W), this line generates the short Singer orbit (mentioned in the

introduction to this section) which cornprises lhe q2 f 1 lines of a regular spread. This

is the same spread which arises from this line via Ebert's construction.

As s runs through the odd integers 1,3,.. .,,q2, the spreads are pairwise disjoint

and the secants used to construct them account for all the lines through Bo which are

secant to exactly S ovoids. Since (B) acts transitively on the ovoids in the fibration,

it follows that the set of CY lines secant to exactty # ovoids can be partitioned

into f spreads.
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Combining the results outiined in parts (i) and (ii), it follows that the lineset of

PG(3,q), q odd can be partitioned into the union of + spreads ""d (+)'p,op"'

2-covers

We now turn our attention to the case where g is even in [54], it is shown that in

PG(3,q), q even, the number of lines tangent to exactly one ovoid in the flbration is

q(q + 1)(q' + 1), while the number of lines tangent to every ovoid in the frbration is

q2 + 7. The (q + 1Xq' f 1) lines tangent to an ovoid in the fibration form a general

linear complex because g is even. Thus, there are q*1 distinct general linear complexes

determined by the fibration. These complexes all contain lhe q2 f 1 lines which are

tangent to every ovoid in the fibration. Now by Theorem 1.10.9, two distinct general

linear complexes meet in the set of lines of a regular spread and the number of distinct

general linear complexes containing this spread is g f 1. Thus the set 5 of lines

tangent to every ovoid in the fibration is the set of lines of a regular spread and the

g * 1 general linear complexes determined by the ovoids account for all of the general

linear complexes containing 5. Moreover, the Singer group (B) fixes 5 because it

simply permutes the ovoids in the fibration. Therefore 5 is the short orbit which is

referred to in [61]. (We note here that for g even, just as for the case of g odd, the

short orbit is generatecl by the line {d0, Bø2+t,P2(q"+t),...,Bøk2+t)} arising from the

non-zero elements of GF(qz).) Finally, a,s (B) cyclicaily permutes the ovoids in the

fi,bration while fixing 5, it is immediate that (B) also cyclically permutes the general

linear complexes containing 5. From this we deduce:

Theorem 2.5.L. Let 5n be a regular spread of PG(3, g), g even. Then there exists a

collineation group of PG(3, q) which fixes 5n and cyclically permutes the g * 1 general

linear complexes containing 54.

Proof. It was remalked after Theorern 1.8.11, that all regular spreads are projectively

equivalent. Hence, there exists a collineation ø mapping .S¿ to the spread 5 defined
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above. It is then routine to show that o-1 (Blo is a collineation group of. PG(3,q),

fixing 5¿ and cyclically permuting the general linear complexes containing,56. !

Remark 2.3.2. Theorem 2.3.1 is proven by different means in lL22]. !

Corollary 2.3.3. Let Ln and L/n be two general linear complexes in PG(3, g), q even

and let S and 5' be regular spreads lying in the respective complexes. Then there

exists a collineation r which simultaneously maps Lo to L'o and 5 to ,S'.

Proof. In PG(3, g), all regular spreads are projectively equivalent, so there exists a

collineation ø mapping 5 to S'. o also maps Ln to a general linear complex o(Lò which

contains S'. L', also contains 5'by hypothesis, therefore, by Theorem 2.3.7, there is a

collineation / which fixes 5' and maps "(Lò to L'0.

Setting r equal to $o, we see that

r(5) : 5'

and

,(Lò - L'0.

Corollary 2.3.4. The full collineatiorì group PSp(4,q) fixing a general linear complex

of PG(3, g), g even, acts transitively on the regular spreads embedded in the complex.

Proof. LetLn: Ll in Corollary 2-3'3. The result is then immediate' tr

PROPER n-COVERS OF PG(3,q) ARISING FROM LONG SINGER ORBITS

Utilising the setting established above, we examine the orbits of the lines of PG(3,q)

under the action of a Singer group in the cases g :2 and q - 3.

j:2: Let B be a primitive element of GF(2a) satisfying þn:É+f . tt en the powers of

B represent the points of PG(3,2) as listed below (we represerrt Bi by its exponent i):
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2 (0,0,1,0) 7

3 8

{2,3,6}

{3,4,7}

{4,5,8}

(ii )

11 (0,1,1,1)1 (0,1,0,0) 6 (0,0,1,1)

1,1,1)

(1,0,1,0) 13 (1,0, 1,1)

{5,6,9} {10,11,14}

12,0\{7,2,5}

{12, 13, 1}

14,2\{13{8,9, 12}

{11, 13,4}{6,9, 14}3,9Ì

{13,0,6}

(1,1,0,1) 72 1(

(0,0,0, 1)

4 (1,1,0,0) I (0,1,0,1) 74 (1,0,0,1)

5 (0, 1,1,0) 10 (1, 1, 1,0) 15 : 0 (1,0,0,0).

By observation the point triples {0,5,10}, {0,1,4} and {0,2,8} are lines of

PG(3,2). Under the action "f \P), the lines generate the three line orbits.

(i) {to+ i,7+i,4+i} li :0,...,14}

(ii) {to+ i,2*i,8+ i}li:0,...,14}
(iii) {to+ i,5+i,10+ i} li:0,...,4}.

These orbits are listed below in full. (N.8. These lists also appear in [71], p.84):

(i)

{6,7, 10} {11

{0, 1,4}

i7,9,11Ì

{9, 10, 13}

{10,2,,8\

{7,9,0}{2,4',10}

{9,11,2}

{o

{1

{b,7,13} 72 3)

{12,14,5}

{14,0,3}

{L4,1,7}

(iii )

{3,5, 11}

{0,5, 1o}

11Ìi1

{2,7,72}

{4,9,14}

{4,6,72}

6

{9, 10, 1}

{3,8, 13}
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Orbit (iii) constitutes a spread 5 of PG(3,2). We showed immediately preceding

Theorem 2.3.1, that 5 is regular but in this instance the result is trivial because all

spreads of PG(3, 2) are regular.

Consider orbit (i). If it does not represent a proper 3-cover of PG(3,2), then it is

either the union of three pairwise disjoint spreads or it is the union of a spread and a

proper 2-cover (which is disjoint from the spread). In fact orbit (i) does not contain a

spread; r,¡re no\M show this.

Assume that orbit (i) contains a spread 5. Since (B) acts cyclically and hence

transitively on the lines of the orbit, we can suppose without loss of generality, that

{7,2,5} is a line of 5. 5 contains a line which passes through the point 3. This line

can only be {3, 4,7} or {3,14,15}. 5 also contains a line through the point 6. However

there are no lines of orbit (i) which pass through 6 and which are skew to {1,2,5} and

{3,4,,7} or to {1,2,5} and {3,14,15}. This gives us a contradiction. Hence orbit (i)

contains no spread.

A similar analysis can be made of orbit (ii) to show that it does not contain a

spread either. Hence we have

Theorem 2.3.5. The line orbits of PG(3,2) containing 15 lines represent proper

3-covers of PG(3,2). ¡

g : 3: This case will only be partially treated here for reasons of practicability. Despite

this, we obtain some interesting results.

Let B be a primitive element of Gf'(34) satisfyin1 þn: -P3 * L. Then the powers

of B represent the points of PG(3,,3) as listed below (as for the case Q :2,, we represent

Bi by t):
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1

2

3

4

5

6

I

8

I
10

(0,1,0,0)

(0,0, 1,0)

(0,0,0,1)

11

72

13

T4

)15
)16

t7

18

19

20

1

-1
1

0

(0,1,1, -1) (0,

(iii)

(i")

(t, t

(1,1,

(1,

(1

(1,

(1,1,

(1,

(1,

0

1

,1) 2L

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

1)(1,

1(1,1,

0

1

(0,1,

1,0,

1

(1

(1,

(0,1,

0 (1,0,0, 1)

(1, 1,0,

(1, 1,0,0)

(0,0, 1, 1)

)

1)1(1, -1,0

0,0)(1,00

-1)
1, -1 1) (1,-1, - (1,

1

1

-1)
1,0)

-1)
o)

1

1 1 1

(1,0,1,1)

(0,1,1,0)

)

(1, 0,0,

(

1

1

) 1)1

1)

1)

1)

1, 1,0)

1

(1,

0

(0, 1,0, -1)(1, -1,1,

(0,0, 1,)

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

,0)

1, 1,1)

(1,1, -1,0)

1)10

(1,

(1

( (1,0, -1, -1)

,0) o)

o)

1)1

The following four sets of points represent lines of PG(3,3): {0, 10,20,30},

{0,3,4,31}, {0,2,\8,25} and {0,5,11,19}. Using them, we obtain the four line or-

bits (under the action of (B))

{to + i,3 + i,4 + i,3L + i} | i :0,..., 39}

{to + i,2 +i, 18 + i,25 + i} | i :0,...,39}

{to + i,,5 +i, 11 + i,19 + i} | i :0,...,39}

{to + i, 10 + i,2o +i,30 + i} | i :0,...,9}

These orbits are listed below in full.

(i) {0,3,4,31} {10, 13, 14, 1i {20,23,24,7

{2r,24,25,12}

{22,25,26,73}

{23,26,27,,14}

{24,27,28, 15}

{25,28,29,76}

{26,29,30,17}

{27,30,,31, 18}

{29,31, 32,19}

{29,32,33,20}

(i)

(ii )

{1,4,5,32}

{2,5,6,33}

{3,6,7,34}

{4,7,9,35}

{11,14, 75,2}

{12,15,16,3}

{13, 16, 17,4}

{r4,r7,18,5}

{30,33, 34,21}

{31,34, 35,22}

{32,35,36,23}

{33,36, 37,24}

{34,37,38,25}

{35,38,39,26}

{36,39, 0,27}

{37,0, L,28}

{38,1,2,29}

1Ì

{5,8,9,36} {15,18,19,6}

{6,9, 10,37}

{7,10, 11,38}

{8,11, 12,39}

{9,72,13,0}

{16,19,20,7}

{t7,20,21,8}

{19,21, 22,9}

{79,22,23,10} {39,2,3,30}
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(ii) {0,2, 18,25}

{1,3,19,26}

{2,4,20,27}

{3,5,21,28}

{4,6,22,29}

{5,7,23,30}

{6,8,24,31}

{7,9,25,32}

{8,10,26,33}

{9, 11, 27,34}

(iii) {0,5, 11, 19}

{r,6,12,20}

{2,7,73,2r}

{3,8,74,22}

{4,9,15,23}

{5,10, 76,24}

{6, 11, 17,25}

{7,12,18,26}

{9,13, 19,27}

{9,14,20,29}

(i") {0, 10,20,30}

{11,13,29,36}

{L2,,L4,30,37}

{13, 15,31,38}

{16, 18,34, 1}

{17,19, 35,2}

{18,20,36,3}

{19,27,37,4}

{10,15, 27,29}

{22,24,0,7}

{25,27,3, 10}

{26,29,4,11}

{27,29,5,r2}

{29,30,6, 13}

{29,31,7,r4}

25 31 39

{22,27,33, 1}

{23,29,34,2}

{24,29,35,3}

{25, 30, 36,4}

{26,3r,37,5}

{27,32,39,6}

{29,33,39,7}

{31,33,9, 16}

{32,34,10,17}

{33,35, 11, 18}

{34,36, L2,L9}

{35,37, 13,20}

{36,38, 14,27}

{37,39, 15,22}

{38,0, 16,23}

{89, 1, L7,24}

) {30,35,1,9}

{31,36, 2,lo}

{32,37,3, 11}

{33,38, 4,72}

{34,39,5, 13}

{35,0, 6,14}

{10,12,28,35} {20,22,38,5} {30,32,8,15}

{15,17,33,0}

{27,23,39,6}

{23,25,r,8}

{14, 16,32,39} {24,26,2,,9}

{20,

{21,26,32,0}{11, 16,22,30}

{72,17,23,31}

{19, 18,24,92}

{14,19,25,33}

{15,20, 26,34}

{\6,,2r,,27,35ll

{r7,22,28,36}

{19,23, 29,37}

{19,24,30,38}

{3, 13,23,33}

{37,2,8, 16}

{39,3,9, 17}

{39,4, 10, 18}

{9, 19,29,39}

36{ 1,7, 15Ì

{29,34,0,8}

{6, 16,26,36}

{1 , 11,21,31Ì {4,14,24,34} {7,17,,27,37}

{2,,t2,22,32} {5, 15, 25,35} {8, 18,28,38}

Orbit (iv) consists of the lines of a regular spread of PG(3,3) (see the comment in

the introduction to this section).

Orbii (i) is generated by the line {0,3,4,31}. By listing the elements of f)s, f)t, f),

and f)3, it is easy to see that this line is secant to Os and f,)3. Thus, all of the lines in

orbit (i) are secant to exactly two of the ovoids because (B) permutes the ovoids.
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Now since g:3, there u,r" gl)3 : 50 lines of. PG(3,,3) which are secant to exactly

two ovoids. Ten of these lines lie in orbit (iv); the other forty lie in orbit (i). Therefore

by the results outlined for g odd at the beginning of this section, it follows that orbit

(i) can be partitioned into four distinct spreads.

These spreads can be described as follows:

(") 5t : ({0,3,4,31}) U ({2,5,6,33}),

(b) E2 : ({4,7,8,35}) U ({6,9, 10,37}),

where in both cases ( ) denotes the orbit of the line under the action of (B8) and

(") 5r: d(5r),

(d) s4: p(s2).

In [54], Ebert shows for all q odd, that the spreads constructed in this way give rise

to flag-transitive affine planes, that is, affine planes which admit collineation groups

which act transitively on the incident point-line pairs of the plane. In PG(3, 3) there are

exactly two projectively distinct spreads, namely the regular spread and the subregular

spread of index one. These both give rise to flag-transitive planes (see [26], p.437 and

[S4]). Hence, this property does not distinguish the spreads and we are forced to

examine the reguli which conta,in at least three lines of each spread.

It is routine to check that the lines of 51 which meet the line {0,5, 11, 19} do not

form a regulus. Similarly, the lines of 52 which meet the line {4,9,15,23} do not form

a regulus. Hence 5r and 52 are both subregular of index one. It follows by their

definitions that 5s and 5a are also subregular of index one.

Orbits (ii) and (iii) cannot be partitioned into spreads and so are projectively

distinct from orbit (i). In fact, neither of them contains even a single spread; it is not

known, however, if either of them contains a proper 2-cover. Hence, they are either

proper 4-covers of PG(3,3) or they can be partitioned into two proper 2-covers of

PG(3,3). \Me now show that orbit (ii) does not contain a spread of PG(3,3). (The
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proof for orbit (iii) can be argued in similar fashion.)

Assume that orbit (ii) does contain a spread 5. (B) acts cyclically and so transitively

on the lines of orbit (ii). Hence, we can suppose, without loss of generality, that

{0,2, 18,25} is a line of the spread. Since .S is a spread, there exists a line in 5 which

passes through the point l and which is skew to {0,2,78,25}. This line is either

{1,3,19,26} or {7,77,24,39}. Concentrating on the line {1,3,79,26} first, we can

repeat the argument with respect to the points 4, 5 and 8. In this order, the lines are

uniquely determined as follows: {0, 2,18,25}, {1,3,19, 26}, {4,6,22,29}, {5,7,23,30}.

However, there is no line in orbit (ii) which passes through the point 8 and which is

skew to the four lines. A similar analysis for the line {1, !7,24,39} yields the 4lines:

{0,2,18,25}, {1, 17,24,39}, {3,5,2!,28}, {4,6,22,29}. Once again, there is no line

in orbit (ii) which passes through the point 7 and which is skew to the four lines.

Combining these results we obtain a contradiction. Therefore orbit (ii) contains no

spread of PG(3,3).

Although it is difficult to decompose orbits (ii) and (iii) or prove they are inde-

composable, we can still use them to construct examples of proper ??-covers, simply by

considering their union.

The two lines {0,2, 18,25} and {0,5, 11, 19} which we used to generate the orbits are

secant to f)2 and tangent to Os, f)1, and secant to Íì3 and tangent to f)s, f)1 respectively.

Since (B) permutes the ovoids, it follows that every line in the union of orbits (ii) and

(iii) is tangent to exactly two ovoids and secant to exactly one ovoid. By the results

stated at the beginning of the section, we have that the set of eighty lines can be

partitioned into four proper 2-covers. These 2-covers are

(u) CL: l{0,5, 11, 19}l u [{0,25,2, 1s}]

(b) ct: [{0,75,77,33}] u [{0,35,6, 14}]

where in both cases [ ] denotes the orbit of the line under the action "f (Pnl.
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(") c3: PçÐ.

(d) ct: p,(cÐ.

As might be expected, the union of orbits (ii) and (iii) contains spreads of PG(3,3)

even though the orbits themselves do not. The spreads we list below were found by

hand in the following way. We chose an arbitrary line from the union and searched for

a spread through it. Then in the subsequent steps, we chose a line not in the existing

spreads and searched for a spread through it disjoint from the others. In all, we found

fi.ve pairwise disjoint spreads; these are:

(") 55 - {0,2, 18,25} {6,27,32,38} {L2,79,34,36}

{1, 17, 24,39} {7,14,29,31} {13,20,35,37}

) {9,10,26,33}

) {11,76,22,30}

{3,5,2r,28

{4,9,15,23

(b)

(")

(d)

(") 5s - {0, 16,23,38}

1r,22,27,33j

{2,17,19,35}

S6: p2(55)

5r: B2o(Ss)

Ji8 : {0,7,22,,24} {4, 10, 18,39}

{2,23,29,34}

{14, 19,25,33}

{16,21,27,35}{5,26,31,37}{1,6,12,20}

{8, 1b,30,32}

{11,13,29,36}{3, g, 17,38}

31Ì

{4,11,26,28}

{5, 13,34,39}

{10,15,27,29}

{12,14,30,37}

{6,8, 24

{3,19,20,36} {7,9,25,32}

The nine spreads 5¿ and the spread arising from orbit (iv) are pairwise disjoint and

so constitute a partial packing of PG(3,3). We have already mentioned that.S1, ,S2,

5s and 5a are all subregular of index one (see the discussion following the definitions

of these spreads). By similar means, \rye can show that 5s, 50, 5z and 5a are also

subregular of index one. However 5e is regular, as is the spread arising from orbit
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(iv) (to check this, it is sufficient to show that the Plücker coordinate vectors of the

lines of 5g all lie in a 3-dimensional subspace Xs of PG(5,3). Since the ten coordinate

vectors also represent a spread of PG(3,3), it follows by the discussion at the end of

Section 1.9, that 5e is regular). The remaining lines of PG(3,3) form a proper 3-cover

of PG(3,3). We now prove this.

Theorem 2.3.6. The complement of the ten spreads in PG(3,3) is a proper 3-cover

Cs of. PG(3,3). Its lines are:

{4,6,22,29} {3,8,14,22} {25,30,36,4}

{13,15,31,38} {24,26,2,,9} {28,33, 39,7}

{27,23,,39,6} {8, 13, 19,27} {32,37,3, 11}

{25,27,3, 1o} {9,14,20,28} {33,38, 4,12}

{32,34,10, 17} {12,77,23,31} {35,0,6, 14}

{33,35, 11, 18} {18,23, 29,37} {36, 1, 7,L5}

{27,29,5,12} {79,24,30,38} {37,2,8, 16}

{0,5, 11, 19} {20,25,31,39} {75,20,26,34}

{2,7,13,,27} {2r,26,32,0} {L7,22,28,36}

Proof. Assume Ca is not a proper 3-cover. Then it contains at least one spread .S.

This spread contains either {0,5,11,19}, {0,27,26,32} or {0,6,14,35} because there

is a unique line in the spread through 0.

Suppose 5 contains {0,6,14,35}. Then the line of ,S through the point 1 is ei-

ther {1,16,18,34} or {1,7,15,36}. If it is {1,7,75,36}, then the lines {71,32,37,3},

{9,24,26,2} and {4, 72,33,,38} are the unique lines of C3 through the points 11, 9 and 4

respectively, which are skew to {0, 6,14,35}, {1, 16, 18,34} and to each other. However

no line of C3 through the point 5 is skew to all of these lines. Thus 5 does not contain

{7,7,15,36}. By similar reasoning, S does not contain {1,16,18,34} either. Thus 5

does not contain {0,6,14,35}.
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Repeating this type of argument on the other lines through 0, we find that 5 doesn't

contain any of the lines through 0. This gives us a contradiction. Thus no such spread

5 exists and C3 is proper. tr

Remark 2.8.7. (") BV Theorem 2.3.6, the partial packing with ten spreads which we

have constructed cannot be completed to a partial packing with eleven spreads. It

therefore has deficiency 3. We conclude from this that if d is the largest deficiency

of a partial packing of PG(3,3) such that the partial packing is guaranteed to be

completable,then d<2-

(b) In the next section, we construct another proper 3-cover of PG(3,3) from a generai

linear complex. The lines of that 3-cover through each point are coplanar, since the

lines of the complex through each point lie in a planar pencil. However, the proper

3-cover constructed here contains the lines {0,6,14,35}, {0,5,11,19}, {0,2L,26,32},

which possess no common transversal but pass through the point 0. Therefore, the

two proper 3-covers are projectively distinct. tr

pRoPER n-COVERS OF PG(3,q) ARISING FROM GENERAL LINEAR COM-

PLEXES

We now use the results established in Section 2.2 to construct proper n-covers from

general linear complexes in PG(3, q). W" begin with:

Theorem 2.g.8. Let L3 be a general linear complex in PG(3,3) and let .S be a regular

spread embedded in La. Then the lines in L3\5 form a proper 3-cover of PG(3,3).

Proof. Assume Lr\S does not form a proper 3-cover of PG(S,3). Then Lr\S contains

at least one spread 5' because L.\5 is a 3-cover.

In PG(3,3) every spread is either regular or subregular of index 1 (see [72], p.56).

By Theorem2.2.9, a subregular spread of index 1 cannot lie in a general linear complex.

Hence 5' must be a regular spread and so 5 and 5' are two disjoint regular spreads
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lying in a general linear complex. However, by Theorern 2.2.6 two regular spreads

in a general linear complex always intersect in at least one line. Hence we have a

contradiction and so L3\5 is a proper 3-cover of PG(3,3). n

Using the same representation of PG(3,3) that we used in considering the line

orbits generated by a Singer group, we can represent the lines of the general linear

complex (corresponding to the symplectic polarity with matrix

0-1 1

1

0

010

-1-1 0 1

0 0-1 0

over Gf'(3)) as the sets

{0,4, 31, 3} {26,2,9,24}

{37,L4,12,30}

{97,7,27,1.7}

{5,15, 25,35}

{5,22,20,38}

{6, 13,30,28}

{39,9,29, 19}

) {10,34,32,L7}

{11,20, 23,24}

{1,9,35,30}

{5, 13,39,34}

{9,17,3,39}

{r3,2r,7,2}

{77,25,11,6}

{0,2,18,25}

{0,39, 36,27}

{4,6,22,29}

{4,7,9,35}

{3,16, L5,,L2}

{3,23,13,33}

{1, 18, 16,34}

11){8,L2,39

{16,20,7, 19}

{24,28,15,27}

{32,,36,23,35}

{0,20, 10,30}

{4,74,24,34}

{9,29, 18,38}

{12,32,22,2}

{16,36, 26,6}

{25,33, 19, 14}

33, 1, 27,22\ {26,8,33, 10}

{21,29,15,10}

{19,28,3L,3229,37,23, 18Ì

{14,2L,36{1,31, 17,21}{37,5,31,26}

i
{

38 Ì

By observation, line orbit (iv) (on page 71) consisting of the lines of a regular spread

of PG(3,3) is contained in this set of lines. Hence by removing the lines of orbit (iv),

we have an explicit example of a proper 3-cover of PG(3,3). Note: The general lin-

ear complex used here was also used by Ebert in [53] to construct proper 2-covers of

PG(3,3). He showed that the lines in the first two columns constitute a proper 2-cover
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of. PG(3,3) because they contain between them the lines {4,24,34,74}, {14, 19, 33, 25},

{25,6,11,77}, {77,9,,38, 3} and {3, 0, 31,4} which form a proper 5-lateral in the corre-

sponding incidence structure; the result is then immediate by Theorem 2.1.9. However,

it was not mentioned that the other 20 lines also form a proper 2-cover. We now prove

this.

Theorem 2.3.9. The lines of Le which appear in the last two columns of the list form

a proper 2-cover of PG(3,3).

Proof. The set of lines forms a 2-cover of. PG(3,3) because it is the complement of a

2-cover in L3. To show it is proper rve can either demonstrate a set of 5 lines forming

a proper 5-lateral in the corresponding incidence structure or we can argue as follows:

If the 2-cover is not proper then it is the union of two distinct spreads. These

spreads are either regular or subregular of index 1 because these are the only types of

spreads in PG(3,3). However, by Theorem 2.2.9, a subregular spread cannot lie in a

general linear complex. Hence the two spreads are regular. This implies by Theorem

2.2.6, that the two spreads intersect in at least one line - a contradiction. Hence the

2-cover is proper. !

A similar analysis of a general linear complex L5 of PG(3,5) also seems plausible as

a recent, papet by Bakel et al repolts that all projectively distinct spreads of PG(3,5)

are known (see [6]). However, no general results on the existence of proper n-covers

(with n > 1) embedded in a general linear complex are known currently for odd q > 3.

In contrast, for q even we have:

Theorem 2.3.10. Let Ln be a general linear complex in PG(3, q),, q even Then there

exists a proper l?-cover of PG(3, q) embedded in Lo for some n satisfying2 < n < qll.

Proof. First we note that a general linear complex is never a proper (g t l)-cover

because it always contains a spread (see the introductory remarks to Section 2.2).
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Hence any proper ??-cover embedded in Lo satisfies n < q + 1.

Second, by Theorern 2.2.1, Lo cannot be partitioned into q + t disjoint spreads

because g is even. Thus every maximal set of pairwise disjoint spreads in Lo contains

at most q - 7 spreads. Hence by removing a maximal set of pairwise disjoint spreads

from Lo, we are ieft with a set C of lines which forms a cover of PG(3,q) and contains

no spread of PG(3, q). Thus set C is either a proper r¿-cover of PG(3,q) for some

n) 2 or it contains a proper n-cover of PG(S,q) for some n) 2. Hence the result is

established. !

Remark 2.3.11. Theorem 2.3.10 can also be established by removing a regular spread

or a Lüneburg spread (for g : 22h+r, /, > 1) from Lo. Then by Corollary 2.2.4, the

resulting set of lines does not contain a spread of PG(3,q). The first proof, however,

is in some ways better, because it does not rely on the nature of the spreads. !

Corollary 2.3.L2. There exists a proper 2-cover of PG(3,2).

Proof. By Theorem 2.3.10, there exists a proper r?-cover of PG(3,2) lying in a general

linear complex for some n satisfyin g 2 < n I 3. Clearly from this, n : 2 is the only

possibility and so PG(3,2) possesses a proper 2-cover. tr

Remark 2.3.13. This is the 2-cover discovered by Bruen and Ott. It was fi.rst men-

tioned in [52] and then again later in [53] where it was conjectured to be the unique

proper 2-cover of PG(3,2) rp to projective equivalence. In Chapter III, we shall prove

ihat this is so. ¡
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CHAPTER III
REGULAR PARTIAL PACKINGS OF PG(3,q) AND

PROPER n-COVERS OF PG (s,2)

3.1. THE UNTQUENESS OF THE PROPER 2-COVER OF PG(3,2)

We commented, in Section 2.3, that the proper 2-cover of PG(3,2) constructed in

Corollary 2.3.12 was first discovered by Bruen and Ott. Ebert, in [53] conjectured that

all proper 2-covers of PG(3,2) arc projectively equivalent. In this section, we show

ihat this is indeed the case.

To commence, we discuss the structure of the n-laterals arising from a 2-cover of

PG(3,2).

Lemma 3.1.1. Let C2 be a 2-cover of PG(3,2) with associated incidence structure

(P,Cr,I). If, for every proper n-lateral in (P,Cr,I), n is even, ll;'enC2 is the union of

two spreads.

Proof. Let (1 be a line of Cz and let 1.2, .(4 an.d .(.q be the lines of. C2 w}rich meet 11 in

single points. By Theoren2.l.!2, Cz is dual and so no two of the lines L2,(.3,(.a carrbe

coplanar with lr. Thus they are pairwise skew.

Let ,9 denote the set of these four lines. Since every 2-cover of PG(3,2) contains a

set of lines isomorphic to ,9, to establish the theorem, it is sufficient to examine those

Iines of PG(3,2) which meet the lines of ,S and which would lie in a potential 2-cover

containing 
^S.

There are essentially seven distinct cases to consider and these are illustrated in

Figure 3.1. (The lines marked ú, ó and u represent a transversal, a bisecant and a

unisecant respectively. )
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Case (a):

If ,9 has two transversals, then the nine points lying on the lines (.2, Ls and (,a a;te

covered twice. Assume these six lines lie in a2-cover Cz. Then the remaining four lines

of Cz cover the remaining six points of PG(3,2) exactly twice. Since the intersections

of the four lines determine at most (,a) : 6 distinct points, the four lines cover the six

points twice if and only if they are coplanar. Thus Cz contains four coplanar lines.

However, by Theorem2.!.!2, each plane of PG(3r2) contains exactly two lines of

Cz. This gives us a contradiction, so no such Cz exists.

Case (b):

Assume the eight lines lie in a 2-cover Cz. If two of the lines z¿, uj,i + j intersect

then Cz would contain a proper 5-lateral, which would contradict the hypothesis of the

theorem. Hence the lines uL¡'ttr2¡u3 ârê pairwise skew. It follows immediately from this

that {$,tt,ut,uz,uz} is a spread lying in Cz. Therefore Cz is the union of two spreads.

Case(c):

Assume the seven lines lie in a 2-cover C2. Nine points of PG(3,2) are covered twice by

these lines. Of the remaining six points, three of them are covered once by the lines.

Let these be Pr, Pr, P". The other three points Qt,,Qr, Q3 lie on none of the seven lines.

If Pl, Pr, Pz lie on a corrrmon line of C2, then the remaining two lines of C2 cover the

points Qt,, Q, and Q3 twice. This implies that the two lines coincide - a contradiction.

Hence Pt, PzrPe do not lie on a coûtmon line of. C2.

If exactly two of the P¿'s lie on a common line of C2, then this line contains one of

the points Q¿. This leaves the other two points Q ¡ and Q x to be covered twice by two

distinct lines of Cz. This is not possible. Therefore no two of the 4's lie on a common

lirie of C2.

The final possibility is that the three remaining lines of C2 each contain exactly
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one of the points Pt, Pz or P3. These three lines then each contain two of the three

points Qr,Qr,Q3. Thus the three lines are coplanar. As in Case (a), this contradicts

Theorem 2.1.72.

Hence no such C2 exists.

Cases (d) and (e):

Assume the eight lines lie in a 2-cover Cz. If any two of the lines bt,brrLlt,lt2 met in a

point, lhen C2 would contain a trilateral or a proper 5-lateral, which would contradict

the hypothesis of the theorem. Thus the four lines are pairwise skew. It follows from

this, that Ur,,br,bz,ut,u2) is a spread lying in C2 and so C2 is the union of two spreads.

Cases (f) and (g):

In both cases, the points on the bisecant (Case (f)) and the unisecants cannot all be

distinct because PG(3,2) has only fifteen points. Thus at least two of these lines meet

which implies that the set of lines contains either a trilateral or a proper 5-lateral.

Hence the sets of lines in (f) and (g) cannot be embedded in a 2-cover satisfying the

hypotheses of the lemma.

In conclusion, whenever the set of lines lies in a 2-cover, the 2-cover is the union of

two spreads. ¡

Remark 3.1.2. By Lemma 3.1.1, it is immediate that the incidence structure as-

sociated with a proper 2-cover C2 of. PG(3,,2) contains at least one proper n-lateral

with n odd. By Theorem 2.1.12,, every 2-cover is dual. Therefore C2 carmrcI contain a

trilateral. Hence (P,,Cr,I) contains a proper 5-lateral, a proper 7-lateral or a proper

9-lateral if. Cz is proper. tr

Lemma 3.1.3. Let Cz be a proper 2-cover of PG(3,2). If (PrCr,f) contains a proper

7-lateral, then it contains a proper 5-lateral.

Proof. Let the points on the lines of the proper 7-lateral be labelled in the manner
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below:

Q, Q,
Pz

Qu Q,

Pa P3

Qt Q"

Ps Qn Pa

Since the 7-lateral is proper, all the points P; u'ith i : I to 7 are distinct and the

se\¡en lines are distinct. Hence, there are tu'o cases to consider, namely the case where

the points Q; with i : ! to 7 are all distinct and the case where at least two of the

points Q¿ and Q¡ coincide.

Assume first that the points Q; u'ith i : l to 7 are all distinct. Then the points

fl and Q; w-ith i : ! to 7 account for 14 of. the 15 points of PG(3,2). Let .R be the

remaining point and /1 and (.2 be the trvo lines of. Cz which pass through R. 4 and (.2

cannot contain any point of the form P; because each such point already lies on tu'o

lines of C2. Hence /1 and (.2each contain t'*'o ¡roints of the form Q;.

Without loss of generality, \\'e ca,n suppose that (1 contains the point Q1 and so

that \: {Ã, Qr,Q;} for some i :2 to 7.

Q; cannot be either of the points Q, o, Q7 because if it were, then the lines (Q1, P2),

(Pr,,Qrl and (Q1 ,,Qz) - /1 or the lines (Q1, R), (P,, 82) and (Qr,Qrl : /r respectively

would be the lines of a trilateral in (P, Cr,I), contradicting the duality of. Cz.

If Q¿ is Qno, Q5, then (P,Cr,f) contains the proper 5-lateral

{(Q r, Prl, \Pr,& ), (Pr, Pn), (Pn, Q n), (Q n, Q r) : l r}

{(gr,pr), (pr,pz),(pr,pu), (pu, Qrl,(Qr,Q) : ¿r¡

Pl

P2

or
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respectively.

Suppose Q¿ : Q". Then the line .tz contains exactly two of the points in the set

{Qr,Qn,Qu,Qu,Qz}. B..uuse (P, Cr,I) cannot contain a trilateral, it is routine to show

that the only pairs of points which could lie on (,2 are {Qr,Qn}, {Qr,Qu}, {Qr,Qu},

{Qr, Qr}, {Qn, Qu}, {Qn, Qr},, {Q u, Qr).

If. (.2: {R,Qr,Qn}, th"n every point of PG(3,2) would lie on a pair of distinct lines

of.C2 except for Q5, Q6 and Q7. Hence {Qu,Qu,Qz} would be a line of. C2, in which case

(P,Cr,I) would contain the trilatenl {(Q7,Qu),(Qu,Pr),(Pr,Q',1}, contradicting the

duality of C2. Hence 1.2 is not {R,Qr,Qn}. Similarly, we can discount the possibility

{R,Qr,Qr}.

If.¿2: {R,,Qr,Qu}, {R,Qr,Qu}, {R,Qn,Qu} ot {R,,Qn,Qr},,tln"n(P,Cr,I) contains

(respectively) the proper 5-lateral:

{ (Qu, pu), (pu, pn), \pn,p.), (Pr, Q r), (Q r, Q u)}

{\Q u, P.,), (P.,,P, ), (Pl, Prl, (Pr, Q rl, (Q 
", 

Q ul}

{(R, 8u), (Qu, Pr), (Pr,R), (Pr, Qù, \Ø, n)}

or

{(Qr, Pr) , (P., , Pu) , (Pu, Pr) , (Pu, Q o) , (Q n, Aù} .

Finally, if. (.2 : {R,Qu,Qz}, th"tt every point of PG(3,2) lies on two distinct lines of

C2, except for the three points Qr, Qn and Q6. It follows then that {Qr,Qn,Q6} is a

line of C2, in which case

{(Qr, P") , (Pr,, Prl, \Pr, Pr), (Pr,, Qu), (Qu, Qr}}

is a proper 5-lateral of (P, Cr,I).

Thus if. Qi : Ç3, then C2 contains a proper 5-lateral. Similarly, if. Qi : Q6, therr C2

contains a proper 5-lateral. This concludes the first case.
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Now assume that the points Q; rvith i : I to 7 are not all distinct. \Mithout loss

of generality, we can suppose that Q1 coincides rn'ith one of the other points Q¡.

Since the 7-lateral is proper, the point Q1 cannot coincide wiih Q2 or Qz-

If. Qr : Q3, then (P,Ct,I) would contain the trilateral

{(Qr, Pr), (Pr,Pr), (Pr, Qr)},

rn'hich would contradict the duality of. C2. Hence Q, * 8s. Similarly Qr # Qu.

If. Qr : Qa, then (P,Cr,I) contains the proper 5-lateral

{ (Qt, & ), (Pt, P.), (Pr,Pu), (Pu, Pt )' (Pt' 8t ) }'

Similarly, if. Qr : Q5 then (P,Cr,I) contains a proper 5-lateral. This concludes the

second case.

By the results of cases one and t\l,o, a proper 7-lateral of (P, CrrI) gives rise to a

proper 5-lateral of (P, Cz,I). tr

Lerrrrna 3.1.4. Let Cz be a proper 2-cover of. PG(3,2). If (P,Cr,I) contains a proper

9-lateral, then it contains a proper 5-lateral.

Proof. Let the points on the lines of the proper 9-lateral be labelled in the manner

shown:

Ps
P1

Qt
Pz

Qt Q,

P8

Q,

Ps

Q"

P7 Pq

Qu Qn
Pa Qt Ps

Since the 9-lateral is proper, the points P¡ r','ith i - 1 to 9 are all distinct. Hence at

Qn
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least two of the points Q¿ with i, : ! to 9 coincide, otherwise PG(3,2) would have at

least 18 distinct points - a contradiction. Without loss of generality, we can suppose

that Q1 : Q¿ for some i * 1.

Since the 9-lateral is proper, the point Q1 cannot coincide with Q2 ot Qs.

If. Qr : Q3, then (P,Cr,I) would contain the trilateral

{\Qr, Pr), (Pr, P"), (P",Qr)},

which would contradict the duality of. C2. Thus Q, * Q3. Similarly Qt # Qr.

If. Qr: Qa, then (P,Cr,I) contains the proper 7-lateral

{(Q r, pr), (pr, Pn), (Pn,Pr), (&, Pr), (Pr, Pu), (Pu, Pul, (Pu, Q ù} .

Hence (P,C",I) also contains a proper 5-lateral by Lemma 3.1.3. Similarly, if. Q, : qr,

then (P, Cr,I) contains a proper 5-lateral.

Finally, if. 8L: Q5, then (P,Cr,I) contains the proper 5-lateral

{(Q r, Pr), \Pr,P.), (P., Pn), (Pn, Pu), (Pu, 8, ) }.

Similarly, if. QL : Q6, then (P,Cr,I) contains a proper 5-lateral.

Every case has been covered. Therefore, if (P, Cr,I) has a proper 9-lateral, then it

also has a proper 5-lateral. tr

Lemma 3.1.5. Let Cz be a 2-cover of PG(3,2) such that (P, CrrI) contains a proper

5-lateral. Then the vertices of the 5-lateral are the five points of an elliptic quadric of

PG(3,2).

Proof. Since the 5-lateral is embedded in C2,, each plane of PG(3,2) meets the 5-lateral

in at most two lines. As two intersecting lines of the 5-lateral are incident with these

vertices, it is immediate that each plane meets the set of five vertices in at most three

points.
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Assume that three of the vertices are collinear on the line l. By taking a fourth

vertex V from the set, we can form the plane lL,Vl which meets the vertex set in at

least four points. This contradicts what we proved in the first paragraph. Hence no

three of the vertices are collinear.

Thus the set of vertices forms a 5-cap of PG(3,2) with each plane meeting the

5-cap in at most three points. Hence by Theorem 1.4.3 the vertex set is the point-set

of an elliptic quadric of PG(3,2). n

We are now in a position to determine the structure of a proper 2-cover Cz of.

PG(3,,2). By Lemmata 3.1.3 and 3.1.4, C2 possesses five lines which form a proper

5-lateral of (P, Cr,I) and by Lemma 3.1.5, the vertices of the 5-lateral are the points

of an elliptic quadric of PG(3,2). Thus, \Me may assign homogeneous coordinates to

the vertices in the following way:

&:(1000)
P2: (01 0 0)

P.:(0010)

&:(0001)
Pu:(1 111).

The other fi.ve points on the five lines of. C2 already constructed become:

Qr: (1 10 0)

Qr:(0 110)

Q":(0011)
Qn: (1 110)

Qu:(0 111),

while the five remaining points of PG(3,2) arc
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R1 :(1 010)

r32:(0 101)

Ãs:(1 101)

Ra:(1 001)

Ã5:(1 011).

Thus far, we have five lines of C2 already constructed. Since we have already

constructed a proper 2-cover of PG(3,2) in Corollary 2.3.12, we know that this set of

five lines can be extended to a proper 2-cover in at least one way. Each of the points

Q¿ with i : L to 5 lies on exactly one of these lines. A second line through the point

Qt, if it is to Iie in C2, cannot pass through any of the points P¿ with i : 1 to 5 because

these points already lie on two distinct lines of. Cz. In addition, it cannot pass through

Q, o, Q5, otherwise (P, Cr,I) would contain a trilateral, contradicting the duality of

C2. Therc are only seven lines through 8r and so it is routine exercise to verify that

the unique line satisfying these criteria it {8t ,Rr,Rn}.

Repeating this argument for each point Q¿, *. find that the unique (second) line

through Q¿ satisfying the criteria is:

{Q;, R¿+r, R¿+"}

with ihe subscripts reduced modulo 5 to a number between 1 and 5 inclusive. These

five lines plus the original five lines account for all the lines of C2 and so Cz is uniquely

determined by any proper 5-lateral of (P, Cr,I). The lines of C2 are therefore:

{Qt,Pt,Pr} {Qt,Rr,Rn}

{Qr,Pr,P"} {Qr,R",Ru}

{Q", P", Pn} {Q", Rn, R \

{Qn,Pn,Pu} {Qn,Ru,R }

{Qu,, Pu, Pr} {gu, Ãr, A"}.
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The points Q¿ with i : I to 5 are linearly independent and therefore comprise the

points of an elliptic quadric Q of. PG(3,2). If is immediate then, that the lines of the

2-cover are all tangent to I and so also lie in the general linear complex defined bV Q.

The lines of PG(3,2) which complete C2 to a general linear complex are:

{Qt, R", Pn}

{Qr, Rn, Pu}

{Q", Ru, Pt}

{Qn, Rt, Pr}

{Qu, Rr, P"}

and these form a spread of PG(3,2). Hence, we have shown that every proper 2-cover

of PG(3,2) can be constructed by the technique used in Corollary 2.3.72. This now

enables us to prove:

Theorem 3.1.6. The proper 2-covers of PG(3,2) are all projectively equivalent.

Proof. Let Cz and C'" be two proper 2-covers of PG(3,2). BV the argument above C2

can be constructed by deleting a (regular) spread 5 from a general linear complex L2.

C'2 can be similarly constructed from L', and 5'.

By Corollary 2.3.3, there exists a collineation ø mapping L2 to L! and 5 to 5/.

Hence

a(Lr\S) : L'r\$';

that is,

"(cr) - cL.
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9.2. ON A REPRESENTATION OF THE PROPER 2.COVER

oF PG(3,2) AND A CLASSTCAL GROUP TSOMORPHTSM

Having shown in the previous section that all proper 2-covers of PG(3,2) are pro-

jectively equivalent, rffe now focus our attention on finding the full collineation group

G of the proper 2-cover. The method we employ to find G uses a structure which is

isomorphic to the unique generalised quadrangle of order 2. As by-products of this de-

termination of G, we find a nerrv proof of the classical isomorphism between PSp(4,2)

and 56, and we give a geometric representation of the subgroups of index 6 in ,So. This

representation illustrates a property peculiar to ,56; this property is stated in:

Theorem 3.2.L. ([75], 5.5. Satz) Let ,9" be the symmetric group on n letters.

(i) If nl6, then there is exactly one conjugacy class of subgroupsof index rz in S'.

Each such subgroup is the stabiliser of a letter and so is isomorphic to S'-r.

(ii) If. n:6, then there are exactly two conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 6 in

,So. Each of the six subgroups frorn one class is the stabiliser of a letter, while

each of the six subgroups from the second class acts 2-transitively on the six

letters. The twelve subgroups are all isornorphic to 55. !

Remark 3.2.2. The construction of the subgroups from the second class (when n : 6)

is given in [112], p.301. Also, the structure of the outer automorphisms of ,90 which

give rise to the second conjugacy class, is studied in [77]. n

Definition 3.2.3 and details of Construction 3.2.4 to follow, can be found in [104],

Chapter 6.

Definition 3.2.3. A d,uarl is an unordered pair ij : ji of. distinct integers from among

the integers 1 to 6. A syntheme is a set of these duads {ii,k[,,mn] for which i, i , k, (.,

m and n are all distinct. n

Construction 3.2.4. Defi¡e the fi¡ite incidence structure W: (P,B,I) as below:
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1) P is the set of all duads.

2) B is the set of all synthemes.

3) I is set inclusion.

The incidence structurcW is attributed in [104] to J.J. Sylvester who first published

it in [113] in 1844. It is a routine exercise to show that W is a finite generalised

quadrangle of order 2. W has exactly six ovoids, each of which has the form

qn:{ialaeT\{i}},

for some i from 1 to 6, where Z is the set {1,2,3,4,5,6}. Irtr¡ also possesses a polarity,

therefore it follows that W also has exactiy six spreads. One spread of W can be

written in the form

R, : {!i,(i - 1xi + 1), (i - 2)(i + 2)}

where i runs from 1 to 6 and (k) means k is to be reduced modulo 5 to an integer

between 2 and 6 inclusive. The other 5 spreads can be obtained by applying the

transpositions (1j) to.R1, for each j:2 to 6 and defining

Rj : (1j)l?1.

¡

Now, by the construction of W, it is immediate that I4l admits ,9e as a collineation

group of W. In fact, So is the full collineation group of W. In [104], this is stated

without proof; \Ã¡e present a proof here.

Theorem 3.2.6. Let H be the full collineation group of W. Then I/ is isomorphic to

So.

Proof. By the remarks above, ,96 is isomorphic to a subgroup ff' of. H. In what

follows, we identify -tfl with So.

Let a be an arbitrary collineation of. W. Consider the action of o on the ovoid (?1

of W. (2r is mapped by a to a second ovoid O¿ for some i. Thus for each j in Z\{1}
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(where T is as before), there is a unique lc in 7\{i} such that "(1i): ile. Hence a

induces a permutation / frorn I to 7, where / is defined as below:

þ: I¡--+i

i - k when o(Ii): ik.

By construction, a acts on the points of. Ot in the same way that / does. Therefore,

to complete the proof, it suffices to show that a is also equivalent to / for all points

not on the ovoid.

Let ab be a point of W\Ot. Then ¿ and ó are both different from 1. Rewrite 7 as

{7,a,b,c,d,e}. The point ¿ó lies on the three lines tangent to Ol,r.arnely

(1: {abrlcrde}
(.2: {ab,td,ce}

14: {abrlercd}.

The lines lr., l, and 13 map, under a, to three lines which have the point a(øb) in

common and which are tangent to O¿. Since \c € Ot, we have

o (t') 
:' rZ' r" "oo'r:;::,' 

:::::ì
Similarly,

o(h) : {a(ab), ió(d,), a(ce)}

a(ls) : {a(ab), ió("), a(cd)}.

Let a(ab): sf. Since a((,1), o(tr) and a(13) are also lines of W,i\ follows that s,

t, i,, þ(c), /(d) and þ(e) arc all distinct. Thus

I : {i, s,t, S(c), ó(d), ó(")}.

I : ó(I) : {i, ó(o), ó(b), ó("), ó(d), ó(")}

However
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Hence, comparing the two sets we have immediately that {s,t} : {$(a),Ó(b)},

implying that a(aó) : ó(")ó(b). It fottows that a is also equivalent to þ for all points

of W\Or and so c is an element of ,56 and Il is ^So' ¡

In Section 1.11, we stated that the points of PG(3,g) together with the lines of a

general linear complex of PG(3, g) form a generalised quadrangle W(q). It is shown

at the beginning of Chapter 6 in [104], that every generalised quadrangle of order 2 is

isomorphi c to W(2) and so in particular, that 77 is isomorphic to W(2). The proof of

the general case in [104] involves showing that every point of a generalised quadrangle

of order 2 is regular and from this the result is deduced. However, we shall show that

I,7 is isomorphic to W(2) by embedding I,7 into PG(3,2). To do this, we need the

following definition:

Definition 3.2.6. A triplet is a set of three duads {i,i,ik,lei},for which i, j and k are

all distinct. tr

Construction 3.2.7. Define the finite incidence structure 12: (P,B,I) as follows:

1) P is the set of all duads.

2) B is the set of all synthemes and all triplets.

3) I is set inclusion.

As a consequence of the definition of. W ,\trl is naturally embedded in E2, which we

now show is isomorphic to PG(3,2). E

Theorem 3.2.8. X2 is isomorphic to PG(3,2).

Proof. It is immediate that axioms (i) and (iii) of Definition 1.3.1 are satisfied; we

no,vr¡ prove that axiom (ii) also holds.

Letabrcdandelrepresenttheverticesof atriangle. Now arb,,crdrerf cannotall

be distinct because the three duads would then form a syntheme, forcing the points

to be collinear. Similarly, at least four of them must be distinct otherwise they would
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form a triplet. This implies that the set of vertices is equivalent to one of the following

possibilities:

(i) {ab,ad,,a/} wiih a, b, d and / all distinct'

(ii) {ab.,bc,cd} with a, b, c and d all distinct.

(iii) {ab,bc,de} with o,,, b, c, d and e all distinct.

In each case there are only three points on the sides of the triangle besides the

vertices. Hence it is sufficient to check that these points are collinear. For case (i),

the points arebd,bf ,df which form a triplet, for case (ii), the points are ac) ef andbd

which form a syntheme and for case (iii), the points a;re ac)cf ,af which form a triplet.

Hence X2 is isomorphic to a finite projective space. The dimension and the order

of the space are immediate from the number of points 12. tr

Theorem 3.2.9. The lines of W forrr a general linear complex of Ez.

Proof. Let ab be a point of Xz and let the elements of Z\{4, b} be c, d, e and /. Then

the three lines of IlØ through øb are

{ab, cd, ef}

{ab,ce,df}

{ab, de, cf}.

These lines are coplanar in X2 because they have the point ab in common and

{cd,df,c/} as a transversal.

Consider first, a pencil P of lines with vertex V. By the above, the lines of W

through V are coplanar in a plane n'. The plane containing P either meets zr in a line

or it coincides with n-. If the planes meet in a single line, then this line belongs to both

W and P because V lies on the line. If they coincide then P coincides with the pencil

of lines of W through V. Hence each pencil of lines in X2 meets W in 1 or 3 lines.

Now consider a star of lines with vertex U. There are exactly three lines of Iz7
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through U. Hence each star of Ð2 meets W in exactly 3 lines.

It follows that W has the property ,4.3,3 (see Definition 1.10.7). Therefore, by

Theorem 1.10.8, the lines of. W form a general linear complex of X2. ¡

It is apparent from Theorem 3.2.9, that W is isomorphic to W(2) because all

general linear complexes of PG(3, 2) arc projectively equivalent. We can nolvv use this

relationship to prove the classical isomorphism existing between PSp(4r2) and,96. It

is proven directly in [75] (see 9.21 Satz), while Á [72] it is proven via an examination

of the packings of PG(3,2) (see Theorem 17.5.5). However, the proof below is more

elementary.

Theorem 3.2.10. The projective symplectic group PSp(4,2) is isomorphic to .90.

Proof. The full collineation group of a general linear complex in PG(3,2) is PSp@,2)

(see [72], p.6). In Theorem 3.2.5, we showed that So is the full collineation group of.W.

Also, each collineation of. W extends to a collineation of 12. Thus, because the lines

of.W form a general linear complex of 12 by Theorem 3.2.9, we have that PSp(4,2) is

isomorphic to ,56. tr

Theorem 3.2.11. PSp(4,2) acts transitively on the ovoids and spreads of the gener-

alised quadrangle W (2).

Proof. As all general linear complexes of PG(3,,2) are projectively equivalent, we can

consider the action of PSp(4,2) (or ^96) on tr4l.

By the form of the ovoids of. W, it follows that the permutation (ij) in ,90 maps (?¿

to O¡ while fixing W and X2. Hence P Sp(4,2) (or 56) is transitive on the ovoids of W .

It is immediate from the definition of the spreads that every spread of W lies in

the orbit of -Rr under the aciion of 56. Hence PSp(4,2) (or ^96) is transitive on the

spreads in W. D
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Theorem 3.2.12. Let O¿ (for i € 1,...,6) be an ovoid inW. Then the stabiliserin

^90 
of O¿ is a subgroup of index 6 in ,So and is the stabiliser of the symbol i.

Proof. Let Of" be the orbit of (?¿ under So and let Gp¿¡ be the stabiliser of. O¿. From

Theorem 3.2.1I, the ovoids of.W all lie in a single orbit. Hence, by the orbit-stabiliser

theorem, we have:

lsul :lGrc¡l lo'-l

That is:

b.

Thus, the stabiliser in ,5a of O¿ has 5! elements and is of index 6 in ,So. Furthermore,

each of the 5! permutations of So which fix the letter i, also frxes O¿. Hence, the

stabiliser in 56 of. O¿ is the stabiliser of the symbol i. ¡

Theorem 3.2.13. Let R¿ (for i € 1,...,6) be aspread inW. Then the stabiliserin,56

of .R¿, is a subgroup of index 6 in ,90 and acts 2-transitively on the symbols 1 to 6.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2.12, the stabiliser in ^90 of -B¿ is a subgroup

of index 6 in ,90. Now consider the action of the permutations (12) and (34) on the

spreads of.W. (12) interchanges -Rr with Rr, R" with.Ro and.Ra with -85, while (3a)

interchanges .81 with ,R6, ,Rz with -R3 and ¡B¿ with .Rs. The stabiliser of a symbol j

for j - 1 to 6 contains at least one of the pcrmutations (12),(34). Hence none of the

stabilisers of a symbol j frxes the spread .R¿. Consequently, the stabiliser in ,So of. R¿

is a subgroup in the second conjugacy class of 56 (as defined in Theorem 3.2.1). This

implies that the stabiliser of. R¡ acts 2-transitively on the symbols 1 to 6. n

Remark 3.2.L4. Theorems 3.2.72 ancl 3.2.13 show that the stabilisers in ^90 of the

ovoids of W are the six subgroups of index 6 from the first conjugacy class and that

the stabilisers in ,56 of the spreads of W are the six subgroups of index 6 from the

second class. Moreover, by Theorem 3.2.7,, these 12 subgroups are all isomorphic to

^95. !
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Theorem 3.2.L6. Let C2 be a proper 2-cover of PG(3,2). Then the full collineation

group G of. Cz is isomorphic to ^9s and acts transitively on the points of PG(3,2).

Proof. By Theorem 3.1.6, all proper 2-covers of PG(3,2) arc projectively equiva-

lent and can be constructed by deleting a spread .9 from a general linear complex of

PG(3,2). Now because a proper 2-cover uniquely determines the general linear com-

plex containing it, it follows that a collineation of PG(3,2) fixes the 2-cover if and only

if it fixes the general linear complex and the spread .S.

Also, the spreads of the generalised quadrangleW(2) are exactly the spreads of

PG(3,2) lying in the corresponding general linear complex. Hence the full coilineation

group G of a proper 2-cover of PG(3,2) is isomorphic to the stabiliser in ,56 of a spread

of.W. Thus G is isomorphic to ,95 by Theorem 3.2.13 and Remark3.2.14. Furthermore,

this subgroup of 56 acts 2-transitively on the symbols 1 to 6. This implies that the

subgroup acts transitively on the duads and so, equivalently, G acts transitively on the

points of PG(3,2). !

3.3. REGULAR PARTIAL PACKINGS OF PG(3, q)

AND BLOCKING SETS OF PG(2,,q2)

In this section, we digress briefly to examine several relationships which exist be-

tween regular partial packings of PG(3, q) and blocking sets of PG(2,q2). Thc tcch-

nique which we ernploy in this examination makes use of Bruck's representation of a

regular spread of PG(3,q) via a pair of skew conjugate lines of PG(3,q2). (See Section

1.8.)

While packings of PG(3,g) are known to exist for all g (see [13], [46], 1471, 172]),

there are only two known regular packings and these are both packings of PG(3,2).

Lunardon has recently proven in [S9] that no regular packings of PG(3, g) exist for g

odd and evidence suggests that the same is true for q even, I ) 2. In the sequel, we

assume the definitions, constructions and theorems of Section 1.8.
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Definition 8.8.1. LetP: {",}i=r, k <q'+qt1 beapartialpacking of PG(3,q)

and let S be the set of points of PG(3,q2)

{P I P lies on a line of 5¿ for at least one .S¿ € P}.

Then a transection of. P is defined to be the intersection of S with an imaginary plane

n suchthat z'does not meet PG(3,q) in the gf l points of alineof 5,;, i:1to Ic.

Given such a plane 7r, 'we denote the corresponding transectionby Pn. tr

Remark s.s.z. LetP be a partial packing {t,}i=, of PG(3,q). Then two arbitrary

lines belonging to spreads 5¿ and E¡, i t j, are either skew or they meet in a real point

because 5¿ and 5¡ are disjoint. Also, for an arbitrary line (. of PG(3, g) which does not

belong to any 5¿, there are exactly q * 1 lines of each 5¿ which rneet (.. Thus it follows

that each transection Pn of.2 contains exactly

k(q'-q)+(q+1)

points and the line of PG(3,g) containing the g * 1 real points of. Pn contains no further

point of. Pn. tr

Lemma 3.3.3. Let P: {t,}i=, be a partial packing of PG(3,q). If there exists an

entirely imaginary line n of PG(3,q2) which is skew to every line belonging to the

union of the spreads in P, lhen P can be extended to a partial packing containing

k + 1 spreads by adjoining a regular spread 5.

Proof. Since n is skew to every line rn of every spread 5,, it is immediate that n"

is skew to mo : m for each such ræ. Fulthermore, n and no do not intersect because

they are both entirely imaginary. Thus n and no carl be used to construct a regular

spread 5 of PG(3, q) (via Bruck's construction) which is disjoint from each spread 5¿

and so extends 2. ¡

Theorem 3.3.4. Let P: {t,}l=, , k 1 q2 I q* 1 be a partial packing of PG(3,q).

Then P carr be extended to a partial packing with k f 1 spreads by adjoining a regular
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spread if and only if there exists a transection Pn of. P which does not contain a line

and which is not a blocking set of zr.

Proof. (+) Assume lhat P is extendable in the manner described and let 5 denote

the regular spread adjoined to P.

As noted in Remark 3.3.2, the lines of 5 can only meet the lines of the spreads

in 2 in real points. Hence the two conjugate skew lines n and rz" from which 5 was

constructed, are skew to every line of every spread ir'P.

Let zr be a plane through n. If. n were real, then no would also lie in zr, from which

it would follow that n and no intersected each other. Since n and no a;re skew, we

thus conclude that zr is an imaginary plane. Furthermore, the unique real line of ¡- lies

in 5 and consequently does not lie in any spread of P. Therefore, zr gives rise to a

transection of. P.

Now consider Pn. By construction n ÀPn: /. Therefore Pn cannot be a blocking

set of 7r nor can it contain all the points of a line. Thus 2r, satisfies the criteria in the

statement of the theorem.

(+) Assume that there exists a transection Pn which is not a blocking set of r and

which does not contain a line.

It is immediate that n contains a line n with nl)Pn: þ. In addition n is entirely

imaginary because the only real points of zr lie in P*. Hence the result follows by

Lemma 3.3.3. !

Example 3.3.5. Let 5 be an arbitrary spread of PG(3, g) and let zr be an imaginary

plane whose real line does not lie in 5. Then zr gives rise to the transection Pn where

? is the partial packing consisting solely of the spread S. Pn consists of. q2 l1 points;

q + 7 of these are real and lie on a line / while the other q2 - q points are necessarily

imaginary and do not lie on I (see Remark 3.3.2).
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It is immediate then, that the largest number of points of Pn w

collinear i" q' - q + 7. Thus Pn does not contain a line. Also, 2, is not a blo set

of z- because a blocking set of zr has at least q2 + q f 1 points (see Theorem 1.7.4).

Hence, by Theorem 3.3.4, there exists a regular spread 5' of PG(3,,q) which is

disjoint from 5. tr

Example 3.3.5 does not establish a very deep result but it serves to exhibit how

Theorem 3.3.4 may be applied in practice. Unfortunately, it is difficult to obtain

any general results on the extendability of partial packings of arbitrary size because

comparatively little is known about the structure of blocking sets, except when the

number of points in the blocking set is close to the minimum number of points that

such a set can have. The problem is further complicated by a result of Berardi and

Eugeni which states that in PG(2,q2), there exists a blocking set of size .l[ for each .lú

satisfying

q2*q+1<N1qn-q,

(which covers all the admissible values for the size of a blocking set in PG(2,q2)). (See

[11].) However, if the partial packing is regular, then we can alleviate this difficulty

to a certain extent by using a similar technique. This gives a necessary condition for

a regular partial packing to be extendable which, in the special case that Ç : 2, also

turns out to be sufficient. \Me now outline this technique.

Let PG(3, g) b" embeddecl in PG(3, q2) and \et P be a regular partial packing of

PG(3,q2) consisting of k spreacls. Let W be the set (of lines) obtained by taking the

union of the pairs of conjugate skew lines of PG(3, 92) which are used to construct the

spreads. The lines within each pair are skew by the construction and the lines between

pairs are also skew because the spreads are disjoint. Hence 17 forms a partial spread

of PG(3, 92) consisting of 2k entirely irnaginary lines. Thus, if.P can be extended to a

regular partial packing with k f 1 spreads, then W carr be extended to a partial 2k +2
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spread of PG(3,g2) consisting of entirely imaginary lines.

When g ) 2, the converse is not true in general. The real lines in PG(3,Q2), g > 2

contain at least two distinct pairs of conjugate, imaginary points. Through these four

points, it is then possible to construct two pairs of conjugate, entirely imaginary lines

such that the lines in one pair are skew to the lines in the other pair. Thus the four

lines are pairwise skew but the resulting spreads have at least one line in common.

However, when e :2, there is exactly one pair of conjugate, imaginary points on each

real line of PG(3,22). Hence the argument is reversible in this case.

Thus to investigate the extendability of regular partial packings, rvve can gain some

information by investigating the extendability of the partial spreads lrtrl. \Me now

formalise this notion.

Definition 3.3.6. Let W be a partial spread of PG(3,g2) consisting of entirely

imaginary lines and such that W" : W. Then W is called a ø-partial spread of

PG(3,q'?)\PG(3, q). ¡

Remark 3.3.7. Since the lines of a o-partial spread of PG(3,q'?)\PG(3, g) are entirely

imaginary andW is fixed by o, the lines of W fall into conjugate pairs. In particular,

we have that lI4rl is even. In addition, I,tr/ gives rise to i lWl regular spreads of PG(3,q)

which intersect pairwise in 0, 1, 2 or c1* 1 lines. ¡

Definition 3.3.8. Let W be a ø-partial spread of PG(3, q2)\PG(3, g), with lwl <

2(q'+ q + 1) and let S be the set of points of PG(3,,q2)

{P I P lies on a line of W}.

Then a hypertransection of. W is defined to be a set of the form

{zr n .9i U {P is a real point of zr}

where zr is an arbitrary imaginary plane of PG(3,g2) which contains no line of. W.

Given such a plane ?r, we denote the corresponding hypertransection by W". ¡
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Remark 3.3.9. For an arbitrary hypertransection Wn, we have that lWÀ : lwl+q+7.

Theorem 3.3.10. Let W be a ø-partial spread of PG(3,q2)\PG(3'q). Then W

is extendable to a ø-partial spread with ll4zl * 2 lines if and only if there exists a

hypertransection Wn of.I4l which does not contain a line and which is not a blocking

set of zr'.

Proof. (+) Suppose that I4l is extendable to a ø-partial spread W' with lwl+zlines.

Let (, be one of the two lines of W'\W. Let r be a plane through (.. We have already

shown in the proof of Theorem 3.3.4 ihat such a plane is imaginary because it contains

I which is an entirely imaginary line. In addition, zr contains no line of W beca:use (.

lies in zr and each line in W is skew to /. Thus n gives rise to the hypertransection IzIl,,

of. W.

Now by construction, I andWn both lie in ø and / does not intersectWn. Thus

I4l* cloes not contain a line and is not a blocking set of n'; it follows that W, is a

hypertransection satisfying the criteria in the statement of the theorem.

(+) Suppose there is a hypertransection Wn which contains no line and which is not

a blocking set of n'. It is then immediate that there is at least one line I of which has

no point in common with Wn. Tl.reli:ne (, is therefore skew to every line in 77 and is

also entirely imaginary because every real point z- lies in Wn. Finally since Wo : W

alnd (. is entirely imaginary, we have that .F is skew to every line in W and also to l.

Hence W U {t,P} is a o-partial spread of PG(3, q'?)\PG(3, q) with lWl + 2 lines. !

Definition 3.3.11. Let W be a a-partial spread of PG(3,q2)\PG(3, q) and let Wn be

a hypertransection of. W. Then two irnaginary points P and Q of. W" are said to be

associate pointsif. P:m)r and Q :77¿o l^ì zr for some line rr¿ of.W. n

Remark 3.3.12. Two associate points P and Q can only be conjugate points if they
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lie on the real \irre .(. of zr (if this were not the case, then zr would be fixed by ø

because ø would fix the two distinct lines .(. ard (P,Q). zr would then be real, giving a

contradiction). tr

Lemma 3.3.13. Let W be a ø-partial spread of PG(3, q'?)\PG(3, g) and Iet W* be

a hypertransection of W. Then two associate points of Wn which are not conjugate,

never lie on a line containing a real point.

Proof. Let P:mÀn and Q:m" f-ìzr be two such associate points inWn (where rn

is a line of W).

Assume that P and Q lie on a line I containing a real point -R. Under the action

of.o,r ismappedtoaplane r" tn.Thus P" + Pand Q" + Q. Howevet R:R.

Therefore l" meets I in exactly the real point -R.

Now by construction, L meets both rn arrd mo. In additio\, Po e mo and Q" e

(*")" : Tr¿) so l" also meets both r¿ and rno. Since L and lt rneet in the point .R, it

follows that rn and nz" are coplanar and therefore meet in a point; this contradicts the

fact that rn and rno are mutually skew, as they come frornW.

Hence P and I d" not lie on a line containing a real point. !

Lemma 3.3.14. Let W be a ø-partial spread of PG(3, q2)\PG(3, q). If + lwl <

q2 + qf 1, then there exists a hypertransection Wn of.IrØ such that no imaginary point

of. Wn lies on the unique real line of z-.

Proof. Let S denote the set of lines of. PG(3,q) which lie in the union of the i lWt

regular spreads arising from the lines of I4l. Since + lwl < q2 + Ç * I, there exists at

least one line of PG(3,q) which does not lie in any of the spreads. Let I be such a line

and denote by zr, an arbitrary imaginary plane containing l.

Assume lhat (. contains a point of the form P : mì zr where m € W. Then
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Po : (* I r)" : (* À l)" : m" l\ (.. It follows lhat (, lies in the regular spread

constructed from zn and n'Lo - a contradiction. Thus no such point P exists. Moreover,

zr cannot then contain any line of I,Ø. Thus zr gives rise to hypertransection W, of. W

which satisfies the criteria in the statement of the lemma. ¡

In Section 1.7, we stated a result by Bruen and Silverman on blocking sets in

PG(2,q) (see Theorem 1.7.6). Combining this with Lemma 3.3.13 and Theorem 3.3.10

we can prove the following result on the extendability of o-partial spreads.

Theorem 3.3.15. Let W be a ø-partial spread of PG(3,q'?)\PG(3, q) with lwl S q2 +t

where ú satisfies 0 < f < qJr-q- fr. fhen W can be extended to a ø-partial spread

W' witin lW'l: lwl + 2.

Proof. Since i lWl < q2 +ct+ 1, there exists a hypertransection Wn of W , no imaginary

point of which lies on the unique real line of zr' (see Lemma 3.3.14). (To establish the

result, we need to show that W* does not contain a line and that it is not a blocking

set; having done this, the result will follow by applying Theorem 3.3.10.)

Assume lhat W, contains a line L By the preceding commenl,,, (, intersects the real

line in a single real point. Therefore, by Lemma 3.3.13, / cannot contain a pair of

associate points. We have then that I4l has at least 2q2 lin'es because Wn has at least

(q' + 1) - 1 pairs of associate points.

On the other hand, W has at most q2 +t lines where ú satisfies 0 ( t < qt/r- +
It is routine to show that q\/r- q - + < q2 f.or all prime powers and so W has strictly

less than 2q2 lirres. These two inequalities for lWl are contradictory. Hence lr7r. does

not contain a line.

Assume then, lhat W* is a blocking set of n. By Theorem 1.7.6, there exists a

subset T of. W* which is the set of points of a Baer subplane of zr. Now, when q : 2,

we have ú : 0 and so T : Wn. Then trivially, ? contains the three real points of z-.
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When g ) 2, we have

(Jt-1)q- +.(q-r).
Thus ú is at most g - 1. Hence ? contains at least 2 real points of zr because at most

f real points could be removed from Wn Lo form ?. Then, since ? is the set of points

of a Baer subplane, all of the real points lie in ? because the only points of Wn on the

real line are the real points. Thus ? contains all the real points of zr regardless of the

value of q.

? therefore, has q2 imaginary points. If no two of these \¡/ere associates, then there

would be at least 2q2 imaginary points in Wn implying that W had at lea,sl 2q2 lines.

We showed earlier in the proof that this cannot be. Thus, ? contains a pair of associate

points. By Lemma 3.3.13, the line n containing these points meets the real line in an

imaginary point. However, n is a line of the Baer subplane, hence rz meets the real line

in a real point because these are the only points of ? which lie on the real line. This

gives us a contradiction. Hence Wn is not a blocking set.

In summary, Wn contains no line of zr- and is not a blocking set of zi. Therefore, by

Theorem 3.3.10, W car- be extended to a ø-partial spread with ll4rl * 2 lines. ¡

Corollary 3.3.16 Let ,9 : {t,}i=, with k 1 2, be a regular partial packing of

PG(3,2). Then ,S is extendable to a regular partial packing with k f 1 spreads

Proof. Embed PG(3,2) in PG(3,4) and let 77 be the o-partial spread of

PG(3,4)\PG(3, 2) representing S . W has 2k (< 2') lines, therefore by Theorem 3.3.15,

W ca:n be extended to a ø-partial spread W' with lW'l : lwl + 2.

Now by the discussion after Exarnple 3.3.5, the lines of W'\W give rise to a spread

5' of PG(3,2) which is disjoini from the other k spreads. Hence {",}i=, U {5'} is a

regular partial packing with k f 1 spreads

Remark 3.3.17. We have attempted to prove the result in Corollary 3.3.16 with k : 3
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theoretically, but without success. However, we have verified by computer, that the

result does holdwith k:3. Infact, the result holdsfor all k satisfying 1< k ( 6, so

that a regular partial packing of PG(3,2) is always completable to a regular packing

of PG(3,,2). \Me summarise our findings in the table below:

Table 3.3a

30

15

7or8

3or6

2

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

Number of spreads disjoint to every

spread in the partial packing

Size of (regular) partial

packing of PG(3,2)

The last entry in the table is there simply for completeness, as the compiement of a

6-cover in the lineset of PG(3,2) (" 7-cover) is automatically a l-cover (spread). The

result for a (regular) partial packing of size 5 is a consequence of the uniqueness of the

proper 2-cover of PG(3,2). It can be shown that the complement of a proper 2-cover

of PG(3,2) is not the union of five pairwise disjoint spreads (this was first noted by

Ebert in [53]). Hence the complernent of a (regular) partial packing of size 5 is a set of

ten lines which is the union of two disjoint spreads. Since the two spreads are uniquely

determined, the result follows. tr
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3.4 ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE PROPER n-COVERS

OF PG(3,2),n)3

In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we estal¡lished the projective equivalence of the proper

2-covers of PG(3,2) and determined the nature of the full collineation group of such

a 2-cover. To complete the picture, we deal in this section, with proper n-covers of

PG(3,,2) with n ) 3. We begin with the three simplest cases, namely those for which

n:5r 6 or 7.

Theorem 3.4.1. PG(3,2) contains no proper 7-cover.

Proof. This is immediate because a 7-cover of PG(3,,2) contains every line of PG(3,2)

and PG(3,2) has at least one spread. Therefore a 7-cover cannot be proper. tr

Theorem 3.4.2. PG(3,2) contains no proper 6-cover.

Proof. Let Ca be a 6-cover of PG(3,2). Then the complement of Cøin the lineset of

PG(3,2) is a spread 5. By Corollary 3.3.16, there is at least one spread .S' disjoint

from 5. Hence E' Ç Cu and so C6 is not proper. tr

Theorem 3.4.3. PG(3,2) contains no proper 5-cover.

Proof. Let Cs be a 5-cover of PG(3,2). Then the complement of Cs it the lineset of

PG(3,2) is a 2-cover C2.

If.Czis the union of two disjoint spreads, then by Corollary 3.3.16, there is a third

spread 5 disjoint from both of these spreads. Hence S Ç Cu and so Cs is not proper.

If, on the other hand, Cz is a proper 2-cover, then as we proved in Section 3.1,

C2 car. be obtained by removing a spread 5 from a general linear complex L2, that is

Cz: Lz\S. Hence S Ç Cs and so Cs is not proper.
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Therefore, combining the two facts, we have that no 5-cover of PG(S,2) is proper

Before we consider the question of the existence of a proper 4-cover of PG(3,2),

we need to examine the spreads of PG(3,2) which are disjoint from a given proper

2-cover of. PG(3,2). To facilitate this, we shall use a list (List 3.4b compiled below) of

the 56 (regular) spreads of PG(3,,2). Since we have already constructed a list of the

lines of PG(3,2) in Section 2.3 via the Singer group (corresponding to the primitive

polynomial 0n : þ * 1 of degree 4 over GF(2)), v/e can again make use of it; so let the

lines of PG(3,2) be numbered as indicated:

n

1 {0,5, 10}

2 {0,6,13}

3 {0,7,9}

4 {0,1.,4}

5 {0,2,8}

6 {0,3,14}

7 {0,71,72}

g {1,6,11}

g {2,7,,72}

List 3.4a

10 {3,8,13} 19 {4,11,13}

11 {4,9,,74} 20 {1, 7,14}

t2 {7,72,13} 27 {4,6,L2}

13 {6,8, 14} 22 {2,3,6}

L4 {2,9, 11} 23 {7,8, 11}

L5 {3,4,7} 24 {7,2,5}

76 {2,,13,14} 25 {10,11,14}

17 {8, 9,r2) 26 {3,5,11}

18 {1,3,9} 27 {r,8,10}

28 {3,10,12}

29 {5,L2,,L4}

30 {2,,4,10}

31 {4,5,8}

32 {9,10,13}

33 {5,7,13}

34 {5,6,9}

35 {6,7,10}.

Now each spread of PG(3,2) contains five lines. Therefore we can represent each

spread of PG(3,2) as a set of five numbers (from between 1 and 35 inclusive). Thus

using the labelling, the 56 spreads are:
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List 3.4b

51

Sz

5t

5t

St

56

Sz

5¡

s,

5ro

5rr

5rz

5rs

5r¿

5rs

5ro

Sv

5te

5rs

Sro

5zr

Ezz

5ze

Sz+

Ezs

Ezr.

Szz

5za

24

5zg

5so

5sr

5",

Sae

5s¿

Sss

5¡o

5ez

5sa

5ss

5¿o

S¿t

Saz

5¿t

Sqq

5¿s

5qo

E¿z

5¿t

5¿s

5so

Sur

5sz

5ss

5s¿

5su

5sa

{1,9,9, i0,11}

{r,72,13,14,15}

{1, g, 15, 16, 17}

{1,9,13,18,19}

{1,10, 74,20,2r}

{1,11, 12,22,23}

{1,16,78,27,23}

{1,17,19,20,22}

{2,15,77,,24,25}

{2,,9,r\,26,27}

{2,11,29,24,28}

{2,!4,15,27,29}

20 26

{3,r2,13,26,30}

{4,10,14,29,36}

{4,L6,L7,26,35}

{4,13, L4,28,33}

{4,9,10,,25,,34}

{5, 19, 20,28,,34ll

{5,12,15,25,34}

{5,8,11,28,33}

{5, 19, 19,29, 35}

{5,20,,2r,26,32}

{5,11, L2,26,35}

{5,9, 15,29,32}

{5,18,2L,25,33}

{6,14,2\,27,,33}

{6,8, 17,30,33}

{6,L2,14,31,35}

{6,2r,23,24,,32}

{6,9, 19,27,34}

{6,12,,23,30,34}

{6,17,19,24,35}

{6, 8, 9, 31,32}

{7, 16, 18,31,35}

{7,20,22,31,32}

30Ì

{2,14,20,28,37}

{2,18,23,29,30}

Ì

{2,77,

{2,9,18,25,31}

{3, 10,21, 25

{3,72,22,25,31}

{3,8, 10,29,30}

{3,16,21,26,27}

{3,13, 79,24,28}

{3, 19, 22,27,29}

{3,9,16,29,31}

{4,22,23,29,32}

{4,L7,22,,25,33}

{4,16,23,28,34}

{4,9, 13, 26,32}

20,

,,
30,34)

{7,10,1

{7, 15, 1

{7, 13, 1

{7,10,

{7,77,

1,

6,

8,

24

27

30

35

34

33

)

)

)

27.,33j
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(This list was compiled by hand using the fact that each line of PG(3,2) lies in exactly

8 distinct spreads of PG(3,2), coupled with the fact that each pair of distinct lines lies

in exactly 2 distinct spreads of PG(3,2). Since every spread of PG(3,2) is regular (see

Remark 1.8.9), these results can be demonstrated routinely using Bruck's technique

for constructing regular spreads. (See Construction i.8.10.))

With respect to this labelling of the lines, the set of lines of the proper 2-cover C2

which we constructed in Section 3.1 is represented by the set

{4,7,1 1, 13, 22,23,24,28,32, 33}.

Hence referring to List 3.4b, we have that the spreads of PG(3,2) disjoint from C2 are

5., .S5, 5rz, Sra, 5ro, 5zo, 5zr, Ss¿, Sto, S¿s, Sas

From amongst these eleven spreads, there are exactly twenty pairs of disjoint spreads.

These pairs are listed below:

List 3.4c

{Sr, Stu}, {5., Sru}, {5r,Snr}, {5t,Snu}, {5u,Stu}, {5u,Stn},

{5s,Sso}, {5u, Stu}, {St.,Str}, {Stt,5.u}, {Stt, Sot}, {Stt,Snu},

{Stu,5ro}, {Stu,Stt}, {5r0,5¡¿}, {5ro,Snt}, {5ro,Snu}, {Srt' 5t¿},

{srt,sru}, {51,snr}.

It is evident from this last list, that for each spread 5 disjoint frorn C2 other than

512, there is at least one other spread disjoint frorn C2 which is also disjoint to 5. It

is also readily verifiable that the lines of C2 U Sp are the lines of the general linear

complex Lz containing C2.

Using this, we can norrv prove the following result about proper 4-covers of PG(3,2).

Theorem 3.4.4. If PG(3,2) contains a proper 4-cover Ca, then the complement of Ca

is a proper 3-cover of PG(3,2).
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Proof. The complement of. Ca in the lineset of PG(3,2) is a 3-cover C3.

Assume Cs is the union of three pairwise disjoint spreads. By Remark 3.3.17, there

is at least one spread S disjoint from each of the three spreads. Hence S Ç CE which

implies lhat Ca is not proper - a contradiction.

Thus, assume C3 is the union of a proper 2-cover C2 and a spread disjoint 5 from

Cz. If 5 U Cz is the set of lines of a general complex L2, then there exist two other

general linear complexes L', and L'/ containing 5. Furthermore the 2-covers L;\{5}

and Li\{S} are both distinct from each other and are also disjoint from 5 and C2.

Hence Cn : (f;¡{S}) u (l;ttSl) and so C¿ is rhe union of two disjoint (proper) 2-

covers of PG(3,2) - " contradiction. If S UC2 is not the set of lines of a general iinear

complex of. PG(S,2), then by the remark in the discussion immediately preceding the

statement of this theorem, there is at least one spread 5' disjoint from 5 and C2. Hence

S' ÇC¿ which implies that Ca is not proper - again a contradiction'

We deduce from this that Cg is neither the union of three pairwise disjoint spreads

nor the union of a proper 2-cover and a spread (disjoint from the 2-cover). Hence C3

is a proper 3-cover. tr

To date, no examples of proper 4-covers of PG(3,2) arc known. However, by

Theorem 3.4.4, the question of the existence of proper 4-covers will be settled once

all projectively distinct proper 3-covers are known. We now discuss the results of our

investigation of proper 3-covers of PG(3,2).

In Section 2.3 we constructed two proper 3-covers of PG(3,2) each of which con-

sisted of the lines of a so-called long Singer orbit. Theorem 3.4.5 below shows how

proper 3-covers can also be constructed using spreads and proper 2-covers.

Theorem 3.4.5. Let Cz be a proper 2-cover of PG(3,2) and let 5r and 5z be two

disjoint spreads of PG(3,2) which are also disjoint ftorrr C2. Then the complement of
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Czl-) & U 5z in the lineset of PG(3,2) is a proper 3-cover Cs of. PG(3,2).

Proof. We first note that there do exist spreads which satisfy the hypothesis above

(see the discussion after Theorem 3.4.3 and in particular List 3.4c). The complement

of. CzU 5r U 5z is a 3-cover Cs of. PG(3,2). If Ce is the union of three pairwise disjoint

spreads, then Cz is complemented by five pairwise disjoint spreads. However, it was

noted in Remark 3.3.17, that this is impossible. Thus C3 is not the union of three

pairwise disjoint spreads.

Thus assume C3 is the union of a proper 2-cover C', and a spread 53 disjoint frorn Ctr.

Let Lz and L', be the general linear complexes of. PG(3,,2) in which C2 and C', rcspec-

tively are embedded. By Theorem 1.10.9, L2 and L', intersect in a regular spread and

through this spread there is a third general linear complex Lf. Now by construction,

Cr, CL and Li are pairwise disjoint and contain amorlgst them every line of PG(3,2).

Similarly Cr, CL and 51 U S, U 53 are pairwise disjoint and contain amongst them every

line of PG(3,2). Thus L", :5r U Sz U 53. This contradicts Theorem 2.2.L (and also

Theorem 2.2.6 and Corollary 2.2.4), which states that a general linear complex cannot

be partitioned into spreads.

Hence Ce is neither the union of three spreads nor the union of a spread and a

proper 2-cover and so is a proper 3-cover of PG(3,2). !

Given Theorem 3.4.5, we might expect that there would exist at least two projec-

tively distinct proper 3-covers florn amongst those that can be constructed using a

proper 2-cover C2 and the twenty pairs of disjoint spreads which are also disjoint from

C2. (kt the discussion following Theorem 3.4.3 the number of such pairs of spreads was

established for the particular proper 2-cover which we constructed in Section 3.1 and

therefore is the same number for any proper 2-cover of PG(3,2) bV Theorem 3.1.6).

However they can all be shown to be projectively equivalent to the proper 3-covers

of PG(3,2) constructed from long Singer orbits. In the remainder of this chapter, we
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shall establish this result.

Let CI denote the first proper 3-cover of PG(3,,2) which we constructed in Section

2.3 from a long Singer orbit. With respect to list 3.4a, the lines of Ci are numbered

4, 6, 7, 12, 75, 16, 77, 22,, 23, 24,, 25, 3L, 32, 34, 3 5.

Thus consulting List 3.4b, Ìvr/e can show that there are exactly six distinct spreads

of PG(3,2) disjoint frorn C!, namely:

5r : {1,8,9,10,11}

Sq : {1,9,13,18,19}

.Ss : {1,10, I4,20,2L}

5ro : {2,9,71,26,27}

Ezo : {3,8, 10,29,30}

Sss : {5,8,11,28,33}.

From these six spreads we obtain frve pairs of disjoint spreads {5n,Sto}, {5ro,5to},

{5ro,5u}, {5u,Suu} and {535,5a}. Furthermore' for each pair {5,,5¡}, the complement

of cj u 5, u 5, in the lineset of PG(3,2) is a proper 2-cover c2 of. PG(3,2) (this can

be deduced from the results of Table 3.3a as follows: If C2 were the union of two

disjoint spreads 5¡ and 5- , then {5;, 5, , 5r, 5- } would be a regular partial packing of

PG(3,2). From Table 3.3a, there is at least one spread disjoint from each of the four

spreads, hence Cj contains a spread - a contradiction). Thus Cl itself arises from the

construction technique established by Theorem 3.4.5 and it arises from fi've distinct

sets of proper 2-covers and spread pairs.

Lemma g.4.0. Let (B) be the Singer group from which Cl arises. Then (B) acts

transitively on the proper 2-covers of PG(3,2) disjoint from Cj and (B5) fixes each

such 2-cover.
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Proof. First consider the spread S¿. Writing the lines of 5¿ out in full we get:

5, : {{0,5, 10}, {2,7,12},{6,8, 14}, {1,3,9}, {4, 11' 13}}

Now applying the first five elements "f 
(Ø to 5a we have that B@ò : Ezo, þ'(Sn): 5t0,

þ"(Sn): Ss, þn(En):Sss and B5(5a) :5n'

Hence

þ({Sn,Sro}) : {5ro' Sto}

0'({Sn,Sro}) : {Sto' 5u}

þ'({Sn,5ro}) : {5u,5.u}

þn({Sn,5ro}) : {Sas, Sa}

Éu({Sr,5ro}) : {5n,5ro}.

It is immediate that (B) acts transitively on the pairs of disjoint spreads and (B5)

fixes each pair of disjoint spreads. Hence, since (B) fixes Cl, (p) also acts transitively

on the proper 2-covers of PG(3,2) disjoint from Cj and (B5) fixes each such 2-cover'

¡

Having now investigated the action "f 
(Ø on the proper 2-covers of PG(3,2) disjoint

frorn C$, we are in a position to find the order of the full collineation group G of. C[.

By the orbit-stabiliser theorern, lve have

lGl : lcîllcrl

for each proper 2-cover disjoint from Cj. By Lemma3.4.6 lcîl:5, because (B) acts

transitively on these 2-covers and (B) ( G. Hence to find lGl, we need only find lGg,l

for one such 2-cover Cz.

Without loss of generality, we calr choose Czlo be the complement of CiU.S4U520.
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Thus

cä : {{0,t,4},{0,3,14},{0,11,12},{1, L2,L3},{3,4,7},

{2,13,14}, {8, 9,12}, {2,3,6}, {7, 8, 11}, {1, 2, 5},

{10, 11, 74}, {4,,5, 8}, {9, 10, 11}, {5, 6, 9}, {6,7,10}},

,s¿ : {{0,r,10}, {2, 7,rz},{6,8,14}, {1,3,9}, {4,lL,1s}},

5zo : {{0, z, 12},{r,,6,11}, {3,8,18}, {5, 72,14},{2,4,10}},

and cz : {{0, o, 13}, {0, 2,8}, {4,9,14}, {2,9, 11}, {\,,7,14},,

{4,,6,12},{3, 5, 11}, {1, 8, 10}, {3, 10, 12}, {5,7,13}}.

Because we have already found the full collineation group of. C2 in terms of a sub-

group of the symmetric group 56, it is convenient to move from this setting to the

setting in Section 3.2 involving duads, synthemes and triplets.

The correspondence below, betrveen the points above and the duads of Section 3.2,

is incidence preserving, as can be checked directly. (Note: To avoid confusing the

numbers, the points which we have been representing by the exponents of the po\Mers

of B, will again be written in full as Pi .)

Bo ê+ (56)

B1 ++ (35)

p2 <.+ (13)

133 ++ (34)

Ba ++ (36)

List 3.4d

B5 <-+ (15)

06 +-, (14)

13? ? (46)

138 <+ (24)

ps ç+ (45)

B1o <-+ (16)

Brr <+ (26)

BL2 ++ (25)

Br3 <+ (23)

Bra +-+ (I2).

Under this correspondence, we h.ave:

cz : {{soxr+X23), (b6X1 s)(24),(36)(45X12), (13X4bX26), (3bX46X12),

(36)(14x25), (34x15x26), (35x24)(16), (34x16x25), (15x46xæ))

5¿ : {{roXrsX16), (13X46X2b), (14X24X12), (85XB4X45), (s6X26Xæ)}

and 5zo : {{rox+0x45), (35x1 4)(26),(34)(24)(23), (15x25x12), (13x36x16)}
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The five lines of the regular spread 5 which completes C2 to a general linear complex

of PG(3,2), are

(56)(34)( 12), ( 13x46x25), (35x 14x26), (36x 15)(24),(45x 16x23).

As was shown in Section 3.2, the full collineation of. C2 is the subgroup of index

6 in ,So which fixes 5. Using the group theory computer package "Cayley", we have

calculated the twelve subgroups of index 6 in So and so by trial and error, we have

found that the subgroup required is

((1625), (1436))

Theorem 3.4.7. With respect to this representation, the stabiliser Gs, of.Czi¡ G is

the cyclic group generated by the permutation (146253).

Proof. Since the subgroup ((1625), (1436)) of ^9o 
is the full subgroup of C2, lhe

stabiliser G¿, of C2 in G (fixing Cj) is the subgroup of ((1625), (1436)) which fixes 5¿

and 5zo (as a pair).

It is routine to show that the permutations (12)(36)(45) and (æ4)(165) do fix 5¿

and 5zo as a pair. Hence ((12X36X45), (234X165)) is a subgroup of Gs,.

Also from Lemma 3.4.6, we have that 3 divides lC.rl U"""rse Gs, has a subgroup

of order 3 isomorphic to (B5).

Once again, using "Cayley", all subgroups of ((1625), (1436)) with order divisible by

3 have been calculated. Exactly two contain the elements (12X36X45) and (234X165).

One is the subgroup generated by these elements. The other also contains the generator

(12X35X46), but this element does not fix 5¿ and 5zo as a pair. Therefore

Gc" : ((12X36X45), (234X165))

: ((146253)).
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Corollary g.4.8. The full collineation group G of Ci has order 30 and can be repre-

sented by the subgroup of PGL(4,2) which is generated by the elements

p:
0001
1001
0100
0010

and p:

1001
0001
1111
1010

Proof. In the discussion immediately after Lemma 3.4.6, we showed that 
lCrcl 

: f

By Theore m 3.4.7 , l"rrl:6. Hence by the orbit-stabiliser theorem, we have

tct 
: lrîllr,,l

= 30.

By construction, Cj admiis the Singer group (B) and by Remark L.3.4, B corresponds

to the element

of PGL(4,2)

In the alternative representation of PG(3,2) via duads, synthemes and triplets we

also established that Cj admits the subgroup (p) of 
^96 

where p : (146253). To find the

element of PGL(4,2) corresponding to p, we can avail ourselves of the correspondence

between the points of PG(3,2) as powers of B and as duads, indicated in List 3.4d.

Hence we have:

(1 0 0 0) : þo e+ (56); p(56) : (32) *, P'3: (1 0 1 1) : p(1 00 0)

(0 1 0 0) : 0' <-+ (35); p(35) : (13) *- P2 : (0010) : p(0 1 00)

(0 0 1 0) : þ' <-+ (13); p(13) : (41) *- P6 : (00 1 1) : p(0 0 1 0)

(000 7):þ" <-+(3a); p(34):(16) *- P'o:(1 110):p(0001)

(1 1 1 1): þ" <-+ (25); p(25): (53) *. P' : (0 10 0) : p(l 1 1 1).

0001
1001
0100
0010
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1111

100
000

1

1

It is then routine to check that p :

1010

Now since p has order 6, it does not lie i" (É) because 6 does not divide 15. Thus

the cosets (B) and p(þ) "f (É) i" G contain between them 30 elements of G and so

G : (þ,p) as required. !

Remark g.4.9. \Me showed in Lemrna 3.4.6, lhat B5 fixes each proper 2-cover disjoini

from Cj. Hence 0u e (p). Now Bs has order 3 and p2 is the unique element of (p) with

order 3. Thus, þt : p'. ¡

Before proving the main result for this latter part of the section, we first re-examine

the proper 3-covers of PG(3,2) arising from the technique described in Theorem 3'4'5.

Consider the proper 2-cover C2 constructed in Section 3.1. \Me have already shown

that there are exactly twenty pairs of disjoint spreads also disjoint from Cz arrd these

are presented in List 3.4c. Hence twenty distinct proper 3-covers of PG(3r2) can be

constructed from Cz ard these spread pairs. We have in fact constructed all of these

and by consulting List 3.4b, we have shown that each such 3-cover is disjoint from

exactly five pairs of disjoint sprea,ds. The results are listed in Table 3.4a below.

Since every proper 2-cover is projectively equivalent to C2, it follows that every

proper 3-cover arising from the technique used in Theorem 3.4.5 is disjoint from exactly

five pairs of disjoint spreads. This ploperty can be used to characterise the 3-covers.

\Me now establish this.
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Table 3.4a

{5¡, 5.r}, {Srt, Snt}' {Stt, 5nn}, {5n., Suu}, {Snr, Suu}{Srt, 5..}

{Srt, Sru}, {5r,, Stu}, {Err,Stu},{5rr, Suu}, {Stu, Suu}{Srt,Stu}

{52r, 5s¿}, {5rr,Ssu}, {522, Sss}, {5rz,Sto}, {5.r, Suu}{5zr,Ssa}

{5r0, Snr}, {5r0, Suu}, {Ert.' Sru}, {Srr, Sut}, {Sru, Snu}{5r0, Snu}

{Sro,5rr}, {5ro,Snt}, {Sru,Sae}, {Sru,Sut}, {Stt, Su,}{5ro' Srt}

{5r0, Se¿}, {5ro,Sru}, {Srt, Stn}, {Sru,Stu}, {5.u,Stu}{5ro,Stn}

{5rr, Sn}, {Stt, Stt}, {Stu,Srt}, {Stu,Suu}, {Sru' Suu}{Stu' Srt}

{Srr, Sro}, {Srt,Sur}, {Stu,5ro}, {Stu,Srt}, {Sru' Sur}{Stu,5ro}

{5rr, 5rr}, {5tt, Snu}, {5t., Snu}, {Str, Suu}, {Srt, Suu}{Srs,5¿s}

{5rr, Snr}, {5rr, Suo}, {Stt, Stt}, {Str, 5n.}, {Srt, Suo}{Stt,Snt}

{5rr, Sru}, {Stt, 5t.}, {Stt, Sru}, {Str, Stu}, {Srt, Sut}{Stt,Stu}

{5rr,Sru}, {5rr,Sun}, {Stu,5t.}, {Stt,Suu}, {Sru' Suu}{Stt,Stn}

{5u, Sru}, {5u, Suu}, {Srt, Snn}, {Stt, Sru}, {Snn, Suu}{5u,Snu}

{5u, Srt}, {5u, 5.u}, {Sru, Sut}, {Stt, Stu}, {Stt, Sut}{Su,Stu}

{5u,Srn}, {5u,Suu}, {5u,Stt}, {5u,Sse }' {Ssr,5s¿}{5u,Stn}

{5u,5¡}, {Su,Stu}, {Stt,Suo}, {Stu,Stt}, {Sur, Suo}{sr' Stu}

{5r, Sru}, {5r, Suu}, {5r2, Sst}, {Srt, Suu}, {Sru, Suu}{5t,Snu}

{5r,5¡}, {St,srt}, {5u,ser}, {50,sso}, {5¿¡, Sso}{5t,Snt}

{5r, Sru}, {5r,Sru}, {Sru,Stu}, {Stu,Sto}, {Stu,Suu}{5t,Stu}

{5r,5r, }, {5t,Stu}, {Stt,Sru}, {Stu,Suu}, {5zo,Suu}{5t,Stu}

Pairs of disjoint spreads also disjoint from the

resulting 3-cover

Pairs of disjoint spreads

also disjoint from Cz

Theorem 3.4.10. Let Cs be a proper 3-cover of PG(3,2). If there exist exactly frve

pairs of disjoint spreads also clisjoint from C3 then C3 is projectively equivalent to C!.

Proof. First we note that for each pair of disjoint spreads {5',5"}, with 5' and.9" also
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disjoint from C3, the complement of. C3U,S'U 5" in the lineset of PG(3,2) is a Z-cover

C2 of PG(3, 2); moreover, by the findings presented in Table 3.3a, C2 is proper because

C3 cannot be complemented by four pairwise disjoint spreads. Hence the hypothesis is

equivalent to the supposition that there are exactly fi,ve proper 2-covers disjoint from

Cz.

We now compute the number of such 3-covers by counting the number of disjoint

(2-cover)-(3-cover) pairs in two ways. If l/ is the number of such 3-covers, then the

number of disjoint (2-cover)-(3-cover) pairs is

5¡r

because each 3-cover is disjoint from exactly five 2-covers.

However, since the proper 2-covers of PG(3,2) are all projectively equivalent by

Theorem 3.1.6, the number of distinct proper 2-covers is the same as the size of the

orbit of a single proper 2-cover Cz under the action of PGL(4, 2). Hence, by the orbit-

stabiliser theorem, this number is

IPGL(4,2)l IPGL(4,,2)l
l.9rl 720 )

because (PGL(4,2))c, is isomorphic to ,9s by Theorem 3.2.15.

In addition, by the results stated in the commentary immediately preceding this

theorem, each proper 2-cover is disjoint from exactly twenty pairs of disjoint spreads

and for each such pair of disjoint spreads, the proper 3-cover complemented by the

spread pair and the 2-cover, is disjoint from exactly five pairs of disjoint spreads (see

Table 3.4a). Equivalently each such 3-cover is disjoint from exactly five distinct proper

2-covers.

It follows then that the number of disjoint (2-cover)-(3-cover) pairs is

Ðrì IPGL(4,2)| _ IPGL(4,2)|
LW.- 720 6
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Equating the two numbers we have

which implies that the number of such 3-covers is

Now we have already noted in the discussion before Lemma 3.4.6 that Cj is dis-

joint from exactly five pairs of disjoini spreads, therefore Cj and every proper 3-cover

projectively equivalent to Cj is counted amongst these EW proper 3-covers.

However, by the orbit-stabiliser theorem and Corollary 3.4.8, the number of proper

3-covers projectively equivalent to Cj is

IPGL(4,2)l IPGL(4,,2)l
l@, ùl 30

Hence the set of proper 3-covers disjoint from exactly five pairs of disjoint spreads

is precisely the orbit of Cj under the action of PGL(4,,2). The result is now immediate.

D

The following corollary rvr/as established implicitly by the proof of Theorem 3.4.10:

Corollary 3.4.11. Let C3 be a 3-cover constructed via the technique employed in

Theorem 3.4.5. Then C3 is projectively equivalent to C!. tr

Remark 3.4.L2. We have shown so far that every proper 3-cover of PG(3,2) which

has been constructed in this thesis is projectively equivalent to Cl, except for C!* which

consists of the set of lines of the second Singer orbit. However, it can be verifred using

List 3.4b, that there are precisely five pairs of disjoint spreads also disjoint from Cj*,

namely

{5r, 5.r}, {5rr, 5u}, {Su, 5¿e}, {Srt, Sut}, {Sut, 5t}.

Theorem 3.4.10 then implies that Cj. is projectively equivalent to Cj. Whai is more,

the full collineation group of. C!* is the same group as that of C[. ¡
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In summary, we have established the following results regarding the existence of

proper r¿-covers of PG(3,2), n ) 2.

(i) For n:5, 6 or 7, there exist no proper l?-covers.

(ii) For r¿ : 4: there exist no known examples of n-covers and their existence depends

on the existence of a proper 3-cover which is projectively distinct from the known

proper 3-covers.

(iii) For r¿ :3, all known proper ,?-covers are projectively equivalent and consist of

the lines of a long Singer orbit.

(i") For n :2r Lhe proper r?-covers are all projectively equivalent and consist of the

lines of a general linear complex minus a spread.
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CHAPTER IV

QUASI-N-MULTIPLE DESIGNS AND

n-COVERS OF PG(3,q)

INTRODUCTION

In 1964, Bruck and Bose in [19] demonstrated a technique for constructing finite

affine planes from ú-spreads of PG(2t+I,q). They proved that each such plane is a finite

translation plane and conversely that each finite translation plane can be constructed

in this way.

This construction has since been generalised by using s-spreads of PG(t,q) with

s + 1 necessarily dividing t + 7. The resulting balanced incomplete block designs are

examples of finite Sperner spaces (see Section 1.6).

In this chapter, we begin by further generalising this construction to produce quasi-

n-multiple Sperner designs (thai is quasi-n-multiples of Sperner designs) and we dis-

cuss the reducibility of these designs in terms of the r¿-covers from which they are

constructed (when n : 7, the designs are equivalent to the Sperner spaces arising from

l-spreads of PG(AI - 1,q)).

When a single n-cover is used in the construction, the resulting design is a quasi-n-

multiple affine design and, as is the case for all designs arising from the construction,

it turns out to be resolvable in at least one way. In the latter sections, we examine

the problem of embedding such designs into AG(4,q) and we also initiate a study of

possible alternative resolutions of those designs which can be so embedded.

4.1. QUASI-n-MULTIPLE SPERNER DESIGNS

Construction 4.1.1. Let Xa¿ be a finite 4ú-dimensional projective space and let Ð¿r-r
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be a fixed hyperplane of Ea¿. Now by Theorem 1.8.2, E+r-t can be partitioned into ffi
S-dimensional projective spaces Xi (where i goes from 1 t" H) because 4 divides 4f .

Let Ci be an r¿-cover of the space Ii for each i. \Me now define an incidence

structure ,9 in the following manner:

The points of ,S are the points of Da¿\Xa¿-1.

Each block of S is a plane of Xa¿ which meets Eqr-t in exactly the g f 1 points of

a line lying in one of the n-covers Cl.

The incidence relation is the incidence relation of.E+t restricted to the sets of points

and planes defined above.

The incidence structure ^9 which we have just constructed is in fact a design. We

nov/ prove this in:

Theorem 4.1.2. SisaBIBDwithparametersu :84t,b:nqat-2 #+ ¡r:n #+,
k:q2andÀ:n.

Proof. The points of ,S are the points of Ia¿\Xa¿-1 which is equivalent to a 4t-

dimensional affine space. Hence the number of points in S is u : q4t.

The blocks of ,9 are the planes of Ea¿ not lying in Xa¿-1 which meet Da¿-1 in a line

of one of the n-covers Cl. Hence k : 92. Also through each line in the union of the

ffi n-.ouers there pus. 4 - q4t-2 ciistinct planes of.Ea¿ which do not lie in I,¿r-t.

Finally as each r¿-cover has n(q2 f 1) distinct lines, we conclude that the number of

blocks in S is

,.(q, + \).qn -,. (-i: - :l - nqat-z 9^l - t.) .
(qn - 1) (q'-7) '

Each point of Xa¿\la¿-1 defines a unique plane (not lying in Xa¿-1) with each line

in the union of the fi ,-.orers. It follows that each point of ^9 lies in

n(,1 +t) 9il - lJ : ,9Ï-')
(q' - 1) '' (q2 - L)
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distinct blocks.

Finally, given a pair of arbitrary distinct points in la¿\Ea¿-1, the line (. passing

through them will meet Eqr-t in a single point. This point will lie on n distinct lines of

one of the n-covers and these will each define with (., a plane of I¿¿ not lying in Xa¿-1.

Therefore each pair of distinct points of ,9, lies in n distinct blocks of S. n

Remark 4.1.3. (a) Each design (which will be denoted by D(n) from this point on)

is resolvable. Each resolution (or parallel) class can be taken as the set of blocks

corresponding to the set of planes not lying in Ea¿-1, which meet Ea¿-1 in a fixed line

of one of the n-covers Ci.

(b) None of the blocks of any D(n) is repeated and two distinct blocks intersecting in

at least two distinct points meet in exactly q points. Moreover, this set of q points is

independent of the choice of the bloclis through the two points. !

Example 4,L.4. Let the points of PG(4,2) (with respect to homogeneous coordinates

(ro,*r¡t2¡ïz,,ra) over GF(2)) be labelled as shown below:

P1 (1 o0oo) Q' (1 1oo0) Rt (1 oloo)
P2 (olooo) Q' (o1100) R2 (o1o1o)

Ps (oo1oo) Q" (oo11o) -R3 (1 1o1o)

Pa (ooo1o) Qn (1 11oo) Rq (1 oolo)
P5 (1 1110) Qu (o1110) .Rs (1 o11o)

A1 (00001) A7 (1 0101) Au (1 1101)

Az (1 0001) As (1 oo11) Ar" (1 1010)

Ag (0 1001) As (o1101) Ars (1 0111)

Aq (00101) Arc (0 1011) Ats (0 1111)

A5 (ooo11) An (00111) Arc (1 1111)

A6 (1 1001)

The points P¿,Q¿,R¿ are the fifteen points of 13, the 3-dimensional projective

space with equation ra : 0 embedded in PG(4,2) and their labelling corresponds
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to the labelling given in Section 3.1, immediately after Lemma 3.1.5. The sixteen

points A; are the points of the 4-dimensional affine space constructed from PG(4,2)

by removing ls.

Then, following Construction 4.1.1, we arrive at the resolvable design D(2)

{1,2,3,6} {1,2, 15, 16} {1, 10, 72,14}

{11,r4,,15,16}

{2,9,11,13}

{3,5, 7,76}

{4,6,9,15}

{2,4,10,16}

{t,7,,13, 15}{1, 3,4, g}

{3,8, 11, 12}

{4,7,9,12}

{5,8, 10, 13}

{2,6,7,L2}

{5,10,11,15}

{8, 13, 14, 16}

{1,4,5, 11}

{2,7,9,14}

{3,9, 10, 15}

{6,,12,13,16}

{3,6,11, 14}

{4,7, 10, 13}

{b,8,9, 12}

{1,6,8,10}

{2,3,5, 13}

{4,12,,14,15}

{7,9,11,16} {5,6,9, 14}

{1,5, 12,76}

{2,9,9,15}

{3,7,10, 14}

{4,6,11,13}

{1,9,13,14}

{3,4, g, 16}

{2,r0,71,72}

{5,6,7, 15}

{2,4,5,74}

{3,72,13,15}

{6,9, 10, 16}

where the numbers are the subscripts of the affine points A¿ and the 2-cover used is

the proper 2-cover constructed in Section 2.3 (see Corollary 2.3.L2). n

As was mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, these designs are quasi-n-

multiple Sperner designs. We shall examine the reducibility of the designs, but before

doing so \'r'e need to establish the following lemma:

Lemma 4.1.6. Let D(n) be a quasi-n-multiple Sperner design arising from Xa¿-1 via
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Construction 4.1.1. If D(n) contains a subdesign D(m),, then each ru-cover involved in

the construction contains arì rn-cover.

Proof. Consider the blocks of D(m) through a fixed point P of D(m).

Each such block corresponds to a plane of I¿¿ meeting Ear-t in a line in the union

of the r¿-covers. Let the set of lines defined by the blocks of D(rn) through the point

PbeC.

Since there are n't S+ blocks in D(m) containing P, the set C contains rn ffi
lines.

Let .R be an arbitrary point of !a¿-r. Each line in la¿ has at least three points, so

r,¡/e can choose apoint Q on the linethroughP and.R with Q + P,R. I is also apoint

of D(m). Therefore there are exactly rn blocks of D(rn) containing P and Q. Each

block gives rise to a line of C through r?. Thus there are exactly rn lines of C through

.R. Furthermore, if Ii is the unique three dimensional space (in the partition of X¿¿-r)

which contains -R, then these rn lines lie in Xi. As -R is arbitrary we conclude that the

subset of the lines C'* of C which lie in a given li (belonging to the partition of En -t)

satisfies the property that through each point of Xi there pass exactly rn lines of Ci,.

This implies that Ciis an rn-cover of Di. Finally C'^is contained inCi because C lies

in the union of the r¿-covers. Thus each n-cover contains arl. rn-cover. n

Definition 4.I.6. Let Cn be an n-cover of PG(3,,q). The spectrum of C" (denoted

SPEC(C")) is the set of all integers rn ( n for which there exists an rn-cover embedded

in Cn. ¡

Remark 4.I.7, In general, if. Cn, and Cn, are disjoint n1 and n2-covers, then

SPEC(C,,) u SPEC(C*,) u{r + s I r e SPEC(C,,), s e SPEC(Cò)

ç íPEC(C^, u C*,).

Equality can hold; for example if. Cn, arrd Cn, are disjoint spreads of PG(S, g) then
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the sets on the left-handside and right-handside are both equal to {1,2}. However,

it does not hold in general; for exarnple, if we take a general linear complex L3 in

PG(3,3), we can let Cn, be the proper 2-cover lying in L3 (which was constructed by

Ebert in [53]) and Cn" be the proper 2-cover which is the complement of Cn, in L3.

Then

SPEC(C*,)U SPEC(C*,)U{r +s lr e SPEC(C^,), s e SPEC(C*,)}: {2,,4}.

However in Chapter 2 we showed that Lg can also be decomposed into the disjoint

union of a spread and a proper 3-cover. (See the discussion after Theorem 2.3.8.)

Hence

SPEC(C", u C*"): {1, 2,3,4}.

¡

The spectrum of an lz-cover is useful for several reasons. Firstly if. C" is an n-cover of

PG(3,g) then ISPEC(C")I gives us a way of measuring how close C,, is to being proper.

That is, the smaller the value of ISP EC(C") I, ttre closer Cn is to being proper. Secondly

it can be used in determining whether or not a a given design D(") is irreducible. More

precisely we have:

Theorem 4.1.8. Lef D(n) be a design arising via Construction 4.1.1 with respect to

the n-covers {Ci}. Then D(") is irreducible if and only if

)srncçc!"): ó or {"}.

Proof. (+) Let the design be irreducible.

Assume that

IsPEC(c'") + ó nor {"}.

Then there exists an integer s lying in the intersection of the spectra and satisfying

0 < s ( n. This implies that each n-cover Ci can be divided into distinct s and
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(n - s)-covers. If we construct the corresponding designs D(s) and D(n - s), we have

that

D(s)u D("- "):D(rz).

Therefore D(") is reducible, a contradiction. Consequently n SPEC(CÐ - Ó ot {"}.

(+) Let fl SPEC(1'") - ó o, {ù.

Assume the design D(") is reducible. Then there exists an integer s satisfying

0 < s ( n, such that D(n) is the union of two subdesigns D(s) and D(n - s). By

Lemma 4.7.4, this implies that each n-cover contains an s and an (n - s)-cover. Hence

)SfnClC;) I {", n - "}, a contradiction

Hence the design is irreducible. !

Remark 4.L.9. \Mhen t : t,l¿¿-r is a 3-dimensional projective space. Therefore there

is a single r¿-cover Ç involved in the construction which implies lhat ñSPEC(C") + ó.

This leads to:

Corollary 4.1.10. Let D(n) be constructed via an r¿-cover Cn of. PG(3,g). Then D(")

is irreducible if and only if. C^is proper. (That is SPEC(C") : {"}.) ¡

The problem of decomposing block designs has been investigated by several authors

(for example see [39], [S8] and the references listed therein), but principally in the

cases where À : 2,3. The general consensus is that decomposing block designs for

values of À > 2 is computationally inefficient (that is lfP-complete). It therefore

seems reasonable to expect that the problem of decomposing r?-covers will also be

computationally inefficient. Notwithstanding this, to decompose a quasi-zz-multiple

Sperner design D(") with À : 11, ) 3, it is probably more efficient to decompose the

??-covers from which D(n) is constructed and then apply Theorem 4.1.8. However for

),: n :2 lhe problem can be solved efficiently via analysis of certain graphs defined

by the design. \Me conclude this section with a discussion of these graphs and their
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connections with the decomposition of the designs on which they are defined

Definition 4.1.11. (tS8]) Let D be a BIBD with å blocks. Tlne øssociated multigraph

of D has ó vertices (one for each block of D); two vertices of the graph are connected by

exactly rz edges where n is the number of distinct pairs of points lying in the intersection

of the two blocks corresponding to the two vertices. ¡

Definition 4.1.L2. (See for example [17].) Let D be a BIBD with u points. The

adjacency multigraph, A(P) of a point P of D has u - 1 vertices (one for each point of

D other than P); two vertices of A(P) are connected by exactly rz edges where n is the

number of blocks in D containing P which also contain the two points corresponding

to the vertices. !

Theorem 4.1.13. (tS8]) Let D be a BIBD with À : 2. Then D is irreducible if and

only if its associated multigraph contains an odd cycle. ¡

Theorem 4.L.14. (See for example [17].) Let D be a BIBD with À - 2. Then D is

irreducible if its adjacency multigraph A(P) (for some point P) contains an odd cycle.

Remark 4.L.L6. The converse of Theorem 4.I.14 does not hold in general. For a

discussion on why this does not hold plus a summary of the known techniques for

testing the reducibility of quasi-rnultiple designs, see [105], Section 4.6. n

We mentioned in Chapter II after Theorem 2.1.9 that we would give a necessary

and sufficient condition for a 2-cover of PG(3, q) to be proper. Having set up the

required machinery to do this, we can now state:

Theorem 4.L.:^6. Let Cz be a 2-cover of PG(3, g) and D(2) be the quasi-2-multiple

affine design arising ftomC2. Then C2 is proper if and only if the associated multigraph

of D(2) contains an odd cycle.
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Proof. By Corollary 4.1.10, C2 is proper if and only if D(2) is irreducible and by

Theorem 4.1.13, D(2) is irreducible if and only if its associated multigraph contains an

odd cycle. Hence the result follows. ¡

Remark 4.1.L7. Byasimilarlineof reasoningr,¡/ealsohavelhatCz isproperif the

adjacency multigraph D(2) (for some point P) contains an odd cycle. n

Example 4.1.18. Let D(2) be the quasi-2-multiple affine design which we constructed

in Example 4.7.4 from the unique proper 2-cover Cz of. PG(3,2). Suppose that we did

not know that Cz was proper. It is a simple exercise to show tlnat D(2) contains the

blocks

{1,2,3,6}

{1,2,15,16}

{1,7,13,15}

{1,9,13,14}

{1,3,4,9}.

These give rise to an odd cycle in both the associated multigraph and the adjacency

multigraph A(1) of. D(2). Hence by Theorem 4.1.16 and Remark 4.1.17 respectively,

C2 is a proper 2-cover. !

For the case of 2-covers in PG(3,2) it is arguably simpler to determine directly

whether or not a 2-cover is proper. However in PG(3, q) with g ) 2, an analysis of

the multigraphs of the design may be more efÊcient than a direct examination of the

2-cover.

4.2. CHARACTERISING FINITE AFFINE SPACES AND

EMBEDDINGS OF QUASI.MULTIPLE AFFINE DESIGNS

In the previous section we constructed examples of quasi-n-multiple Sperner designs

from n-covers of PG(3rq). In the particular case where a single r¿-cover was used, we

obtained a quasi-n-multiple affi.ne design. The point-set of this design was the point-set
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of AG(4,q) and the blockset was a subset of the set of planes of AG(4,q). We shall

refer to such an embedding of a design in AG(4,g) as a natural embedding'

In this section we consider the problem of reversing the construction. That is, we

find conditions that guarantee that a quasi-n-multiple affine design (" > 2) can be

naturally embedded in AG(4,q), q> 3. This in effect, does reverse the construction

because a quasi-n-multiple affine design (without repeated blocks) naturally embedded

in AG(4,g) does give rise to at least one r?-cover of the 3-dimensional projective which

completes AG(4,q) to PG(+,q).

To do this we associate a uniforrn, regular linear space with the design and then

determine when the space is affine. Thus we begin with a discussion of uniform, regular

linear spaces. (For the basic definitions and terminology see Section L.2.)

Definition 4.2.t. Let L be a finite linear space. Then lhe triangle bound (A-bound)

of .C is

max{l¿^l 
I 
L6 is a A-subspace of l}.

(see Definition 1.2.8). ¡

Theorem 4.2.2. Let L be a finite uniform linear space of order n ) 3. If 4 has

A-bound n2 then each A-subspace of. L is either a projective plane of order n - I or

an affine plane of order n.

Proof. Let {P1, Pz,P"} be a triangle A in L. Since we have n } 3, A is not a

subspaceof ,C. Thusconsiderthel-stepextensionof A. Itcontainstheline (Pr,Ptl:

{Pr,P",,...,Pi,...¡Pn+t} and th.e point P1.

Therefore the 1-step extension A , is not a subspac e of. L because the lines (Pt, P¿) ,

i : 4,. . . ,nil do not lie in Ar but do lie in the subspace generated by A. Now the lines

(Pr, P;), i : 2,, . . . ,nll do lie in the 2-step extension of A, so by counting the number of

points lying on these lines we find that A2 has at least n(n-1)+1 : ("-I)' *("-1)+1
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points.

If A2 has exactly this number of points then it is a projective plane of order n - 7

by Lemma I.2.74 because each of its lines has exactly n points.

If A2 has more than n(n - 1) + 1 points then there is a point Pn¡2 of Az which is

not collinear with Pr in 42. Thus Az is not a subspace of ,C. The 3-step extension of

A contains the line (Pt,,P,+r) and so has at least n - 1 more points than A2 because

P1 is the only point lying on the line which also lies in 42. Hence As has at least

(" - 1) +n(n - 1) + I: n2 points. It follows that Ae has exactly n2 points by the

triangle bound of .C and is the subspace of .C generated by A. By Lemma 1.2.13, A3

is an affine plane of order n because each of its lines contains exactly n points. n

Corollary 4.2.9. Let L be a finite, uniform linear space of order n ) 3 and with A-

bound n2. Then f, is a planar space with respect to the set of its triangular subspaces.

Proof. To establish that .C is a planar space we need to show that a triangle A cannot

lie in more than one triangular subspace.

Thus let A be a triangle lying in the triangular subspaces ,Cr and f,2. Then Ltl\ Lz

is a subspace of ,C containing A and so is either a projective plane of order n - | or an

affine plane of order n.

By r well-known theorem of Brucli (see [73], p.81), a projective plane of order ræ

may only be embedded in a projective plane of order n if. n : rn2 or m2 * m 1 n.

Thus a projective plane of order n - 7 cannot be embedded in a projective plane of

order n or therefore in an affi.ne plane of order n. It follows from this that, if h ì L2

is a projective plane of order n - t, then so are L1 ar..d L2. Hence, we have Lt : Lz.

Otherwise, Ltì,Cz is an affine plane of order n2rirr which case it again follows that

Lt: Lz. Hence ,C is planar. ¡

Remark 4.2.4. The classical planar spaces are the affine and projective spaces with
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respect to their sets of triangular subspaces. These are special in the sense that their

planes are all isomorphic. Such planar spaces known as 7r-spaces have been studied

by Delandtsheer in [a\. Only a few examples of 7r-spaces are known. They include

the affine and projective spaces already mentioned, Hall triple systems (see Sections

1.6 and 4.3), Steiner systems S(3, n, u) (in which the lines are the point-pairs and

the blocks are the planes) and a class of spaces in which each plane is a degenerate

projective plane. Relevant to the study of zr-spaces is the following result by Teirlinck:

Theorem 4.2.6. ([117]) Let L be a finite planar linear space in which each plane is

either affine or projective. Then every plane is affine or every plane is projective. tr

Corollary 4.2.6. Let L be a finite uniform linear space of order n ) 3 and with

triangle bound n2. Then, with respect to its set of triangular subspaces, ,C is a planar

space in which every plane is an affine plane of order n.

Proof. By Corollary 4.2.3, L is a planar space with respect to its triangular subspaces.

Theorem 4.2.2 inplies that each triangular space is either an affi.ne plane of order n or

a projective plane of order n - !. Since I has triangle bound n2,, i!, has at least one

triangular subspace which is an affine plane of order n. Hence by Theorern 4.2.5 every

triangular subspace of ,C is an affine plane of order n. !

Remark 4.2.7. From Corollary 4.2.6, it is immediate that we can define a parallelism

relation locally on the triangular subspaces of a finite uniform linear space 4 of order

r¿ and with A-bound n2. The results of work done by Buekenhout show that if n is at

least 4, then the local parallelisms extend to a parallelism of the whole space in which

case L is a finite affine space. When n is 3, this is no longer true in general. Hall

produced the first counter-example of this in the form of a Steiner triple system S in

which each A-subspace is an affine plane of order 3 while ^9 is not an affine space. (We

construct two infinite classes of Hall triple systems, as they have become kno',¡/n, in the

next section.) However, when lf l is 3a we can give a simple criterion for determining
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whether or not ,C is an affine space because there are exactly two non-isomorphic Hall

triple systems on 3a points. AG(4,3) is the first and is generated by five points, while

the other, denoted by tr., is generated by four non-coplanar points. Hence summarising

these results we have:

Theorem 4.2.8. Let L be a finite uniform linear space of order n ) 3 and with A-

bound n2. If. n ) 4, then .C is a finite affine space (see [3S]). If. n : 3, lLl: 3a and

f, is not generated by any set of four points then ,C is the finite affine space AG(4,3).

(See [65].) !

Remark 4.2.9. (1) In [118], Teirlinclc establishes Buekenhout's result via a different

argument, but only for r¿ ) 5.

(2) A set of arguments similar to those used in this section, can be used to show that a

ûnite, uniform linear space of order n and with A-bound n2 -n* 1 is a finite projective

space.

(3) The converse of Theoren 4.2.8 also holds trivially. n

In the sequel \Me use this characterisation of affine spaces, in particular of AG(4,q),

q > 3 to discuss the natural embedding of quasi-multiple affine designs in AG(4,q).

It is well-kno,ü/n that a finite affine plane can be embedded naturally in AG( ,q)

if and only if it can be constructed from a spread of the hyperplane which completes

AG(4,q) fo PG(4,q), in which case the plane is a finite translation plane of degree 2

over its kernel. Hence the question of embedding a quasi-l-multiple affine design in

AG(4,g) is completely settled. (See [19] and [91] for details of this.)

When n is at least 2 and g :2, it is not obvious whether a given quasi-n-multiple

affine design is embeddable naturally in AG(4,2) because the planes of AG(4,2) cannot

be easily characterised as triangular subspaces. More precisely, each plane of AG(4,2)

has four points while each triangular subspace has exactly three points (the three points
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of the triangle). Thus it is simpler in this case to compare a quasi-n-multiple affine

design on 16 points with the designs constructed from existing r¿-covers of. PG(3,2).

Note however, that the complete determination of those designs still depends on the

classification of the proper 3 and 4-covers of PG(3r2).

Therefore, for the remainder of this section, we assume that n ) 2 and g ) 3.

Quasi-multiple affine designs have been studied by a number of authors; in [80],

Jungnickel constructed quasi-2-multiple affine designs from existing affine designs of

any order by permuting the points (and therefore also the blocks) of the designs and

then adjoining the two block sets. These designs are all reducible and often contain

repeated blocks. Quasi-2-muliiple affine designs on 9 points have been studied by

Morgan in [9a] and Mathon and Rosa in [92]. Of special interest is entry (30) on p.314

of [92], which has no repeated blocks and so as a consequence, satisfres the property

that the two blocks intersect in 0, 1 or 2 points. Other papers such as [16], [17] give

general techniques for constructing irreducible quasi-2-multiple designs from existing

designs with À : 1. (Also see [105], p.103, Corollary 2.2.7.)

The most unusual quasi-multiple affine designs to date are those with parame-

ters (36,84,14,62) and (36,126,21,6,3) (see [67] p.296, [93] p.2S3 and [125]). These are

remarkable because no (36,42,7,6,1)-design exists (a design corresponding to these pa-

rameters would be an affine plane of order 6 which is known not to exist. See [1],

Theorem 6.4,1451, p.156 and [67], pp.175-176.)

If we take a 2-cover of PG(3, q) which consists of two disjoint spreads which are pro-

jectively equivalent, then the quasi-2-multiple affine designs arising from construction

4.1.1 are particular examples of those constructed by Jungnickel. With the exception

of these, the quasi-2-multiple affine designs arising from Construction 4.1.1 are not

isomorphic to any of the designs mentioned above.
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The quasi-n-multiple affine designs which we constructed in Section 4.7 ftorn n-

covers of PG(3,q) satisfy the four conditions:

A(i) The number of points in the design is qa, for some prime po\Ã/er g.

A(ii) Two blocks intersect in 0, 1 or g points.

A(iii) Given a pair of distinct points, the n blocks through them meet pairwise in a

fixed set of g points.

A(iv) No block is repeated.

The previous examples indicate that to reverse Construction 4.1.1 (with ú : 1) we

cannot in general relax any of the four conditions. Hence the quasi-n-multiple affine

designs which we consider from this point on satisfy axioms A(i) to A(iv) (ar'd n ) 2,

q > 3 as mentioned before).

Construction 4.2.10. Let P and Q b" two distinct points of the design D(n). By

axioms A(ii) and A(iii), the n distinct blocks through P and Q intersect in exactly

g points. \Me define this set of points to be the line (uniquely) defined by P and

8. It follows that the points of the design together with the lines constructed above

constitute a finite uniform linear space LnØ) of order q. Lo<n) is called the associated

linear space of D(n).

Theorem 4.2.:-L. Let D(n) be a quasi-n-multiple affine design satisfying axioms A(i)

to A(iv), n t 2 and g ì 3. Then D(") is naturally embeddable in AG(4,g) if and only

iÎ Lp6¡ has A-bound q' and is not generated by 4 points when g:3.

Proof. (+) If D(n) is naturally embeddable in AG( ,q), then Ln@) is identical to

AG(A,q) bV construction. Hence Lo@) has A-bound q2 by Remark 4'2.9 (3). Also, if

e:3, then Lp6¡ is not generated by 4 points.

(+) If L¡t6¡ has A-bound q2 and is not generated by 4 points when q : 3, then

by Theorern4.2.8, Ln@) is isomorphic to AG(m,,g) for some r7z. Since lLo@)l: qn,
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we have that m: 4. Furthermore, by the construction of Lo@), each block of D(n)

becomes a plane of. Lp6¡. Combining these facts, \Me see that D(n) can be naturaliy

embedded h AG( ,q). !

Theorem 4.2.12. Let D(n) be a quasi-n-multiple affine design for which Lp6¡ has

A-bound q2 arrd is not generated by 4 points. Then D(") induces at least one lz-cover

of. PG(S,q).

Proof. By the conditions on Lp¡n1,, D(") is naturally embeddable in AG(a,q). Let

P be a point of D(n) and consider the ,(q' + 1) blocks of D(n) containing P. These

blocks correspond to n(q2 * 1) plane s of AG(4, g) which contain the point P. If we

complete AG(4,q) to PG(4,g), then thert(q2 f 1) planes define ,(q'+ 1) iines of the

3-dimensional space PG(3,q) : PGØ, q)\AG(a, q). Let these lines form the set C'.

Let R be an arbitrary point of PG(3,q) and lef Q + P,R be a point on the line

(P,,Rl.P and Q both represent points of D(n). Hence there are exactly n distinct

blocks of D(n) containing them. This implies that there are exactly n distinct planes

containing P and Q. Therefore there are exactly n lines of. Cn through -R. Since .R is

arbitrary, Cnis an ??-cover of PGQ.ù. ¡

Remark 4.2.t3. By the method used in Theorem 4.2.12 we have not discounted the

fact that the design may give rise to rnore than one r¿-cover. However, we conjecture

that the n-cover is in fact unique. !

4.3. HALL TRIPLE SYSTEMS AND THE BURNSIDE PROBLEM

Definition 4.3.1. ([64], p.320) Let G be a group generated by r elements such that

gn :7G for each element g e G where n is a fixed positive integer. Then G: B(n,r)

is called the Burnside group of order n or r generators. !

Given the above defi,nition of a Burnside group, the Burnside problem is to establish
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which of the Burnside groups are finite. Despite the simplicity of the statement of the

problem, its solution for given values of rn and n is in most cases anything but trivial.

In [64], Hall demonstrates that B(2,r), B(3,r), B(4,r) and B(6,r) are finite for all r.

However, for n : 5 it is not even known if B(5,2) is frnite (see [62]). The most general

result to date (see [62]) is that B(n,r) is infinite for all odd n > 665 and r > 2. (NB:

Gupta in [62] writes B(r,n) in contrast to Hall who writes B(n,,r) in [6a].)

Our interest here lies in the Burnside groups B(3,r) with r ) 3. In [68], Hall

uses the group B(3,3) to construct the unique non-abelian Hall triple system L3 on 3a

points. That this construction technique can be extended to produce non-abelian Hall

triple systems of dimension r on 3(ä)+' points, does not seem to have been mentioned

in the literature. Thus the infinite class of Hall triple systems, that we now construct,

appears to be new. (The construction follows that of Hall, mutatis mutandis.)

However we include most of the details which are omitted in [68] and we construct

the group G (mentioned therein) in a simpler way.

\Me begin by reviewing several definitions and results relating to groups. (For de-

tails, see [64].)

1: Let G be a group and let h,gzbe two arbitrary elements of G. Then the commu-

tator of 91 and 92 is defined to be

(g" g') : gtr gîr gßz'

Furthermore given a third element 93 of. G, the (left) commutator of 91, !2 and !3

is defined to be

(gt, gr, gz) : ((h, gr), g").

The definition can be extended recursively to define a commutator on n elements

of G; such a commutator is said to have weight n.
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2: Let G be a finite group of order 3' for some integer r ) 1. Then the commutator

subgroup G' of. G (that is the subgroup of G generated by the commutators of

weight two of G) is abelian.

Also the commutators of weight two satisfy the identities:

(i) (n, gz)-r : (gtr , gz)

(ii) (gr,sr)-r : (n,glr)

and the commutators of weight three lie in the centre Z(G) of G.

3: Consider now the group B(3,r) with r > 3. B(3, r), as stated at the beginning

of this section, is finite for all r ) 1 and each element of g of B(3,r) satisfies

g3 : L. Therefore the order of B(3, r) is a poïver of 3, implying that the results

in 2 above apply to B(3, r).

Let {q,ï2¡...,r,} be a set of generators of B(3,r). Then each element of B(3,r)

can be uniquely expressed in the forrn

fI*r,,fl(",, r¡)Þ(i,i) fI ("n, r¡,rr)1!,t'k)
i=l ¿<j i<j<k

(up to the order of the commutators of weight two and the order of the commutators

of weight three) where a(i), Bþ,j) and 'y(i,i,k) are congruent to are 0, 1 or 2 modulo

3. From this representation \¡/e see that the cardinality of B(3, r) is

lB(3, r)l : 3(i) . 3(t) . 3(;)

:3'+(;)*(l).

Construction 4.3.2. Consider the Burnside group B(3,r), r ) 3, generated by the

elements {*r,... ,r,}. For each element g of B(3,r) where

I

s: fI tîØn@n,r,)Þ(i'i) lI (r,, r¡,r¡)l(i'i'k)
i=7 i<j i<j<k

we define g* to be the element of B(3, r) with form

fl("tt)"(n) ll(rt' ,î;r)P(i,i) lI ("n t ,*1',r;t)1(i'i,k).
T

i-r 't1J

L4L

i<j<k



Clearly g* is well-defined for each g, (g*)* - g and (gtgr)* : gig;.

The aim of this construction is to embed B(3,r) in a larger group in such a way

that B(3, r) becomes a normal subgroup of this group. To achieve this, we associate

with each element g of B(3,r), a new element denoted bV ¿(g) (if 9 : lr(a,,), we simply

write f for ú(1¡1r,,))).

Letting the set comprising the elements g and t(g) for all g € B(3,r) be G, we can

equip G with a binary operation o which is defined in the following manner (in each

instance S1 and !2 are arbitrary elements of B(3, r) and juxtaposition represents the

group operation of B(3, r)):

ho9z

t(s1) o t(s2)

t(gt) o s,

gt o t(sz)

: 9t9z

: gtgi

: t(stgi)

: t(gtgr)

It is a routine exercise to show that the operation o is associative (this can be done

by considering the 23 distinct cases). Having established this, we can now easily prove:

Theorem 4.3.3. (G, o) is a group and B(3, r) is embedded in G as a normal subgroup.

Proof. Trivially, G is non-empty, and the operation o is associative from the above.

The identity element 1 of B(3, r) extends to an identity G because for all g € B(3,r)

7og-Ig:g-gt:goI

and

7 o t(s) : t(Ig) : t(g): f(s1.) : ú(g) o 1.

In addition, each element of G has an inverse. For each g € B(3, r), the inverse

of g in G is its inverse 9-1 in B(3,r) while the inverse of f (g) is the element ¿((g-t)-)
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because

t(s) o¿((g-').) : s(@-')*)* : ss-r : I

and

¿((g-t).) ot(g): (g-r)*s* : (g-tg)*: 1* : 1.

Thus (G, o) is a group.

By construction B(3, r) is embedded in G as a subgroup because the two group

operations o and juxtaposition are equivalent on the elements of B(3, r) in G. Finally,

G has twice as many elements as B(3, r). Therefore [G : B(3,")] : 2 and so B(3, r) is

a normal subgroup of G. ¡

Theorem 4.3.4. The centraliser H of. t is the subgroup of G generated by f and the

commutators (r¿, r¡) with i < j.

Proof. Trivially, we have t-l otot:t and so ú lies in I/.

Before proceeding we note two things: First, since ff is a subgroup of G, an element

ú(9) lies in I/ if and only if g lies in fl because ú lies in -tl and

t(g)ot:9.

Hence, to find the rest of. H, it is sufficient to find the elements of B(3,r) which lie in

ff. Second, since fL - ¿((1-t).): ú(1) : t, f is its own inverse (or equivalently t has

order two).

Now

(*n,*¡)* r¿r¡x¿r æ ¡r

@¿t,*l')

(*n, * ¡')-t
(*0,*¡)

by 2(i)

by 2(ii)

(@;,*,¡-r). : (',, *¡)-'

Similarly
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AIso

(r¿, r¡, r¡,)* : 
l@o, 

r)-t *lt (*n, r)*o]*

: (("n, "i)-'). (";').(", ,r¡)*ni

: (r¡,r¡)-tx*(r,;,r¡)rrt by the two previous parts

: ((æ¿, r¡), r ¡,r)

: ((*¿,r¡),"*)-t by 2(i)

: (*¿,*j,**)-t.

Let g be an arbitrary element of B(3, r). Then g lies in ff if and only if. t o g ot : 9.

That is, if and only if (t ot(g) -- g) g" - 9. Using the three results above, we have that

g* : g if and only if 
,
f[r-'(;) fI(",, r)ÊU'i) fI ("0, r¡,rr)-t(i,i,k)
i=L i<j i<j<k

T

: ff r'(i)fl(r,, r,)Þ(t'i) fl ("n, r¡,r¡,)t(i'i'k).
i=l i<j i<j<k

The representation of an element of B(3, r) in this form is unique. Hence, it is

immediate that a(i) :0 for aLl i, 1(i,i,k):0 for all i,i,,k and B(i,j) can be chosen

arbitrarily for all i, j.

Thus g lies in 11 if and only if it is the product of commutators of weight two of

the form (r¿,r¡) with i ( j. Therefore

H: (t,{*¿,*¡)}n.¡\.

tr

Consider the subgroups (f) and ({(r¿ ,r¡)}¿<¡) of H. Using the fact that ú o(r¿,r¡)o

t: (*o,,rj)" : (*0,*¡) (the latter part of which was proven in Theorem 4.3.4), the

commutators of weight two of the form (*¿,*¡) with i ( j commute with each other

(see 2 on page 141) and that ú o t o t : t) it can be proven that both subgroups are

normal in ff. Furthermore (t)n ({("0, r¡)}¿<¡): {1} and I/ : (ú)({(ri ,,r¡)}¿<¡). Hence

H : (t) x ({(ro, r¡)}¿<¡)
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(see [64], p.33 or [110], p.75)

By the uniqueness of the representation of the elements in B(3,r) we have that

the cardinality of ({("0, x¡)}¿<¡l is 3(;). Therefore H h., Z.S(i) elements, whence

lG: Hl: 3(t)+'.

Remark 4.3.5. f is the unique element of order 2 in H because each element g of

B(3, r) in I/ still satisfies 93 : I and for each element ú(g), g + L in ff we have

t(g)ot(s) : gotogot

gototog

go(toú)o9

gog

g2

+1.
Hence the number of conjugates of t in G is [G : H]:3(ä)+'. Each conjugate a-r otoa

(where a € G) fixes the coset ø-r off and permutes the remaining cosets in pairs. Thus

labelling H as H1and the other cosets arbitrarily as H2,...,He(g)+r7 w€ appropriately

label the conjugates of ú as ú¿ where t¡ frxes H¿. ¡

Lel t¡ and ú¡ be two arbitrarily conjugates of f . Since they both have order two,

they do not lie in B(3, r). Hence ú¿ and ú¡ both lie in t o B(3,r), the only proper

coset of B(3,r) in G, whichimplies that ú¿oB(3,r):t¡ oB(3,r) or equivalently that

(t¿ o t¡) o B(3, r) : B(3.,r). From this, we conclude that

(f¿ot¡)3:1.

Rearranging this gives

t¡ot¡ot¿--t¡ot¿ot¡.

These two expressions again represent an element of order two, that is a conjugate

t¡ç of. t. NB: úr # t¿ I t¡ * tn. Furthermore any two of these conjugates uniquely
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determine the third.

\Me can now construct a Steiner triple system .9 as follows:

The points of ,5 are the 3(;)+' cosets H¡ of. H.

The lines of ,S are the triples {H¿,H¡,, H¡} for which t* : t¿ o t¡ o t¿ : ti o t¿ o t¡,

i<j<k.

The incidence relation in ,S is set inclusion.

We now show that ,S is a Hall triple system.

Let a be an arbitrary element of G and {H¿,H¡rff¡} be a line of S. By direct

substitution it can be shown that

{o-t o H¡ o a, a-r o H¡ o a, a-r o Hn o a)

is again a line of ,S. Hence G acts, via conjugation, as a collineation group of ,S. In

particular, ^9 admits the collineation ú¿ which fixes ff¿ and interchanges the other two

points H¡ and H* of. any line of .S containing H¿. It follows from Definition 1.6.3 that

.9 is a Hall iriple system.

Furthermore, since

(*ot otor¿)2:1

and

n;t otox¿ot to(x;1)ot(r¿)

tt¿ i

:x -2

iti

for each generator r; of. B(3rr), we can write

G: (trrt¡...rrrl: (trrrt of ox1,,...r*lr of oxr)

so G can be generated by r* 1 conjugates of f. Therefore the 3(ä)+' points of ,S can

be generated by r f 1 points of ,9.
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If S were isomorphic to an affine space then ,S would have 3' points because ,9 has

dimension r. However ,S has 3(ä)+' ) 3" points. Therefore ,S is never an affine space.

\Mhen r : 3, ^9 is isomorphic to L3, the unique non-abelian Hall triple system on

3a points. In accordance with this, we define L,,, r ) 3 to be the Hall triple system of

dimension r and rir" (;) f r constructed above.

Apart from this class of Hall triple systems.L,, there also exists a second class of

Hall triple systems which arise from the Burnside groups B(3,r). These systems also

turn out to be resolvable. They arise from the same general construction that André

used in his description of finite translation planes (see [91], p.2); this construction is

described below, after Definition 4.3.6.

Definition 4.3.6. ([91], p.2) Let G be a finite group. A set of subgroups {G¿} is said

to form a partition of G if

(i) G¿ìG¡:{1}, i+i
and (ii) G:U G¿.

no

Construction 4.3.7. ([91], p.2) Let G be a finite group with a partition {G¿} and

consider the following incidence structure ,9:

(i) The points of ,S are the elements of G.

(ii) The lines of ^9 are the left cosets of the subgroups G¿.

(iii) The incidence relation is set inclusion.

It is immediate that G acts via left multiplication as a collineation group of S. In

particular, G acts transitively on the point-set of S. This, together with the fact that

each element of G\{1} lies on a unique line through 1, implies that ^9 is a finite linear

space. Finally S is resolvable because \¡/e can define a resolution on ,9, each resolution

class of which consists of a subgroup G; and its cosets in G. ¡
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To apply this technique to the Burnside groups B(3,,r), r ) 2, we take the cyclic

subgroups of B(3, r) to be the elements of the partition. (These do form a partition

because each cyclic subgroup of B(3, r) has order 3 and from Lagrange's theorem, we

deduce that two subgroups of order 3 either intersect trivially or they coincide.) The

resulting linear space is a resolvable Steiner triple system ,S,. Thus each ,9, is also a

finite Sperner space (see Definition 1.6.7). We now show that each ^9, is also a Hall

triple system.

Lemma 4.3.8. Let a, ó and c be three points of the finite Sperner space ,9". Then ø,

ó and c are collinear in ^9, if and only if

c: ba2b.

Proof. {a,b,c} is a line of ,S,

ê ø{1, a2b,a2c} is a coset in B(3, r)

<+ {L,a2b,a2c} is a (cyclic) subgroup of B(3, r)

<+ a2c : (o"b)"

e a2c : a2ba2b

<+ c : bazb.

Lemma 4.3.s. Let a and ó be two distinct points of the finite Sperner space ,S,. Then

the three points a, bab arrd b2ab2 are collinear in ^9".

Proof. Consider the element b¿. Since óa lies in B(3, r), it satisfies the identity
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(óø)3 : 1.

+ (ba)(ba)(ba) :1

+ (bab)(aba) : t.

+ (bab) : (aba)2

+ (ab)(bab)(b) : (aó)(aba)2(b)

+ (ob')' : o(bo)'(ob)2.

+ {L,a(ba)2(ab)2,(ab2)} is a line of ,9'

+ o' {1, a(ba)2 (ab)' ,, (ob')} is a line of S,

i.e. {a2,b2,(ba)2(aô)2} is a line of ^9,.

+ (ba)2(ab)2 : b2ab2 by Lemma 4.3.8

+ (baba)(abab) : b2ab2

+ b2ab2 : (bab)a2(bab)

+ {a,bab,bzab2} is a line by Lemma 4.3.8

!

Theorem 4.3.10. For each r ) 2, the finite Sperner space ,S, is a Hall triple system.

Proof. Let a be an arbitrary point of ,S" and let oo be the symmetry of ^9, with fixed

point ø (see Definition 1.6.2). Let x be a point distinct from ¿. Then by Lemma 4.3.8,

the line containing ø and r is {a,r,razæ}. Hence

oal úàQ'

r ,-+ ra2r.

Now each line of ,9, is a coset of a cyclic subgroup of B(3, r). Therefore each line can

be written in the form

c{r,b,b'}: {c,cb,cb2}

for some elements b,c e B(3,r). The image of this line under the action of øo is the

set

o o{c, cb, cb2} - {ca2 c, cba2 cb, cbz a2 cb2} .
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It remains only to show that this is a line of ^9'; v¡e argue as follows'

By applying Lemma 4.3.9 to the two elements a2c and ó, we have that

{a2 crba2 cbrb2 a2 cb2}

is a line of ,S,. Under the collineation of S, corresponding to left multiplication by c,

this line maps to the line

{ca2 c, cba2 cb, cb2 a2 cbz}

which is identical to oo{c, cb, cbz}.

Since each symmetry of S, is also a collineation, it follows by definition that ,9, is

a Hall triple system. ¡

Having shown that ,S,, r ) 2 is a Hall triple system, it is natural to try to determine

if it is isomorphic to an existing one. When r : 2, the Hall triple system Sz has 27

points. Thus it is simply isomorphic to AG(3,3) (see [65] for example). Hence in the

sequel, we assume that r is at least 3.

As a first step in trying to resolve this problem, we can develop a necessary and

sufficient condition for ,S, to be a finite affine space. To facilitate this, we consider the

3-CM loop M associated with S, (see Section 1.6 for explanations of the terminology

used here). By the discussion presented in Section 1.6, the 3-CM loop corresponding

to the element 1 in ,5, is isomorphic to M. Thercfore, we identify these two loops.

Now, by Lemma 4.3.8, three points a, ó and c of S, are collinear if and only if

c: ba2b. Hence, letting o denote the binary operation of M, we have that

aob: (1.").(1.ö)

: ("')'(b')

: b2ctb2

for each pair of elements a,b of. S". (We note that the Hall triple system arising from
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M is in fact identical to ^9, in this example, and not just isomorphic to S' because

{a' b' (a o ó)' } 
:'rooruur' r'u"ooou'"' r: rl "ll:* obr), }

{a,b, (b2 ab')-t }

: {arbrba2b},)

We are now able to prove

Theorem 4.3.1L. The Hall triple system 5,, r ) 3, is a finite affine space if and only

if the following identify holds in the Burnside group B(3, r):

cb2ab2 c: b2cacb2.

Proof. By Theorem 1.6.6, ,9, is a finite affine space if and only if its associated 3-CM

Ioop M is associative. This holds if and only if, for all a, b and c in M, we have

(aob)oc : ao(boc)

e (b2ab2)oc : ao(bc2bc2)

<+ c2(b2 ab2)c2 : (c2bc2)2 a(czb.2)',

<+ c2(b2 ab2)c2 : (c2bc2)-r a(c2bc2)-r

e c2(b2cr,b2)c2 : cb2cacb2c

<+ cb2ab2c : b2cacb2.

Since a, ó and c are also elements of B(3, r), the result is now immediate. !

Unfortunately, despite repeated efforts, we have not been able to ascertain whether

or not the identity in Theorem 4.3.7I is valid in B(3, r). Thus the exact nature of

^9, is still undetermined. However, no matter what the outcome, there is at least one

interesting coroilary in each case; ',r¡e conclude this section with a description of these

corollaries.

If ,9,, r à 3 is the finite affine space AG ((;) * (;) * ",3), th"r, the general lin-

ear group C¿ ((;) + (;) + 
", 

3) has a subgroup G isomorphic to the Burnside group
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B(3, r) because, by construction, .9, inherits B(3rr) as a collineation group and in ad-

dition, the futl collineation group of AG ((;) * (;) * r,e) ir the stated general linear

group.

On the other hand, if S,, r 2 3 is not an affine space, then S, is also a finite Sperner

space which satisfies the propelty that every A-subspace of ^9" is an affine plane of order

3 without actually being an affine space. This then shows that the following result of

Barlotti can not be generalised to finite Sperner spaces of arbitrary dimension and

order 3.

([7], Theorem 1.4.1) Let ,9 be a finite Sperner space of dimension three and order

m. If. each point of ,9 lies in at least n'¿2 + rn distinct affine subplanes of ^9, then ,9 is

the finite affine space AG(3,m.). ¡

4.4. RESOLUTION CLASSES OF BALANCED INCOMPLETE BLOCK

DESIGNS AND PARTITIONS OF FINITE AFFINE SPACES

The quasi-n-multiple Sperner designs which we constructed in Section 4.1 are all

resolvable, as we have already mentioned in Remark 4.7.3. In the case where the design

is an affine plane of order 92 (that is, when n : ! and u : 8a), it is well-known that

the resolution is unique. However when n is at least 2, it is no longer reasonable to

assume that the resolution should be unique. Indeed, we have verified by an exhaustive

computer search that the design D(2) constructed in Example 4.7.4 has 248 distinct

resolutions (it is not known though, how many of these are isomorphic).

Designs admitting more than one resolution have been studied previously; for ex-

ample, see [10], [41], [46], [47], [56] ,, 1571, [5S], [59], [93] and [120]. In most of these

papers, the main interest lies in constructing so-called skew resolutions, as these enable

the construction of generalised room squares. For further details, we refer the reader

to the aformentioned papers. \Me note, however, in passing that no two of the 248

resolutions of D(2) are skew.
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It is apparent, by the technique used for constructing the designs D(n,), that each

resolution class in a resolutionof D(n) corresponds to a partition of the point-set of the

appropriate fi,nite affine space by finite affine planes of the same order. Our main aim

in this section, therefore, is to briefly examine some of these partitions via considering

the slightly more general problem of partitioning the point-set oÍ AG(2t,q) bV finite

ú-dimensional affine subspaces.

Not much seems to have been done regarding such partitions except for the case

when Q : 2 (see [8]). The classical examples of such partitions can be constructed

by consideúrrg AG(2ú, q) to be the vector space Vrr(q) of dimension 2t over the Galois

fieid Gtr.(q). A subspace Vof dimension ú in Vrr(q) and its qt - I proper cosets then

partition the set of vectors of V2¡(q) and this yields a partition of AG(2t,q) bV f.nite

ú-dimensional affine subspaces.

Alternatively, viewing AG(2t,q) as PG(2t,,q)\PG(2t - 1,g), such a partition cor-

responds to a set of q¿ f-dimensional projective subspaces which meet PG(2t - 7,q)

in a single, fixed (t - 1)-dimensional projective subspace. We shall adopt the latter

viewpoint in constructing non-classical partitions of AG(2t,g) and, towards this end,

we have

Theorem 4.4.1. Let ^9 be a set of qú ú-dimensional subspaces of PG(2t,q). Then 5'

gives rise to a partition of the point-set of AG(2t,q) bV ú-dimensional affine subspaces

if and only if there exists a hyperplane X2¿-1 of PG(2t,q) for which the following con-

ditions are satisfied:

(i) No element of S lies in Dzt-t,

(ii) The intersection of any two distinct elements of ,S is wholly contained in X2¿-1.

Proof. If ,9 gives rise to such a partition of AG(2t,q), then it is immediate that the

hyperplane which completes AG(2t,ct) to PG(Zt, q), satisfi,es the two conditions stated.

Conversely, assume that Ð2¿-1 is a hyperplane of PG(Zt,q) satisfying the two con-
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ditions and consider the 2ú-dimensional affine space PG(2t,Q)\Irr-t. By condition (i),

no element of ,9 lies in Dzr-t. Hence, each element of ,S intersects X2¿-1 in a (Ú - 1)-

dimensional affine subspace of PG(2t,g)\Xrr-r. Furthermore, by condition (ii), these

g' affine subspaces are pairwise disjoint. Hence (slightty abusing notation), S\Xz¿-r is

a partition of PG(2t,q)\Xzr-r by ú-dimensional affine subspaces. !

Example 4.4.2. Let E2¿-2 be a (2t - 2)-dimensional subspace o1 PG(2t,g) and arbi-

trarily label the q * t hyperplanes containing Ðzt-2, E'rr-r, i e {1, . .', 9, æ}.

Take q arbitrary (ú - 1)-dimensional subspaces of Ezt-z and label these Ði-r, i :

7r "' ,Q'

It is routine to prove that in each Dir-r, i: I,...,8¡ the number of ú-dimensional

subspaces containing !i-, and not iying ir-Ezt-zi, g'-t. Label these ETi , i - 1,. . .,8'-t

and set

t : {t;' | 
; : r, ...,8; i : r,...,q'-t}.

Now .9 is a set of gú f-dimensional subspaces of PG(2t,q) which are not wholly

contained in the hyperplane Xi-r. Also, by construction, the intersection of any two

of these subspaces lies in Ezr-z which, in turn, Iies in !i-t.

Hence, by Theorem 4.4.7, S gives rise to a partition of PG(2ú, q)\Ðfr-r by Ú-

dimensional affi.ne subspaces. Moreover, the partition is classical if and only the sub-

spaces Ði-rri - 1,...,q all coincide. ¡

Remark 4.4.3. When t : 2 - q in the previous example, there are essentially two

types of partitions of AG(4,2) which result from the construction; one is classical and

the other consists of two pairs of planes which correspond to two distinct intersecting

lines of PG(3,2). It can be easily argued that the resolutions of any design D(2)

arising from a 2-cover of PG(3,2), admit only resolution classes which correspond to

either one or both of these partitions. In particular, any D(2) admitting more than
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one resolution (such as the design in Example 4.L.4) necessarily has some non-classical

resolution classes. !

\Me now consider a third type of partition of the point-set of AG(2t,q) by ,-

dimensional affine subspaces. However, before presenting its construction, we need

Definition 4.4.4. Let T be a set of ú-dimensional subspaces of PG(2t,q) such that:

(i) The elements of 7 intersect pairwise in a single fixed point V.

(ii) The elements of 7 induce a partition of the point-set of PG(2t,,q)\{y}. Then 7

is called at-fan and the point I/ is called hhe uerterof.T. ¡

In the Bruck-Bose construction of a translation plane zr of order gr from a (t - t)-

spread S of PG(2t -!,Ç.), the set of lines of z- through a given point P of. ¡r corresponds

to the Í-fan of PG(2t,q) which has vertex P and elements of the form (P,4), where,

for each i :7,...,gt II, T¿ is an element of 5. We shail show later that all ú-fans can

be constructed in this manner.

Example 4.4.6. Let Ð2¿-1and !ff_, be two distinct hyperplanes of Pc(zt,q) and

denote their intersection by Err-r. Let 5 be a spread of I2¿-1 and V be a point of

Xfr-r\Ey-2. Then, by the discussion preceding this example, the set

T : {(v,r) I c . s, i :1,...,ø' + r}

is a ú-fan of. PG(2t,q).

In Remark 2.I.11, we mentioned that all ú-spreads of PG(2t -t,g) are dual. Hence

there is a unique element of 5 which lies completely in Ezt-2. Without loss of generality,

\'r'e can assume that this element is ?n'a1. It is then immediate that

s:{V,r) l;:r,...,n'}
is a set of gr f-dimensional subspaces of PG(2t,g), none of which lies in Xi-r and any

two of which intersect in the single point V of. Efi-r. Hence, by Theorem 4.4.L, 
^9 

gives

rise to a partition of the point-set of PG(2t,q)\tPr by f-dimensional affine subspaces.
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Moreover, provided t ) 1, these partitions are never affinely equivalent to the

partitions constructed in Example 4.4.2, because the gú subspaces of PG(2t,q) giving

rise to the partitions intersect differently in the deleted hyperplanes. (When t :1, the

partitions are equivalent because there is only one possible resolution of AG(2,q).) n

Remark 4.4.6. It is not known if arry desigus Dþt) arising from n-covers of PG(3,,q)

admit resolutions with this type of partition as a resolution class. We note, however,

that if such a design exists, then n ) 92 because the planes of PG(4,q) which give rise

to the partition meet PG(3, g) in 92 concurrent lines. n

We conclude this section by examining some of the relationships which exist between

f-fans of PG(2t,g) and (ú - l)-spreads of PG(zt - 7,,q). It was originally hoped that,

by exploiting these relationships, it might have been possible to construct new spreads

from ones already known. Although this did not turn out to be the case, we include our

results to lend clarity to the situation. We have already indicated one such relationship

in the discussion after Definitiot 4.4.4 (see page 155). The truth of that statement

follows from

Theorem 4.4.7. LetT: { U; be a ú-fan of PG(2t,q) with vertex V and let X2¿-1

be a hyperplane of. PG(2t,q) not containing V. Then the set

s : {unfl xz¿-r 
| 
; : r,...,qt + 1}

is a (f - l)-spread of lz¿-r.

Proof. The qú f 1 subspacesU¿ O Izr-r are pairwise disjoint because the elements of

7 intersect pairwise in the point V lvhich lies outside of Dz¿-r.

In addition, by the dimension theorem,

dim(t/¿ r-ì Xzr-r) t + (2t- 1) - dim(t/¿ O Xz¿-r)

t-1,

qt +L

i=I)

and so the set 5 is a spread of X2¿-1.
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The (t - 1)-spreads which arise from ú-fans in the way described in Theorem 4.4.7

will be referred to as being of type 1 for brevity. Accordingly, the (f - l)-spreads which

arise from the next result, will be referred to as being of type 2.

q'+7

i=lTheorem 4.4.8. Let T : {U¿ ) be a f-fan of PG(2t,q) with vertex V and let 6 be

a correlation of PG(2t,q). Then T6 is a (ú - l)-spread of. V6.

Proof. Under the action of a correlation of PG(2t,Ç), an n-dimensional subspace is

mapped to a (2t - n - l)-dimensional subspace and inclusion is reversed.

Hence T6 : {rl}t)lr' is a set of (f - 1)-dimensional subspaces which lie in the

hyperplaneV6.It only remains to show that the elements of.T6 are pairwise disjoint.

Assume that, for some i and j, the two subsp aces Uf and Uf share a point -R. Then

t/¿ and t/¡ both lie in the hyperplane .Ró-'. However, by the dimension theorem,

2t - l: dirrr(,Bó-') >

: ¿+¿-0
,+þþt

and so we have a contradiction. Hence the elemenls of. T6 are pairwise disjoint.

Lemma 4.4.9. Let D2¡-y be a hyperplane of PG(2t,q). Then there exists a subgroup of

PGL(2I + 1, q) which fixes I2¿-1 pointwise and which acts transitively on the point-set

of PG(2t,e)\xr,-r.

Proof. Since all hyperplanes of PG(2t,g) are projectively equivalent, we can choose

Ezr-t to be the hyperplane with equation x2¿ : 0 (with respect to the coordinates

(ror*r,. . . ,rzr).)
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Now for each point x of PG(2ú, g)\Xzr-r define the (2t * 1) x (2t + 1) matrix

Izr

,4(x): !xr

0

where the last coordinate of x is scaled to 1. The matrices of this form generate a

subgroup G of PGL(2t i 7,q).

It is immediate that each element of G fixes Ðzr-t pointwise. Furthermore the

homography with matrix ,4(x) maps the point (0,. . . ,0,1) to the point x. Hence

the orbit of (0, . . . ,0, 1) under the action of G is the whole of the point-set P of

Pc(2t,g)\lzr-r that is, G acts transitively on P.

Thus G is a subgroup satisfying the hypotheses of the Lemma. n

Theorem 4.4.Lo. Let T: {ø}It b", ú-fan of PG(2t,q) with vertex V anð'let 51

and 5z be two (f - l)-spreads of type 1 arising from the hyperplanes X|r-r and X!r-,

respectively. Then,Sr and 52 are projectively equivalent.

Proof. By Lemma 4.4.9 and the principle of duality, there exists a collineation group

G which fixes each hyperplane through V as a whole and which acts transitively on

the set of hyperplanes not containing V.

Let o be an element of G which maps Xår-, to E2rr-r. Then

si : {(ø n ÐL,-,)" 
| 
;: r,"',ø'+ r}

: {ronE|,-, | 
;: r,...,ø'+ r}

: Sz.

Hence 5r and 52 are projectively equivalent. ¡

Theorem 4.4.L1-. Let T be a f-fan of PG(2t,q) with vertex V and let 5r and 5z be

two (f - 1)-spreads of type 2. Then 5r and 5z are projectively equivalent.
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Proof. Let 51 : T6'' and 5z : T6" for some correlations ár and 6z of PG(2t,q) and

let o be the collineation 62 o 6rt. Then

Si : ("u')$2o6;1)
^_1

/ (ry6r\Òr -\òz

- \\') )

ry62
¿

: Sz.

Hence 5r and 52 are projectively equivalent. !

Theorems 4.4.70 and 4.4.11 show that two (ú - l)-spreads of the same type are

projectively equivalent. In general, two (t - l)-spreads of distinct types need not be

projectively equivalent; instead one is projectively equivalent to the dual of the other.

This is stated more formally in

Theorem 4.4.L2. Let T : U¿ be a ú-fan of PG(2t,q) with vertex V. Let 5r be a{ i
q'+l

i=l

(t - 1)-spread of type 1 arising from the hyperplan e Ezt-t and let 5z be " (¿ - l)-spread

arising from the correlation ó. Then there exists a correlation from Dzr-t Io V6 which

maps 5r to 52.

Proof. First, let / be the following mapping.

ó
The pointset

of Dz¿-r

P

The set of lines in

PG(2t,,q) through V

(P,V).

/ is one-to-one and onto because each line throughV meets Ðzr-r in a unique point.

Furthermore, / is incidence preserving because

(Pr,, Prló : ((h, P2),V)

: ((P',V\, \Pr,vl)
: el,Pl).

Second, the correlation ó with its domain restricted to the range of /, defines a

one-to-one, inclusion reversing mapping onto the set of hyperplanes of V'.
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Hence the composed mappirlg p : ó o / is an incidence preserving mapping from

Ezt-t to the dual of V6 , that is, it is a correlation from Ðzt-t to V6 .

It remains to show that p maps 5r to Sz. Let St : {
Then

,n? ,nt6"ó)
Ti Ii

: (Tn,V)6

:Uf
which is an element of 52.

qt +l
i=lT; ) where T¿: U¿ fì lz¿-r

Hence p maps 5r to 5z

Remark 4.4.L3. Although two (ú - l)-spreads of different types are related by a corre-

lation defined between their ambient spaces, it is not clear that they should necessarily

be projectively equivalent in general. Indeed, it is not true in projective spaces over

countably infinite fields; in the 3-dimensional projective spaces over these fields, there

exist examples of spreads whose images under a correlation are no longer spreads.

However, there do exist spreads for which this does hold. If 5 is a regular spread of

PG(2t - 1, ¡') for any field -t', then so is its image under a correlation, because correla-

tions preserve reguli (see [27]). It also holds for any symplectic spread E of PG(2t-7,q)

because 5 consists of totally isotropic spaces with respect to an appropriate symplectic

polarity.
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CHAPTER V
COMPATIBLE AFFINE PLANES AND

NET REPLACEMENT

5.1. ON THE RELATIONSHIP BET'WEEN THE EMBEDDING OF

A FINITE AFFINE PLANE IN A SECOND AFFINE PLANE

OF THE SAME ORDER AND NET REPLACEMENT

In Chapter IV, we described a technique for constructing examples of quasi-n-

multiple designs. With n : 2 and ú : 1 these designs become quasi-2-multiple affine

designs; our interest lay mainly in showing that these designs are irreducible if and

only if the 2-cover used in the construction is proper.

Quasi-2-multiple affi.ne designs have also been studied by Jungnickel in [80]. The

construction technique therein involves taking an existing affine plane D and permuting

the points of the plane with respect to a permutation 7r. The images of the lines under

zr become the lines of a new affine plane D" (isomorphic to D) defined on the same

set of points as D. The union of D with D" is then a quasi-2-multiple affine design

(possibly having some repeated blocks). Using this technique, Jungnickel was able to

show that the number of quasi-2-multiple affine designs arising from an affine plane of

prime por'¡/er order g increases without bound as g increases.

An idea similar to this, but which is more general, inspired the notion of net re-

placement. In [101] Ostrom states "Given two finite projective or affine planes of the

same order, we can take the same objects to be the "points" in both cases. The lines of

one plane then generate configurations in the other". In practice, finding replacement

nets has usually involved the construction of various configurations such as subplanes

for example, in a given affine plane. Consequently, the resulting plane in the majority

of cases has been a translation plane exactly when the original plane was a translation

plane; this is in spite of the fact that any finite affine plane can be constructed from
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any other affine plane of the same order via net replacement. Hence, in this chapter

we use this fact to consider the problem of constructing new finite affine planes from

a pair of existing affine planes of the same order.

To commence) rile review the embedding of a finite affine plane in a second affine

plane of the same order.

Let 11 and 12 be two finite affine planes of the same order n. Since the two

planes have the same order, they also have equal numbers of points. Therefore we can

construct a bijection / from the point-set of zr2 to the point-set of n1. Under the action

of /, the image of a line of ø'2 is the set of images of the points lying on the line. That

is, if the line is

m:{P¿li:I to n},

then

ó(*):{ö(P¿) li:1to n}.

This embedding technique worhs for any such bijection /. However, some bijections

may give a more useful embedding of. 12 into zr1. For example, we noted in Remark

1.5.5 that all trivial nets of degree k are isomorphic to one another (where Ie :7 or 2).

Hence, if we choose a trivial net of degree k in 12 and another of degree k in n1, then

we can construct a bijection / between the point-sets of the two planes in such a rt\¡ay

that the planes have k parallel classes in common.

It follows from this by identifying 12 with its image ó("r) embedded in zr1, that 12

can be obtained from zr1 via net replacement where rr\ff is the replaceable net, tr\ff

is the replacement net and ,Â/ is the net consisting of the parallel classes shared by tt

and 12. Note: By the preceding paragraph; rü¡e can choose / so that "Â,/ has at least

degree 2. Thus, provided the order of the plane is greater than 3, tü/e can guarantee

that the replacement is non-trivial.
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In the remainder of this section we shall show that z'1\,4/ and z'2\,4/ can be decom-

posed into pairs of complementary irreducible replacement nets. First, we introduce

some notation and terminology.

Let zr1 and 12 be two finite affine planes of the same order such that zr2 is embedded

in n1 via a bijection / defined between their point-sets. Henceforth we identify each

line rn of n'2 with its image ó(*) in zr1. Also let zrf denote the projective completion

of z-1 and lel (.* denote the special line of zr1.

For each pair of distinct points P,Q in ni, let (P,8) denote the unique line of zrf

containing P and Q. For each line ræ of. 12 we then define the subset d* of. loo as

follows:

d^: U*n (P,QI I P,Q € m, P I Qj;

then for each parallel class P2 of. T2 we define

d(P\ : u d*.
meP2

Note: d,(P") is also a subset of. (.oo.

Definition 5.1.1. With respect to the notation above, we define d^ to be the special

set of the line m and d,(P") to be the special set of the parallel class P2. ¡

Using (.* and the special sets of the parallel classes of r2,, rffe can define a finite

incidence structure (P, B,I) with

P - the set of points on loo

B - the set of special sets of the parallel classes of z-2

I - set inclusion.

fn turn, using (P,B,I) we can define a relation ry on the set of special sets of the

parallel classes of n2 as follows: Given two parallel classes Pl and P| of. n2,

d,(P?) - d,(Pï)
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if and only if d.(P?) arrd d(P]) are connected by a chain in (P, B,I). It is evident that

- is an equivalence relation; the equivalence classes with respect to the relation - thus

partition the set of special sets of the parallel classes of. 12.

Definition 5.I.2. Let E be an equivalence class with respect to the relation -. Then

the subset

R - u d,(P')
d(P2)eE

of. (,* is called a replacement set. !

Rernark 5.1.3. Let R1 arrd R2 be two replacement sets arising from the equivalence

classes [7?1] and [712]. Suppose there exists a point P eRtÀRz.By the manner in

which R.r and R2 are constructed, it follows that there exists at least one line m of

a-2 with P e d,,. Hence, if P2 is the parallel class of. 12 containing m, therr d(P2) is a

subset of RyOT{.2 and so d(P2) lies in [7?1] n[7?r]. As [1t1] and l7.,2lare equivalence

classes it follows that [7t1] : lRrl and ß.r - Rz. Therefore the replacement sets also

partition the set of points of. (.*. !

The reason for calling the sets 7? replacement sets will become apparent in the

following construction.

Construction 5.1.4. Continuing with the situation as we have described it, let Rbe a

replacement set and [7?] be the equivalence class from which it arises. Define.A/1 and

N2 as follows:

Nr: The set of lines of z-i which meet Looin a point of.R, plus the

set of points of 11.

The set of lines of z'2 which lie in parallel classes P2 such that

d,(P") is an element of [7t], plus the set of points of rt.

We can then prove

Theorem 5.1.5. ,Â/1 and Al2 ate conjugate replacement nets

N2
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Proof. By construction if a line of. r¿ (i: 1 or 2) lies in Ni then the parallel class

containing the line also lies in,A/i. Hence, as N¿ is embedded in 7îi)we have that,A[ is

indeed a net.

It remains only to show that if two points lie on a line of one net, then they also

lie on a line of the other net.

Suppose the points P,Q lie on a line (, of NL. Let m be the unique line of ø'2

containing P and Q. Let l* be the line of z-f corresponding to l. Then since l* meets

(.oo in a point of. R, it foliows that l* ll ./oo is a point of. d,n. Letting P2 be the parallel

class of zr2 containing ræ, it is then immediate lhat t ll loo is also a point of d(P2).

Thus d,(P') lies in [7?] and so rn is aline of.JV2. Therefore P,QIie on aline of.Af2.

Suppose P,Q lie on a line m of. N2. Let (P, 8) b" the unique line of z-f containing

P and Q. If P2 is the parallel class of.12 containing rn, then d(P') Iies in [7t] because

rr¿isalineof .Â,/2. Thus d,(P') isasubset of.R. Itfollowsthat

(P,Q)ì(*€d*çd(P\çR.

Hence (P,Q) is a line of. Nr and so P,Q lie on a line of "A/1. n

Lemma 5.1.6. Let P2 be a parallel class of n2. Then P2 is also a parallel class of zr1

if and only if ld(P2)l :1.

Proof. Clearly if.P2 is also a parallel class of n1, then ld,(P')l: 1. Thus suppose that

ld(P'z)l : 1. Assume that P2 contains a line m of. z-2 which is not also a line of zr1.

It follows that rn contains three points which are not collinear in zr1. The three lines

defined by these three points give rise to three distinct points of d^. Hence

3 1ld,"l < ld,(Pr)l

which contradicts the hypothesis. Thus every line of 12 in P2 is also a line of zr1 and

so P2 is also a parallel class of rr1. n
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Lemma 5.1.7. Let Rt and R2 be distinct replacement sets. Then the nets ,A/r1 and

Af| in ?r1 corresponding loÎ-t and7?-z are disjoint.

Proof. Assume,Â/l and Al] are not disjoint. Then there exists at least one line t of. ri

common to ,Â,ff and,Â/21. The point ¿* n(.oo is common to both /?.1 and Rz. By Remark

5.1.3, it then follows that 7t1 - Rz, which contradicts the hypothesis. Therefore,Â/r1

and,Â/r1 are disjoint nets. D

Lemma 5.1.8. Let R be a replacement set with corresponding conjugate nets,A/1 and

,Â/2. Then.Â/1 and Al2 are irreducible with respect to one another.

Proof. Assume that the nets are not irreducible with respect to one another. Then

there exist conjugate nets (N')' and (,4/2)' with

(Nt)' ç NL and (^/')' + N'

(N')' ç N2 and (Al')' + N'.

Let Rt be the subset of 7l corresponding to (,4/1)' and let {11'} denote the subset

of [7?] which corresponds to the set of special sets of the parallel classes of (N2)'.

Now (,4/2)/ is not equal to N2; hence there exists a parallel class P2 of. N2 which

does not lie in (,4/2)'. The special set d(P2) of. P2 is connected by a chain (in (P, B,I))

to every element of [7?]. Therefore there exists a special ser d((P2)') such that

a(te\,) ø {R,}

while

d^nR' + ó

for some line rn of (P2)'.

It follows that (P2)'belongs to both (Af')'and (,4/'?)\(Af')'which gives us a con-

tradiction.

Thus ,A/1 and N2 are irreducible with respect to one another. tr
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Theorem 5.1.9. Let 11 and 12 be a pair of finite affine planes of the same order.

Let 12 be embedded in n1 via a bijection / defined between their point-sets. Then

(identifying zr2 with ó("r)) 12 cãtl be obtained from zrr by replacing pairwise disjoint

nets in zr1 which are irreducible with respect to their replacement nets. Moreover, this

net replacement is unique for a given bijection /.

Proof. Assume lhat 12 is embedded in zr1. Let 77¿, i : 7 to k (for some k > 1) be

the replacement sets corresponding to the equivalence classes of the relation - which

we described prior to Definition 5.1.2. Let Al| and Nl be the nets in rr1 and ø'2 arising

frorn R¿.

Consider first those replacement sets with cardinality one.

The degree of the net in ?r1 corresponding to such a replacement set is one, implying

that the net consists of a single parallel class of zr1. Thus the net in n2 conjugate to

the net in zr1 also consists of a single parallel class P2 where P2 satisfies ld(P2)l : t.

By Lemma 5.1.6 it is immediate that the parallel classes are common to both planes.

Let the set of these parallel classes form the net "A/. Without loss of generality the

other nets in ?r1 câ,n be labelled Nl,N+,,. .. ,Nh (m < k). Thus

r:AlUtrlrtuNlu...u¡4.

Because the nets N] arc pairwise disjoint by Lemma 5.I.7, \¡/e can replace them, one

at a time, with their conjugate replacement nets. Since these replacement nets lie in

7r2 and they are irreducible with respect to the nets they are replacing, we have

7rz: Al u Nl u Al: U " 'U N3

and zr2 has been obtained in the manner descril¡ed.

Assume lhat 12 can also be obtained from zr1 in the same manner by replacing nets

M! wit}i- nets M2¿,, i : 1 to rn. Given a pair of points P,Q in zr1 there is then a pair of
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conjugate nets ,A,f , Jtll and also a pair of conjugate nets Mj, MJ srch that P, Q lie on

a line in each of these nets. Thus ,Âf n Ul + þ and N? ¡ U? + /. Hence, by Lemma

5.1.8, Al'! : M) and N? : MJ becarse ,,\f and N! are irreducible with respect to

each other.

Thus the pairs of replacement nets in the two representations can be paired off,

implying that m : rnt. It also follows that the nets consisting of parallel classes

common to both planes, coincide.

Therefore the net replacement is unique.

The method employed in proving Theorem 5.1.9 suggests a possible technique for

constructing finite affine planes from a given pair of finite a,ffine planes z-1 and T2 of

the same order.

First embed zr2 in zr1 via a bijection / defined between their point-sets and construct

the replacement sets of the type defined in Definition 5.1.2. Then we can represent zr1

and zr2 as

r.t:NUfftu'..u¡4
and rz:NUAI'iU...UNl

where,Â,/ is the net containing the parallel classes common to both planes and N|,Aff

are irreducible with respect to each other.

In performing the net replacements to obtain 12 from 7r1, rri/€ also obtain a set of

intermediate affine planes by replacing at least one but not all of the replaceabie nets.

If T is the set of subscripts of the nets replaced, then denote the resulting plane by

*Tttl

The number of such intermediate planes is 2k - 2 where k is the number of replace-

ment sets of degree greater than one. If k -- 1, then the number of intermediate planes

is zero; as this case is of no interest, we make the following definition.
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Definition 5.1.10. Let ry and 12 be two affine planes of the same order. If there exists

at least one embedding of 12 in zr1 which results in at least two distinct replacement

sets (of the type defined in Definition 5.1.2) of degree greater than one, then n1 and

T2 ãra said to be compatible. If no such embedding exists, then the planes are said to

be incompatible. ¡

We shall examine the compatibility of some affine planes in Section 5.3.

5.2. nÉOpr BLOCKTNG SETS, REPLACEMENT NETS

AND S\MITCHING SETS

Before considering the compatibility of certain pairs of finite affine planes, we need

to examine in more detail the structure of the lines in a replacement net and find lower

bounds on the cardinalities of replacement sets. The first result in this direction is

Theorem 6.2.I. (t28]) Let ¡r be a finite affine plane of order n with projective

completion n*. Suppose zr contains a replaceable net ,A/. If ^9 is the set of special

points corresponding to the parallel classes of. N, rn is a line in the replacement net

and m is not also a line of zr, then mU S is an (n, l,9l)-blocking set of n*. ¡

We note that the blocking set in Theorem 5.2.1 is not necessarily a Rédei blocking

set because it may not be irreducible. (In fact, we can deduce from the next theorem

that the blocking set of Theorem 5.2.1 is irreducible if and only if S : d*.)

Theorem 6.2.2. Let r be a finite affine plane of order n with projective completion

z-*. Suppose n contains a replaceable net ,Â/. If rn is a line of this replacement net and

rn is not also a line of zr, then m\) d* is a Rédei (r,,ld^l)-blocking set of zr*.

Proof. We begin by showing that m l) d^ is an (n, ld- l)-blocking set.

LeI (. be an arbitrary line of r" . ( either coincides with 1." or it meets loo in a point

of. d* or it meets loo in a point not in d-.
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Case (i): I1 (.: (.oo,then(.n(m¿d*) - d^. Since 0 <ld,*l < r* 1, it followsthat.(.

meets ml)d^ in at least one point but does not lie completely irml)d^.

Case (ii): If I meets [.ooin a point of d^, then trivially (.À(mUd*) is non-empty. If

I lies entirely in m l) d^, then each point of rn lies on I which implies lhat m is a line

of zr, contradicting the hypothesis. Hence / does not lie completely inmUd*.

Case (iii): Suppose I meets (.* in a point of. (.*\d^. The number of lines of z-* through

(.a(.* other than /oo is n. Assume that (.nm is empty. Then one of the lines through

(. a [.* meets m in at least two points because l*l : n. Hence (, ì l.* lies in d* lry the

definition of. d,o. This contradicts the supposition. Thus ll.nml: 1, so I meets ml)d^

in at least one point but does not lie completely inml)d*.

By Cases (i), (ii), (iii) and the fact that the points o1. d^ are collinear, it follows

that rn U d^ is an (n,ld-l)-blocking set.

To compiete the proof, we sh.ow that rn U d- is irreducible; by Theorem 1.7.3, it is

sufficient to show that each point of.mU d- lies on a tangent.

Consider the n points of. m. If P is any point of L*\d,n, then the lines through

P other than loo rneet m in at most one point (otherwise P would lie in d- and we

would have a contradiction). As l*l: n and there are exactly r¿ lines through P other

than loo, it is immediate then, that each of these lines meets rn in exactly one point.

No point of. d^ lies on any of these lines. Hence each point of rn lies on a tangent to

ml) d^.

Let P be a point of. d^. Then there exists a line through P which meets rn in at

least two points. There are at most lrnl - 2 - n - 2other lines through P meeting rn.

Since d^ is a subset of. (.* and (.* passes through P, it then follows that the maximum

number of lines through P required to cover mUd^ is n. This leaves at least one line

through P which contains no other point of. m l) d*. Hence P lies on a tangent of
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rn lJ dn

It follows that the blocking set is also irreducible and so is a Rédei blocking set

tr

In [32], Bruen and Thas have given a detailed treatment of blocking sets of type

(",k) in finite projective planes of order n. Their main theorem on the structure of

such a blocking set in PG(2,q) relies on a no\M well-known result of Rédei on non-linear

functions of GF(q) (see [107]). They proved:

Theorem 5.2.3. Let B be a blocking set of type (q,k) in PG(2,q). Let q - pd and

assume

k<min{n*,1rl#+] } ".1
Then

B : roU.(.

where z16 is a Baer subplane of zr and l. is a set of k - (Jq f 1) collinear points which

lie on a line of rrs. n

In addition, Bruen has proved:

Theorem 6.2.4. (t30]) Let B be a blocking set of type (p,k) in PG(2,p), p prime.

Then k> ry. !
¿

Before proving the main theorem of this section we need to briefly consider the

affine Baer subplanes of AG(2,q2). In the representation of a translation plane of

order q2 and of dimension 2 over its kernel by a spread of PG(3,g), it is well-known

that each plane of PG(4,q) which meets PG(3,q) in a single line not belonging to the

spread represents an affine Baer subplane of the translation plane (see [19]). (Such a

plane is referred to as a transversal plane in [121].) While it is not true in general that

these are the only affine baer subplanes of an arbitrary translation plane, it is true in

the case of AG(2,g2), that is:
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Theorem 6.2.6. ([121]) If z- is a Desarguesian affine plane of order 92, then the

affine Baer subplanes of zr are represented precisely by the transversal planes of

PG(4,q)\PG(3, q). tr

We now have the necessary background to prove

Theorem 5.2.6. Let N be a replaceable net in AG(2,g2), g: pd. If the degree of AI

k<min{g+t, 1*fffi] }, o1e<d,

then the replacement net N' of.,A/ is a translation net and (Ac(2,,q')\ff) U v\'/' is a

translation plane.

Proof. Consider an arbitrary line m of. (AG(2, q')\ff) U ,4,/' which is not also a line

of AG(2,q'). BV Theorem 5.2.2, mU d^ is a Rédei (q',ld^D-blocking set of PG(2,q2)

(the projective completion of AG(2,q2).)

Since

td^t<k <min {**, 1* lffi]}, e 1d,

it then follows by Theorem 5.2.3 that rn U d- consists of the points of a Baer subplane

of PG(2,q2) with ld,^l - (ø + t¡ collinear points lying on a line of the Baer subplane.

(Note: In fact ld^l : q + I but for our argument this is not important.) Hence rn

consists of the points of an affine Baer subplane of AG(2,g2). Thus by Theorem 5.2.5,

in the representation of AG(2, q') by a regular spread of PG(3,8), m is represented by

a transversal plane of PG(4,q)\PG(3, q).

Moreover every line of (AG(2,,q')\¡/) U.Á/' which is also a line of AG(2,q2) is also

represented by a plane of PG(4,q)\PG(3, q).

Therefore (AG(2,q')\¡/) U ,4,/' is naturally embeddable in ,4G(4, q) (in the sense

used in Chapter IV). Hence, as mentioned in the discussion after Remark 4.2.9,

(AG(2,q')\¡/) U.Â/' can be represented by a spread 5 of PG(3, q).
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Letting 5¡ denote the regular spread representirrg AG(2,92),, it is immediate that

,Â/ is represented by the partial spread 5¡\S and that Al'' is represented by the partial

spread S\5*. These are conjugate partial spreads, that is they constitute a switching

set and so (AG(2,q')\¡/) U,Â/' is a translation plane. !

Corollary 6.2.7. Let N be a replaceable rret irr AG(2,p'), p prime, which is irreducible

with respect to its replacement net ,4,/'. If the degree d of N satisfies the inequality

p +L < d < +,then d ;' (rr+rxe+s) 
.

Proof. By Theorem 5.2.6, N' is a translation net because the degree of Al is less

than Êf . Hence the net replacement is equivalent to switching two conjugate partial

spreads of PG(3,q).

Now the partiai spread 5 (lying in a regular spread) which represents ,Â/ is not

a regulus because l5l : d a p + t. Moreover .Â/ is irreducible with respect to Alt.

Therefore 5 contains at least two distinct reguli which meet in at least one line. Hence

by Theorem 1.8.16, 5 has at least fttl+ZtÐ lines and so

¿s@+t)(r+e;.
4

5.3. ON THE COMPATIBILITY OF FINITE AFFINE PLANES

In general, given a pair of finite affine planes of the same order, it is not a simple

task to determine whether or not they are compatible because of the large number of

possible embeddings of the second plane in the first. Therefore, unless otherwise stated,

our attention will be restricted to the case in which one of the planes is a Desarguesian

affine plane.

In the simplest case where the planes have prime order p, they are always incom-

patible. This can be seen as follows: Let zr1 be the Desarguesian affine plane and let
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12 be embedded in zr1. By Theorem 5.1.9, T2 ca.rr be obtained from zrr by replacing

pairwise disjoint nets which are irreducible with respect to their replacement nets. If

this amounts to replacing the net zr1 with 12, lhen the planes are incompatible with

respect to the embedding. Otherwise there exists a line m of 12 which is not a line of

7f1.

In this case, by Theorem 5.2.2, ml) d* is a (p, ld- l)-Rédei blocking set of ni (where

zri is the projective completion of r'1). By Theorern5.2.4, we have lhat ld^l>'+
Hence each replaceable net in zr1 has degree at least f and so 7r1 cân have at most

one replaceable net. Hence the planes are again incompatible with respect to the

embedding. As these two cases exhaust the possibilities, it follows that the planes are

always incompatible. Note: This result is effectively equivalent to a result obtained by

Bruen in [30] (see Theorem 7 therein) although the terminology and the setting differ.

The next simplest case involves affine planes of order p2 with p a prime. It is well-

known that every affine plane of order 4 is isomorphic to the Desarguesian affine piane

of that order.

However, for each p ) 3,, there exist non-Desarguesian affine planes of order p2.

Thus the first two cases of interest are those for which p is equal to 3 or 5, and it is

these cases which we shall focus our attention on in the rest of the section.

In 1989, Clement Lam et ø/ verified by computer that there are, up to projective

equivalence, exactly four projective planes of order g. These are the Desarguesian

plane, the Hall plane, the Hughes plane and the dual Hall plane. Hence assuming the

validity of this result, all affine planes of order 9 are also known. However, we include

our results on affine planes of order 9 in the hope that they may provide a suitable

setting for an alternative proof cum verification of Lam's findings. These results are

based on the following:
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Theorem 5.3.1. ([S3]) Let r be a finite projective plane of order 9 which possesses

at least one Baer subplane. Then n is one of the four known planes. !

Lemma 6.3.2. Let r be a finite affine plane of order 9. If zr possesses a replaceable

net of degree 4 or 5, then it is a known plane.

Proof. Let N be the replaceable net and m be a line of the replacement net .A/' such

that m is not also a line of zr. Then, by Theorem 5.2.2, ml) d^ is a Rédei blocking set

of z-* (the projective completion of z').

By ihe restriction on the degree o1. N, it follows lhat ml) d^ contains either 13 or

14 points. Therefore, by Remark \.7.7, 13 of the points of. m U d^ are the points of

a Baer subplane of. r". It is immediate then, by Theorem 5.3.1, that zr* is one of the

four known projective planes of order 9 and so zr itself is a known plane. tr

Theorem 5.3.3. Let 11 and 12 be two compatible finite affine planes of order 9. If zr1

is a known plane, then zr2 and all intermediate affine planes are also known planes.

Proof. Since 7r1 and T2 ã,re compatible, they can be decomposed as indicated below:

rt:N u¡Áu...uN*
.¡-z:N u,A/ju...uNi,

where Jl'¿ ar'd N! arc irreducible conjugate replacement nets and n is at least 2. By

Theorem 1.7.4, a Rédei blocking set in a finite projective plane of order 9 is of type

(9, k) with k ) 4. Hence, by the theory developed in the previous sections, each of the

nets ,4,/¿ (and ,A/i) has degree at least 4. Furthermore, since n is at least 2, each net

.Â4 (and,A/i) has degree at most 6. Thus there are essentially four equivalent cases to

consider. These are as listed below:

(i) lMtl: 4,, lÄ{zl:4

(ii) lÌrlrl: 4, lMzl :5
(iii) lÂr[rl: 4, lffrl:6
(i") l//' I : 5, l¡frl : r.
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In each case, the affine plane 12 arld.the intermediate planes 
".r{t} 

and n-r{z} .U possess

replaceable nets of degree 4 or 5. Hence, by Lemma 5.3.2,, they are all known planes.

n

Corollary 5.3.4. Let r be a finite affine plane of order 9. If. r is not a known plane,

then zr is incompatible with each of the known planes.

Proof. If n were compatible with at least one known plane, then by Theorem 5.3.3,

it would itself be a known plane. As this is not the case, zr is incompatible with every

known plane. ¡

We can deduce from Corollary 5.3.4 and Theorem 5.1.9, that if an as yet undiscov-

ered affine plane of order 9 exists, then it is obtainable from each known affine plane

zr of order 9 by replacing a single net of degree le in r where fr satisfies

Thus in order to prove or verify Lam's findings, it may be useful to examine the

irreducible blocking sets of type (9, k), 6 < /ú < 8 in the known planes of order 9,

noting in particular how they intersect.

When p is equal to five, unlike the previous case, not all affine planes of order 25 are

known. However, all projectively distinct spreads of PG(3,5) have been determined

(see [97], [6] and lL24l). It is reported in [6] and [12a] that there are 24 projectively

distinct spreads of PG(3,5), 13 of which possess reguli; however, recent results of C.

Charnes suggest that there are at most 21 projectively distinct spreads. Consequently,

there are at most 21 non-isomorphic translation planes of order 25.

Consider rotdi/ 7r1 : AG(2,25). By Theorem 5.2.6 and Corollary 5.2.7, any replace-

able net in AG(2,,25) which is not a derivable net has degree at least 12. Assume

that the affine plane zr2 is compatible with n'1. Using the bounds on the degrees of the

replaceable nets in n1, it foliows that 12 can be obtained from zr1 by replacing at most
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four pairwise disjoint nets (which are irreducible with respect to their replacement

nets) and that the degrees of the nets fall into one of the fourteen possibilities listed

below:

(i)

(ii)

(iii )

(i")

(")

("i)

(vii)

72,,6

12,6,6

12,12

72,L3

72,L4

13,6

13,6,6

(viii)

(i")

(")

("i)

(xii)

(xiii)

(xiv)

13,13

14,6

14,6,6

r,6 with 15 1 r 120

6,6,6,6

6,6,6

6,6'

In all, there are 66 different intermediate planes to consider. However, many of

these arise by replacing translation nets in AG(2,25). Thus the resulting plane in each

such instance is a translation plane and so is already known. In addition, a number of

intermediate planes can be constructed from 12 via (multiple) derivation. For example

(using the notation established in Section 5.1) in case (vi) where

AG(2,25)--q: NuNtuNz

7r2 : AlVNiuNl

l^/' I : 13 and lMzl : 6

The intermediate plane ,rÍtÌ : Al t-t At!U.l{z caî be derived from n2 by replaciîg 
^fi.

Since zr2 is itself a known plane we shall assume that the planes which can be (multiply)

derived frorn 12 are also known.

Hence, with this understanding, the number of remaining possibilities is reduced to

just three. More precisely, we have:

Theorem 5.3.5. Let 11 : AG(2,25) and 12 be a second affine of order 25 which is

compatible with 11. If. at least one of the intermediate planes constructed from 7r1 and

zr2 is a previously unknown plane, then one of the three situations below occurs:
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(i)

(ii )

(iii )

nt:NUNtlJJtfz,

rt : NtlJ Nz,

rt:J\huAlz¡

U/'l : 72, lMrl : 13,

l¡/'l : 72, lffzl: 14,

l¡/rl : t3: lMzl,

,rr{'} i, ,r"*,

,rr{'} i, ,,"*,

n-r{t} .rd ,.r{'} .r" ,,."*

tr

We have that in each case, a net of degree 13 or 14 is replaced. Thus at least half of

the parallel classes in AG(2,25) need to be replaced in order to construct a new affine

plane from AG(2,25) and a second affine plane 12 of. order 25. It is therefore, unlikely

that any new planes will arise from this technique.

A similar type of analysis can be performed on AG(2,p2) for each p ) 7. In these

cases however, not all translation planes of order p2 are known. In spite of this'we can

still conclude that a new plane is not likely to be a non-translation plane because by

Theorem 5.2.6 it would be necessary to replace at least half of the parallel classes in

AG(2,p2).

In the case of AG(2,p") with n ) 3, it becomes more and more difficult as r¿

increases to state any general results although on the basis of the results in the sim-

piest cases we might be led to conjecture that a non-translation plane of order p" is

incompatible with AG(2,, p").

5.4. ON BLOCKING SETS IN AFFINE AND PROJECTIVE PLANES

To conclude the chapter, we shall show how Rédei blocking sets in a finite projective

plane can be used to construct blocking sets in a finite plane embedded in the projective

plane. In particular we construct an infinite class of blocking sets of cardinality 2q - 7

\n AG(2,q). This class is of interest not only because it appears to be new but also

because 2q - L is the smallest admissible value for the cardinality of a blocking set in

AG(2,q).
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However, to begin with, let zr be an arbitrary finite projective plane of order n.

Assume that zr contains a Rédei (n, k)-blocking set 6 with (n * 1 - k) > 4. Also

assume that one of the points P on the k-line (, of. B lies on at least two lines tangent

to ß.

Let m be the set of points of. B\(. and d* be the set of points of 4ì 6. (Note: This

notation is in keeping with the notation established in Section 5.1. Treating m as a set

of n affine points with respect to the "line at infinity" l, d,n: l.ì 6 is exactly the set

of special points corresponding to ræ.)

Consider the lines of zr through a point R of l\d^. Apart frorn (., each line meets rn

in at least one point. In fact the number of lines other thar' (. is equal to the number

of points of. m. Hence each line through -R other than (. meets rn in exactly one point.

It follows from the argument that the lines through a point Q of m which meet I in a

point oL l\d,*, are all tangent to ß at Q. BV construction the number of such lines is

(n -17 - k). Label these lines arbitrarily as (n,lt,,lz,. . .,ln-k.

Let ú1 and ú2 be two tangents to B at the point P of. d,,. Define (" - k) points P¿

as follows:

Pt:hÀ(.t,,

Pz:hÀ(..2,

P¿:tzÀt¿, i:3to(n-k).
Finally let ß' be the set of points

(6\{A}) ¿ {P¿}'i=! ,

and let r'l:,e the affine plane r\¿*.

Theorem 5.4.1. ß' is a blocking (2" - l)-set in zr' and 6' contains no line of r'.

Proof. Let (' I (.be an arbitrary line of z-. Assume ('meets m in at least fr f 1 points.

Since rn is not a line of zr there is a point of rn not on L'. Hence the lines through
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this point and the points of rn ll l' defrne at least k + t distinct points of. d^. However

ld*l : k. Thus the assumption is wrong and each line of zr meets m in at most k

points. It is immediate then that each line of zr' also meets rn in at most k points.

Also by construction at most (n-k)-2 of the points P¡,i -- L to n-le are collinear.

Let l" be an arbitrary line of zr'. If. .0" : t\(L n /""), then l" rneets ß' in exactly

the k points of. d^ and so (" does not lie in ß'. If. ¿" + t\(t. n l-), then l" rneets d^

in at most one point. By the first paragraph, l" meets m in at most k points and by

the second paragraph it meets the set (r)::: in at most (n + k) - 2 points. Thus l"

possesses at most l+k *(rz* k)-2:n - l points of.ß'. Thus l" does not lie irrB'.

To complete the proof, we need to show that each line l" of zr'meets B'in at least

one point. Let ti be the line of n containirrg L". If tl does not contain the point Q,

then l'] n B\{Qi is non-empty. Hence L" rneets B' in a point of 6\{8}. If.lt} rneets ß

in Q, then l" meets 6' in one of the points P¿ or in a point of d^. Hence each line of

zr' meets Bt it at least one point.

Combining the two results, we have that Bt is a blocking set of r'.

Finally,

lB'l (ni-k-1)+("-k)
2n-l

n

In [25], Brouwer and Wilbrink describe a technique for constructing Rédei blocking

sets in projective planes arising from spreads of PG(2t - 1, q). One such blocking

set is constructed by taking a ú-dimensional subspace l¿ of Pc(zt,q) which is not

contained in PG(2t - l,q) and which meets one of the elements of the spread in

" (ú - 2)-dimensional subspace. Every other element of the spread meets l¿ in at

most one point. Thus l¿ meets exactly qt-t + 1 elements of the spread. X¿ also has

exactly qr points in common with PG(2t,q)\PG(2t - L,g), and so X¿ gives rise to
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a Rédei (q',q'-t f 1)-blocking set 6 in the projective plane arising from the spread.

Furthermore it can be shown that 6 has at least two (ø'-t ¡ 1)-lines and each ìine of

the plane meets B in I, Ç * 1 or q'-L + 1 points.

Now because 6 is a Rédei (q' , q'-' f 1)-blocking set and 6 has at least two (øt-t + f ;-

lirres, these two lines will ureet irr a poirrt P say. Apart fronr the points on these lines,

there are (qt - q'-t) other points of 6. Hence the total number of secants of. B at P is

at most 2 + (q' - q'-') which is strictly less than qt - I. Thus there are at least two

lines through P tangent to B. Furthermore (øt+t¡ -(q'-' +1) : qt -qt-r > 4Lf q > 3.

Thus for g à 3, these blocking sets satisfy the conditions stated in the construction at

the beginning of the section.

Thus the blocking sets in the projective plane give rise to blockinS (2q'- l)-sets

in particular affine planes embedded in the projective planes.

As a simple corollary we have:

Corollary 6.4.2. AG(2,gt), I ) 3 contains blockinS (2q'- l)-sets.

Proof. Let PG(2,,g), e > 3 be constructed from a regular spread of PG(2t-1, g). Then

by the construction of Brouwer and Wilbrink, PG(2, q¿) contains a Rédei (q',q'-' +7)-

blocking set. Thus as explained above, this gives rise to blocking (2q' - l)-sets of

certain of the affine planes of order q¿ embedded in PG(2,qt). All such affine planes

are isomorphic to AG(2,g¿) and so the result follows. n

In [76] and 1241, it is shown that a blocking set in an affine plane AG(2,g¿) has

at least (2q' - 1) points. Hence our examples attain the minimum cardinality. Other

examples of blockinS (2q'- 1)-sets in AG(2,,qt) arc described in [12], but none of these

has lines of.size q'-r + 1. Thus the class constructed here appears to be new.

As a final remark, we note that while a blocking set in a fi,nite affine plane may

contain a line of the plane, the blocking sets constructed here (as shown in Theorem

5.4.1) and in [12] do not contain lines of AG(2,qt).
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION

As we mentioned at the outset, our main aim in this thesis has been to develoir

the theory of n-covers of PG(3, g) in parallel with the existing theory of spreads of

PG(3,q). Thus, in seeking generalisations of the theory of n-covers of PG(3,g) and

ideas for further research, it is natural to once again use the theory of spreads as a

model.

One obvious way then, in which the theory may be generalised is to define l?-covers

of higher dimensional projective spaces. An (n,s)-cover of PG(t,q) may be defined

as a set of s-dimensional projective subspaces of PG(t,q) which satisfi.es the property

that each point of PG(t,q) is incident with exactly n of the subspaces. (W" have in

fact implicitly used the notion of (n,l)-covers of. PG(4t -7,q) in Chapter IV, when

we used them to construct quasi-n-multiple Sperner designs.) Many of the results

established in this thesis which pertain to n-covers of PG(3, g) would then have direct

analogues in this generalised setting.

Another important aspect of the theory of n-covers of PG(3, q) which needs further

investigation is that of their construction. The techniques we have described in this

thesis, although they are constructive in nature, generally only imply the existence

of a proper n-cover. One way of potentially constructing new n-covers is to alter

the structures of the existing ones. This may be achieved by adapting the process of

switching conjugate partial spreads which was introduced in [20] by Bruck and Bose.

More precisely, given an n-cover Cn we can try to find a partial spread S lying in C,

such that ,S has a conjugate partial spread 5'. If 5' n Cn - /, then we can replace

5' by 5 to form the new ??-cover (C"\S) U 5'. Another possible way of finding new

n-covers is to consider the images of existing ones under correlations of PG(3,q); by
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Theorem 2.I.72, these images will again be n-covers of PG(3, q).

A related matter is that of the classification of the n-covers of PG(3,q). This

is certainly a non-trivial problem as it encompasses the classification of the spreads

of PG(3,q) which itself is a major task. However, for small values of g and n, the

techniques applied in Chapter III may be sufficient. As an aid in classifying the rz-

covers of PG(3, q), it would also be useful to know the largest integer ó(q) for which

PG(3,q) possesses a proper b(q)-cover. It is not entirely clear, however, if the value of

ó(q) can be found for a given value of g without first accomplishing the classification.

We now briefly turn to the other material appearing in this thesis.

In Chapter III, we devised a method for determining whether or not a given regular

partial packing of PG(3,q) can be extended, by establishing a relationship between

these partial packings and blocking sets of PG(2,,q2). This method could be generalised

by using the analogous representation of a regular spread of PG(Zt * 1, q), t > 7 via a

pair of skew conjugate lines of PG(2t + t, q'+t); this representation was established by

O'Keefe in [98].

In Section 4.3, we constructed two infinite classes of Hall triple systems from the

Burnside groups B(3,r), r 2 2. However, we have been unable to ascertain the exact

nature of the second class of these systems for r ) 3 because we have no way of proving

or disproving that the identity stated in Theorem 4.3.10, is valid in B(3,r). To settle

this problem, a more convenient way of representing the Burnside groups B(3,r), r ) 3,

needs to be developed because it is generally difficult and time consuming to show that

two of their elements with different strings either coincide or are in fact distinct. As

a final comment regarding this problem, rve note that if the identity does not hold in

B(3,3), then the Hall triple system.93 is not a finite affine space by Theorem 4.3.10

and so neither is ^9, for each r ) 3 because each such ,S, contains copies of 53.
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Finally in Chapter V, we discussed the compatibility of finite affine planes. As

we have already mentioned, the classification of the affine planes of order 9 follows

from classification of the projective planes of order I achieved by Lam et aI. To gain

proper insight into the case where the affine planes are of order 25, there are two

avenues of investigation which may be taken. One involves actually examining various

embeddings of one affine plane into another to try to find an embedding with respect

to which the planes are compatible. The other, which may be more profitable and less

time consuming, is simply to examine blocking sets of type (25, k) in the corresponding

projective plane. In either case, the observations made might perhaps suggest results

which could then be proven.
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